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1. Executive Summary
The conference was officially opened by the Deputy President of South Africa,
Honourable David Mabuza and the Minister of Higher Education, Dr Blade Nzimande.

Day 1 - Building the Foundation for a Transformed Economy and Society
Under the theme, Building the Foundation for a Transformed Economy and Society
input was received from a number of speakers, social partners and a brief towards the
social compact was introduced.
Dr Pavel Luksha, Director - Global Education Futures Initiative Russia, gave an
international perspective. He mentioned that Covid-19 has accelerated change and is
presenting massive challenges for the present and future workforce. Now, more than
ever, a readiness to work in new technological environments, using new technologies,
is foundational. Skill pathways from school to work and formation of basic skills such
as reading are as crucial as professional skills or soft skills - life skills are formed by
basic education and ECD. He added that South Africa could be global role model for
alignment. His recommendations were:
Teachers
 Learn new teaching methods to empower & encourage collaboration.
 Cultivate young people’s capacity for entrepreneurial skills and empower them for
independent action.
 Create local / national / global ‘inquiry networks’ & share knowledge / methods.
School administrators
 Create experimental spaces for future skills, e.g. fab labs and youth business
acceleration programmes.
 Partner with colleges & universities to create skill pathways that include future
skills.
 Collaborate with local & global businesses to create ‘hybrid learning environments’,
opportunities for apprenticeship and real life problem solving.
 Pool resources on future skills teaching with other education and business
partners.
Policymakers
 Encourage experimentation in schools & skill partnerships around new pedagogies
and assessment (soft skills, digital badging etc).
 Introduce metrics creating education system accountability for the overall success
of economy & society, including the transition to green / regenerative economy,
just /inclusive society, and new business / workplace creation.
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Dr James Keevy of Jet presented, ‘Recognising human ability in the future:
microlearning, immersive learning, credential fluency and interoperable data
ecosystems’.
In recognising that human adaptability is being outstripped by technology, it was
indicated that learning outcomes could be used to describe knowledge, skills and
competences. To create credential fluency, there must be increasingly seamless
interrelationships between formal, non-formal and informal credentials. Through digital
forms of recognition, improved data interoperability, closer alignment between learning
and work, digital identity will increase.
Professor Yusuf Sayed of CPUT and Sussex University presented ‘Building the
Foundation for a Transformed Economy and Society in context of skills for the 21st
century’. He stated the 21st Century skills drivers are the changing nature of economy,
changing nature of skills requirements, idea of knowledge economy, all of which
affects social and cultural capital accumulation by young people. Schools have to
prepare students for jobs that have not yet been created, technologies that have not
yet been invented and problems that we do not yet know will arise.
There is a changing agenda from the 20th century knowledge stocks to the 21st century
of knowledge flows. We need to construct a future teacher education agenda built on
four actions – common vision, prioritising of investment, investing in teachers, and
building evidence based information.
Social partner’s inputs
Mr Paddy Padayachee - DoBE
Mr Goodman Mabutho Cele - SADTU
Ms Vuyiswa Ncontsa - NASCEE
Basil Manuel - NAPTOSA
The panel agreed that there was a need to refocus on the curriculum, prepare teachers
for digitisation and create better learning spaces. ECD needs professionalisation and
funding, as it is foundational, and the importance of mother tongue in the earlier years
was mooted. There is a need for a three-stream curriculum and more focus on skills
in the curriculum in terms of quality and relevance to the 4IR. Teachers need digital
technology and training.
Mr Godwin Khosa -Towards a social compact
Mr Khosa established key priorities, with identified and agreed upon interventions,
which would assist the pursuit of human resource development and a transformed
economy and society. These are:
 Meaningful development for professionals & practitioners working in the basic
education sector.
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Effective data management systems of human resource capacities to manage
supply and demand, deployment and utilisation.
Articulated, data driven HRD strategy from ECD through to higher education, with
a comprehensive integrated curriculum for human development at all levels
Incorporation of future competencies into daily classroom practice and the
provision of an enabling environment for increased remote and digital learning.
Development of a feedback instrument and strategy to take account of and advise
on responses to changing contexts in basic education.

Education related issues arising from the research papers include ECD, reading,
STEM, skills, the completion of the curriculum development process to integrate the
3-stream model and competencies for a changing world that offer greater clarity on
new subjects - robotics, coding, entrepreneurship, marine sciences, aviation, etc.

Day 2 - Building the Skills for a Transformed Economy and Society
Dr Charles Nwaila, Chairperson of NSA, alluded to delegates that agility, adaptability,
innovation and collaboration are called for in these unprecedented times. He noted
that the World Economic Forum was warning of “double disruption” for workers,
brought on by automation and the Covid-19 recession. With 63% of youth in South
Africa unemployed, there is potentially explosive scenario developing and a shift to
technology could result in benefits but also further inequality. An inclusive approach is
required to navigate these scenarios.
Mr Zukile Mvalo of DHET presented ‘Skills strategy to respond to the economic
reconstruction and recovery plan: Situational analysis of skills supply and demand in
South Africa’. The Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan identified 7 priority
interventions and more than 10 enabling focus areas to grow the economy and create
jobs.
The Department has consulted a broad spectrum of stakeholders and social partners
and consultations are still ongoing at NEDLAC with government lead departments. An
implementation plan for the Skills Strategy is being developed to assist in monitoring
and reporting progress to the technical implementation forum. The Department has 10
interventions focused on the provision of targeted education and training programmes.
These are:
Intervention 1: expand the provisioning of short skills programmes
Intervention 2: enable the provisioning of short skills programmes
Intervention 3: expand the provisioning of workplace-based learning
Intervention 4: increase enrolments in qualification-based programmes
Intervention 5: review and revise education and training programmes
Intervention 6: update the draft Critical Skills List
Intervention 7: strengthen entrepreneurship development programmes
HRDC Summit Report 2021
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Intervention 8: embed skills planning into economic planning processes
Intervention 9: facilitate the use of the National Pathway Management Network
Intervention 10: strengthen the post school education and training system
He concluded that the Summit takes note of the progress of the skills strategy, makes
inputs where required and that the strategy remains active and alive.
Ms Mamphokhu Khuluvhe of DHET presented ‘Situational analysis of skills supply and
demand in South Africa’. She noted how the analysis and definitions of skills supplies,
skills demand and skills imbalances were identified and researched. The analysis
included an overview of the level of education in the population, unemployment by
education and adult illiteracy.
The Occupations in High Demand, gazetted by the DHET, provides useful insights into
the skills needs of the economy and society. The 2020 WEF report states the following
10 occupations are emerging as key for the South African economy:
1. Process automation specialists
2. Data analysts and scientists
3. Social psychologists
4. Management and organisation analysts
5. Business development professionals
6. Big data specialists
7. Assembly and factory workers
8. Compliance officers
9. Chemists and chemical laboratory scientists
10. AI/Machine learning specialists
Professor Haroon Bhorat of UCT (DPRU) whose presentation was on the South
African labour market, stated that there was a significant economic shock due to
Covid-19, about 7% contraction in GDP, although a bounce back of 2-5% is projected
for 2021.
About 1.4 million jobs were lost, with majority of these in the informal sector and
household domestic services. Very few jobs were lost for union members or public
sector employees. The job losses were most severe for those living in lower quintile
households and among the low skilled, informally employed. It is critical to recognise
heterogeneity in job losses, and to formulate policy accordingly.
The Covid-19 Ramaphosa Support Package is largest of its kind since 1994. The
macroeconomic challenge going forward is the management of a massive increase in
the deficit, the GDP ratio, amidst declining short-term revenues and a rise in the share
of dollar-denominated debt.
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Dr Kirti Menon of UJ presented ‘Education, Skills Development and Training as it
relates to the 4IR and digitisation’. The curricula should deliver a range of transferable
problem-solving skills; a critical approach to knowledge; flexibility in thinking and
approaching problems; comfort with diversity in backgrounds, disciplines and
approaches; and an appreciation of a team approach to developing different solutions.
One solution is an inter/trans/multi-disciplinary approach; another is flexible education
and training alternatives.
The big issues are:
 Shift to hybrid forms of learning is paradoxical - both widens and limits access
 Major conversations required on curricula
 If it creates social exclusion, it dents severely the social justice agenda
 What enabling infrastructure and resources are required? Need to advocate for
this.
 Cannot just be a higher education institution’s role – country-wide resourcing
needed
Dr Stella Bvuma of UJ presented ‘The impact of technology on female entrepreneurs
in South Africa’. She stated that supporting women-led businesses is an important
element of a country’s economic growth strategy. South Africa needs to prepare
women entrepreneurs to be future fit. It needs a mass digitisation drive and an
investment in connectivity to keep up with the demands of digital economy. At present
36% of population is still unconnected and the majority are connected via mobile
devices. However, the digital economy requires high quality, high-capacity Internet
access.
Governments and enterprises also need to be more proactive in supporting women
entrepreneurs to strive in the ICT workforce. Government need to implement gendersensitive policies and other supportive initiatives, such as offering tax incentives for
businesses that invest in or outsource to women-led businesses.
Mr Sanele Mlotshwa of Majuba TVET College presented ‘Perspective of TVET
colleges in providing skills required for the 21st century’. In developing an integrated
curriculum to include 21st century skills, a student must be holistically developed with
learning skills, literacy skills, life skills, foundational skills and key competencies and
characteristics to be able to enter the labour market or self-employment. The TVET’s
approach to 21st Century skills include foundation literacies (how students apply core
skills to everyday tasks); competencies (how students approach complex challenges)
and character qualities (how students approach their changing environment).
21st Century training TVET colleges can offer:
 3D digital game art
 Cloud computing
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Information & network cabling
CNC milling and turning
IT network systems & administration
Mobile robotics; mechanical engineering – CAD; mechatronics
Auto body repair; automobile technology
Electrical installations; electronics
Aquaponics & hydroponics
Drone technology

Dr Luci Abrahams of WITS presented on ‘Collaboration and partnerships for skills
development’. She explained that problem solving and creativity are essential to digital
innovation, which leads to smart cities, villages, industries, health and transport. For
example, there is a need in digital skills for farm workers, not only for those in tertiary
institutions. She presented examples of different kinds of partnerships, including
collaboration between clusters of institutions, and the need to establish tech hubs- in
all kinds of contexts, in which the labour market can invest.
Social partners’ input
Labour perspective: Mr Aubrey Tshabalala – Communications Workers Union
 Create conducive environment for SMMEs to grow the job market.
 Infrastructure rollout must be used to create decent sustainable jobs.
 Encourage local procurement through tax reforms.
 Privacy, cybercrime and cybersecurity must be prioritised when formulating laws
 Invest in research.
 The TVET system needs to be flexible, anticipating and responding to labour
market demands.
 Business is committed to working collaboratively with all social partners to achieve
the objectives of the ERRP.
 Currently with NEDLAC on engaging in the skills strategy to support the ERRP.
 The approach to implement occupational qualifications through our CoS approach
in the TVET system has been welcomed by several sectors.
Business perspective: Mr Mustak Ally – Minerals Council South Africa
 The business sector must not be left out of training and development.
 The skills system should focus on demand-led training, concentrating on
economically significant skills and training for employability.
 The system should not hinder agility and flexibility of response through complexity
and bureaucracy.
 The increasing divide between basic education and post school education and
training must be addressed.
Community perspective: Mr Thembinkosi Josopu of the South African Youth Council
and Mr Sifiso Mtsweni of the National Youth Development Agency
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Concern was expressed that many decisions made by relevant bodies exclude the
community that they are aimed at.
Too many voices and different initiatives seem to be competing against each other,
whilst they are trying to address the same problem.
Certain sectors, such as TVET colleges, are treated as inferior, even as students
are encouraged to join them.
The NSA exists as the authority for skills development, but it is toothless. If we
want to go in the right direction, let us give the NSA more teeth. It must bite. PSTF
ignore us; SETAs ignore us because there is no strong legislative mechanism to
say if SETAs do not respond to you, if PSTF do not report to you, this must happen
in terms of law.
In previous Summits, we have diagnosed problems but reached resolutions that
do not resolve the diagnosis that we make. Somehow, there is a disconnect
between the diagnosis of a problem and the solution.
The future we are talking about will be delayed until we close the inequality gap
that exists in education and the only way to do that is to take this technology and
plug it where it needs to be.

Public/private training providers’ perspective: – Dr Shirley Lloyd
 The skills development terrain is contested and it seems that there is no
collaboration.
 There are many voices about the problems facing young people but no
coordination and the community constituency is not consulted.
 Problems are diagnosed but and resolutions are taken but poverty and inequality
increase.
 Private providers are written into the Constitution and into law; their role is critical,
so do not leave them out.
Mr Andreas Schleicher, OECD Director for Education and Skills, presented an
International Perspective. He indicated that one’s mindset is an important outcome in
the 21st Century and that knowledge is just the start. The question is, ‘What can you
do with what you know?’ Social and emotional skills are of growing importance and
curiosity, courage, leadership and empathy cannot be computerised.
Mr David Mabusela of the DHET presented the ‘Draft Social Compact’, his main points
were:
 Preservation of the South African sovereignty and constitutional democracy is
critical.
 Keeping up with the pace of global shifts and interruptions has a
destabilising/positive impact on the domestic front.
 Change is needed because of increasing gaps of social inequality; desperate
poverty; exponential acceleration of educationally qualified and semi-qualified
youth yet unemployed; and loss of employment and livelihood by those employed.
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Change must be political, economic and social.
Worker-focused education; direct social partners; output & impact measurement
must be prioritised.
Post school education and training (PSET) system directed priority 1: Reload the
skills matrix for economic recovery and reconstruction by means of differentiated
skills mapping that reflects easy-to-enter-jobs skills, intermediate skills and longterm skills within the framework of job roles regarded as stable and growing.
PSET system directed priority 2: Structural re-adjustment of curriculum and
programmes at universities, technical & vocational education and training
institutions, community education & training institutions, Sector Education &
Training Authorities sectors to supply corporate demand to remain competitive in
the prevailing 4IR milieu.

Day 3 – Building a Capable/Developmental State
Ms Faith Nyaka of the National School of Government presented on the
‘Professionalisation of the Public Sector’. She alluded to the delegates that President
Cyril Ramaphosa had said the public service must be staffed by men and women who
are professional, skilled, selfless and honest. Professionalising means changing
attitudes and behaviour; having qualified people, equipped to perform their jobs with
diligence; having professional categories in the public service; employing public
servants who are non-partisan and depoliticised; creating decisive reforms; and
including occupation specific competency assessments.
Ms Yoliswa Makhasi of DPSA presented on a HRD Strategic Framework began by
defining what constitute a capable state, which includes good governance, capacity,
institutional development, and is developmental with good leadership.
The PS-HRD Strategic Framework is the blueprint for planning and implementation of
a capable, ethical and developmental state and outlines what skills, services,
technology and capacity will be required by a government of the future.
A key challenge is that the fourth industrial revolution largely presents numerous
challenges to public administration based on the lack of capacity of a well-equipped
workforce, which caters for the digital world. She concluded by posing a number of
questions that the Summit should consider in order to come out with a ‘future of public
service and administration’ outlook that will show us where government will be in 2030
and the next 10-15 years
Professor Tshilidzi Marwala of UJ presented “Cyber Security: Emerging threats and
risks”. He highlighted some startling figures on the rise in cyber-attacks. At the start of
the pandemic, there was a 50% increase in cyber-attacks and an associated 30 000
cyber-attacks; a 600% increase in phishing attacks; a 300 000% increase in cyber
threats; and 18 million malware and phishing emails were blocked.
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According to Accenture, South Africa is the third-highest cybercrime-hit country in the
world after Russia and China. South Africa has established a Cybercrimes Act to
mitigate digital attacks and intrusions but the Act does not go far enough. SAPS is the
leading agency to coordinate investigations but there is little capacity to carry this out.
It was recommended that it is important to secure and make data available to enable
innovation. The principal opportunity in the 4IR is the storage of large sums of data,
which will be critical for building e-government services across sectors such as health,
transport and justice. This could be achieved through the creation of the National Data
Centre, which will consolidate the available computational power and create a national
data repository for all of our data. However, our cybersecurity systems need to be
bolstered in order to safeguard the public. The pandemic has certainly demonstrated
how crucial this is.
Social partner inputs
Dr Olwethu Sipuka presented the civil society perspective of disabled persons in South
Africa. A developmental state must be ethical and caring – Nelson Mandela said you
measure a caring society by the way it treats disabled people. In the disabled
community, 1% has degrees and 10% have gone as far as Grade 12. The White Paper
on Inclusive Education (pending since 2005) must be implemented. There is no point
in raising noble ideas at HRDC summits that are not implemented. South Africa is a
nation in crisis because of its high unemployment rate and lack of skills
Ms Azola Mayekiso presented the business perspective. She noted that developing
technological competencies can be embedded as part of continued professional
development - this must happen speedily to attract young people into the system.
Training is needed across the board on ethical conduct - incentives should go with this
to encourage participation. Changing attitudes happens at the individual level, the
Government should invest in a methodology such as NLP. A culture of efficiency can
be driven from the top by private sector leaders. Active inertia may be related to
competency: if we define what success is, then we can track it.
Dr Christopher Phiri presented the labour perspective. He stated that social dialogue
is integral to the HRD institutional framework for policymaking and implementation at
all levels. Public servants should be professional, responsive and meritocratic and to
achieve this, motivation, skills development, determination, support, mentorship and
coaching are necessary. He also noted that intergovernmental and citizen
engagements are critical for the development of a capable state.
Professor Dumisani Tembe presented ‘Building a capable/developmental state in
South Africa’. He observed that Covid-19 has shone as light on the role of political
leadership in protecting and advancing the wellbeing of citizens, as well as the role of
bureaucracy and the limitations of state performance. A development state is
HRDC Summit Report 2021
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progressively productive, empowering people so that they can empower themselves.
A capable state is efficient, effective, timeous, responsive, flexible and productive.
South Africa needs to improve the quality of the ruling party’s and the opposition’s
politics; improve the quality of oversight institutions, such as the National Assembly
and Provincial Legislatures, and build a society that values knowledge, intelligence
and innovation.
Professor Puleng LenkaBula gave an international perspective. UNISA is responsible
for 35% of the student cohort within the higher education system and has a role to play
in advancing a sustainable developmental state and sustainable development hinges
on the full participation of women.
South African can learn from countries like Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea and
Taiwan, which have built strong, capable and ethical state institutions. After WWII,
Germany incentivised citizens to work on reconstruction of roads, infrastructure, etc.
There is a lesson here for SA vis-à-vis grants to deal with the high levels of poverty.
Corruption may make the attainment of a capable developmental state appear elusive
but, after the Zondo Commission, it could also serve as an impetus to drive South
Africa towards a developmental state.
A renewed focus is needed on 4IR skills: agriculture, veterinary sciences, advancing
black professionals, geology, social sciences, data analytics, engineering,
construction, pharmacy, biotechnologies and nanotechnologies. It is the joint
responsibility of the bureaucracy, universities, and a multiplicity of agencies to ensure
that the idea of a developmental state is accomplished
Q&A session
There was an extensive Q&A session, fielded by the panellists. Topics raised included
cadre employment, corruption, and the need to manage poor performers.
Mr Marcel Wilson presented the Draft Social Compact for a capable and
developmental state. He stated that there is a need to ensure that public services are
adequately delivered, using the relevant skills and competencies in order to respond
to the double challenge of poverty and inequality.
By implication, the public service needs skills and competencies to execute the
mandate of government in order to achieve a better life for all through the delivery of
expected services. Such delivery of services will assist in stimulating various sectors
of the economy. It is, therefore, imperative that a capable and developmental State is
built, with a grounding on the relationship with social partners to facilitate the
achievement of objectives.
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The HRDC Summit provides an ideal platform to drive high levels of engagement,
cooperation needed between the social partners to enable a deeper understanding of
the skills, competencies and experience that is needed, in the short to medium term,
to stimulate employment and growth, and to co-design a demand led support
framework in the 21st century.
In achieving a capable and developmental state, there needs to be a dedicated focus
on ensuring that there is a professional cadre of public service to deliver the
government’s mandate to achieve the needs of the citizens.
Dr Blade Nzimande, Minister of Higher Education, officially closed the Summit.

2. Day 1 Building the Foundation for a Transformed Economy
and Society
Welcome
Delegates were welcomed by the Programme Director, Mr Bheki Ntshalintshali,
Deputy Chairperson of the Human Resource Development Council. He explained the
experiences of the past HRDC Summits and how crucial this one was in the face of
the Covid-19 epidemic and rise of the 4th Industrial Revolution (4IR).
He pointed out the sequence of the programme designed to meet the intention of the
2021 Summit, which is to align the Summit deliberations with the outcomes of the HRD
Strategy towards 2030, through three themes:
Day 1 will address Building a Foundation for a Transformed Economy and Society;
Day 2 will address Building Skills for a Transformed Economy and Society; and
Day 3 will address Building a Capable Developmental State.

3. Minister Bonginkosi E Nzimande
I would like to take this opportunity to greet and welcome all the leadership of our
government, led by the Deputy President, Premiers, Ministers, and Deputy Ministers,
all stakeholders and partners of the Human Resource Development Council who are
participating in this 4th HRDC Summit.
The Summit has taken place at an opportune time when we need to work together as
a nation.
The past few weeks have demonstrated what a great nation we are. South Africans
from different walks of life, came together to find solutions that will lead towards
healing, rebuilding and renewal, especially after the recent lootings in the main, in
KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng provinces.
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As a nation, we continue to express our appreciation and gratitude to all South
Africans, who continue to reject violence with the contempt it deserves. The pandemic
has not been kind to us and we still need to keep safe and adhere to all the health
protocols.
The HRDC was established with the objective of improving the foundation of human
resources in South Africa. This objective is to be achieved by encouraging social
partners to respond adequately to the skills development needs that align with
economic and social demands of our country.
The intention of the HRDC is to develop institutional cooperation for the
implementation of an integrated human resource development strategy for South
Africa.
The Human Resource Development Strategy towards 2030 speaks to increasing
productivity and promoting the human resource development needs to transform our
country South Africa.
As a result, the HRDC aligned the objectives of this Summit to achieve the outcome
of the “HRDC Strategy Towards 2030.” As a result, the focus of the Summit is to
develop skills required to make South Africa competitive and to respond to the new
reality post Covid-19.
South Africa requires skills to enable citizens to participate in the new world of work
and to support the economic recovery efforts to make the economy more dynamic in
tackling inequality, unemployment and poverty in the 21st century.
The theme of this Summit ‘Skills for the 21st Century’, was carefully thought through
to highlight the current challenges that if not resolved will see our economy negatively
affected and our people not escaping the current chains of unemployment, poverty
and inequality plaguing this country.
With the thematic areas of this summit, I am more than confident that the outcome of
this summit with provide the most needed hope to our youth by providing them with
the necessary opportunities they so require to pursue careers of their choice and live
a decent life.
The NDP set us the following human resource development tasks:
•
We must reduce income inequality and discrimination, substantially, by 2030;
•
The number of SMMEs and the variety of businesses must be expanded;
•
Skilled artisans should be produced in increased numbers especially in scarce
skills domains.
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All these targets require us to establish partnerships between industry and colleges,
between innovation hubs and our universities, colleges and community colleges and
strategic use of research to design these partnerships.
Having said that, it is my honour to invite our Excellency Deputy President, David
Mabuza who is who is the main speaker to address the Summit.

4. Keynote Address - Honourable David Mabuza
Honourable David Mabuza – Deputy President of the Republic of South Africa and
Chairperson of the Human Resource Development Council
On this Women’s Month in our calendar, we extend warm greetings and best wishes
to all participants at this 4th Human Resource Development Council Summit.
This Summit takes place two days after we commemorated Women’s Day, which is a
reminder of what still needs to be done towards the full emancipation of women and
fulfilment of the aspirations of those who marched to the Union Buildings in 1956.
In pursuance of their aspirations, we should consider how this Summit advances the
struggle against poverty, inequality, patriarchy, prejudice, and exclusion of women,
people with disabilities and key populations from accessing skills and broader
development opportunities across all facets of life.
The Summit also takes place under unprecedented conditions presented by the
devastating effects of the Covid-19 pandemic that has disrupted many aspects of life
including health, economy and livelihoods.
At an economic level, recent results from the Quarterly Labour Force Survey reveal
that, in the first quarter of 2021, structural unemployment stood at 32.6 percent and
this figure is worse amongst young people, standing at 46.3 percent and among
university graduates at 9.3 percent.
These statistics are real and reflect faces of stifled and deferred dreams, hopes,
opportunities and capacities. They are also an outcry of our country’s human wealth
that is not fully explored. Notably, Statistics South Africa further tells us that from these
statistics, young people and African black women in particular are the most vulnerable.
Whilst education remains a fundamental part of the solution to this problem, there are
other contributory issues, such as access to healthcare, basic services and public
transport, which are equally important in improving these statistics for the better.
However, for this Summit we are limiting ourselves to ensuring that we agree on
policies and systems that will improve educational outcomes, and ensure that young
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people stay in school until they attain a qualification thereby placing them on an equal
footing with their peers as they compete in the labour market.
Equally, we must address the issue of young people that drop out at various points of
their schooling, prior to attaining their matric qualification. Failure to address these
shortcomings, adds more numbers to the cohort of young people that are not in
employment, education or training.
The implications of delaying this response are obvious. It means this is a cohort of
young people robbed of practicing their natural talents. It means families are robbed
of agents of change who could be contributing positively to uplift their families, their
communities, our country and the world.
Our role as government, as civil society, organised labour and the private sector is to
reverse and transcend these inequalities, which threaten South Africa’s social
cohesion and nation-building project.
Without urgently and tangibly addressing inequalities in society, nation-formation
becomes a statement of intention rather than a statement of fact!
Therefore, the organising theme of this Summit, which is “Skills Required For The 21st
Century” is relevant in the South African context in ensuring that no one is left behind
as we implement measures to rebuild and grow the economy.
In essence, this Summit should deliberate on how the Human Resource Development
Strategy is recalibrated to be skills-based, innovation-led and entrepreneurial-focused,
serving as an anchor for the Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan.
As you know, the Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan is premised on
reviving the economy devastated by the Covid-19 pandemic through investment in
employment creation initiatives, building relevant skills and training for the economy,
industries and jobs for the future.
It is encouraging that the objectives of this 4th HRDC Summit focuses mainly on:
 building the foundation and skills for a transformed economy and society
 building a capable and ethical developmental state
These objectives are significant since the HRDC, as a multi-stakeholder advisory
body, is uniquely positioned to ensure that we capacitate the unemployed, those in
workplaces and those still in our schooling system, with requisite skills that can
respond to new world realities and to make South Africa globally competitive.
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As President Ramaphosa stated, “We are determined not merely to return our
economy to where it was before the coronavirus, but to forge a new economy in new
global reality.”
As such, ours as the broader HRDC family is to use the Revised HRD Strategy to
address four broad challenges of poverty and inequality, quality of education,
absorptive capacity of the economy and social cohesion that will cumulatively
contribute towards the attainment of the National Development Plan’s outcomes.
Before deliberating further on this 4th Summit, let us reflect briefly on what was agreed
to in 2018 at the 3rd HRDC Summit, to ensure that we underline policy and
programmatic continuity, and avoid reinventing the wheel.
As social partners, we have to ask ourselves the question whether between the period
of the last summit and this one, we have sizeably delivered on equipping and
capacitating our young people with practical solutions.
In her closing remarks at the 3rd HRDC Summit, the then Minister of Higher Education
and Training, Dr Naledi Pandor said, “We need to offer practical opportunities for skills
development to a very diverse range of young people and adults. Our partnerships
must focus on critical literacy, numeracy skills and include occupational and
professional programmes, which lead young people into work and entrepreneurship
positions. Our summits must provide hope to young people and must clearly indicate
that we know their plight and we have solutions.”
This assertion remains correct, for if we are to recalibrate our human resources
development efforts to be skills-based, innovation-led and entrepreneurial-focused,
we must be deliberate in implementing resolutions that we take at each Summit. That
is why at the end of this Summit, we need to emerge with a concrete plan of action
that will demonstrate measurable progress by the time we meet for the next Summit.
In our view, the HRDC is a critical component in these matters to ensure that, amongst
others:
 it seamlessly integrates and steward pragmatic initiatives between government
and social partners
 it maximally convergences the deployment of resources and capacities to achieve
better outcomes
 it is a preferred platform for sharing best practices in order to, ultimately, address
equity and redress in skills training and retraining in the 21st century
It is encouraging to learn that this Summit will focus on building the foundation for a
transformed economy and society centred on, for example, early childhood
development as well as on NEDLAC resolutions.
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We presume there will also be strategic and thematic continuity between this 4th
Summit and previous Summits in areas of:
 implementing pathways and partnerships between training institutions, labour and
industry
 integrating entrepreneurship into curricula in order to grow job-creators as opposed
to job seekers
 sharing best practice and thus emphasise evidence-based decision-making
Building and rebuilding skills required for the 21st century necessitates that South
Africa and the African continent leverage on opportunities presented by global
challenges like the Covid-19 pandemic, to leapfrog our capabilities and industrialise
through among others, local manufacturing of vaccines in order to respond to current
pandemics and any similar pandemics in the future.
As South Africa under the coordination of the Inter-Ministerial Committee on Covid-19
Vaccines, we are seeking to maximise opportunities for collaboration with partners in
research and development in the region and in BRICS countries.
This will expand existing capacity for vaccine development and manufacturing, thereby
benefiting our country and the continent, which currently has the least access to Covid19 vaccines.
Already, this initiative is bearing fruits as the country hosts the first vaccine technology
transfer hub that will immensely contribute in overcoming the current Covid-19
pandemic and respond to future health emergencies.
Discussions on skills for the 21st century also talks to suitably responding to the
dictates of the changing world of work that is shaped by realities of automation, artificial
intelligence and robotics.
The Presidential Commission on the Fourth Industrial Revolution made
recommendations that are focused on investing in human capital development and
future industries. Similarly, the National Youth Policy also echoes the fact that 4IR
should be seen as a crosscutting pillar across sectors and institutions.
In this regard, the HRDC has an important facilitating role to play, working with social
partners, to ensure that there is high absorption capacity of young people and women,
and set-asides in sectors such as agriculture and agro-processing, mining, tourism,
oceans economy and service industries.
However, all these may remain a pipe dream in the presence of a moribund
incapacitated highly bureaucratic state that is not result oriented. The building of a
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capable, ethical and developmental state is therefore equally critical to the fulfilment
of the goals we set ourselves to achieve in this summit.
It is thus reassuring that Day 3 of this Summit, will be dedicated to discussing
pragmatic pillars on building a developmental and capable state. To drive required
reforms that meaningfully contribute towards economic recovery and reconstruction,
we must prioritise improving public service delivery and administrative capacity.
In this instance, public service innovation would be needed to provide:
 practical solutions to address and unlock service delivery challenges
 alternatives for state capacitation in a context of diminishing financial resources
 avenues to build public trust and address governance deficit that prompts service
delivery protests
We need also to be alive to the fact that no single one of us, including Government,
may alone succeed in the task of building skills required for the 21st century. We can
only win by valuing the role of solidarity between government, organised labour,
organised business and civil society.
It is only when we actively and meaningfully work together in supporting the work of
the HRDC that we can ultimately set the economy on a high-growth path, which also
combines growth with equity and redress. A business-as-usual attitude is no longer
tenable.
We are required to emphasise a trans- disciplinary approach that seeks to transcend
the artificial barriers between government and industry that integrates outcomes from
the public and private sectors, and seeks to close the structural gaps between market
demands and societal needs.
The growing numbers of young people not in employment, education or training, as
well as the events of the recent riots are a daily reminder of the existential task
demanded from all of us.
The recent riots in KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng provinces are also a reminder that our
efforts in a Covid-19 pandemic environment of “building back better,” should be
anchored on:
 ensuring the security of persons, property, essential services and business
 establishing with all organs of the state, a coordinated effort in rebuilding the
economy
 focusing on the re-ignition of township and rural economies for employment and
entrepreneurship creations
 addressing the generalised anxiety induced by the unrest by rolling out social
cohesion and moral regeneration programmes
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In the final instance, the fruits of democracy would be incomplete unless the youth and
women have access to opportunities in order to lead the lives they desire. The past 27
years has given us ample lessons to draw on, decide what works and what does not,
so that we can improve our present circumstances and shape a better future for our
country and the world. This collective task falls on our generation’s shoulders to
address and we dare not postpone it.
Allow me to wish this 4th Human Resource Development Council Summit success,
and we look forward to receiving the implementation plan from the deliberations of this
Summit.

5. Panel Discussion: Building
Transformed Economy

the

Foundation

for

a

Mr Godwin Khosa - Programme Director - welcomed the on-site and online delegates
and introduced the speakers.

Dr Pavel Luksha Director - Global Education Futures Initiative Russia International perspective
Dr Luksha indicated that this is an important meeting and shared his perspective on
the future of skills and the effort that is unfolding worldwide in many countries. In many
regards, South Africa, by holding these conversations, by implementing policies that
connect different levels of education to the basic education with the perspective of 4IR
massive transformation of national economy, sets up an example that is truly an
international leadership example of strategic thinking in transforming education for the
future.
First just to set up a context: it is a very interesting historical moment that we are in.
Covid-19 is a pandemic that is basically a once in a hundred-year time threat and it
has made a massive impact on economies of societies worldwide. One of the effects
is that it really catalysed the change towards the next generation economy.
This represents a massive challenge for the education system, for the professional
training system, but also for other levels of education, including basic education. In
addition, some aspects, which are more obvious than others, are skill pathways for
work or basic skills such as reading or mathematical skills. However, also other
aspects should be taken into consideration the so-called existential or life skills. They
are taught by basic education, by early development .children and development
system…In addition, so the alignment between the basic education and the skills
development strategy is really very, very crucial. In addition, I think the conversation
that is happening in this summit today and in subsequent days is so important.
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The material that was presented is part of a study that has been accomplished by my
group last year and early this year, and it was done in partnership with an international
movement, World Skills, and involved over 800 experts from almost 50 countries of
the world, including some experts from South Africa. We looked at the future of several
macro sectors of the global economy, such as manufacturing and engineering,
construction and infrastructure, information technologies, creative industries and more
– agriculture was also one of them. Some of the conclusions of this work that will be
presented have a direct relationship with what will be discussed at the Summit.

Covid-19 has been a true trigger of system change in terms of workplace organisations
and demand for skills. Remote working becomes a new norm and our colleagues at
the McKinsey Global Institute have estimated that about 30% of jobs worldwide may
go into remote mode over the next ten years. Other factors such as biosafety rules are
also quite important. However, one of the things that is very important is that Covid-19
has catalysed the transformation of the demand for skills and the demand for changed
working practices. That mean that there will be no more, so to say ‘slag’ jobs or
inefficient jobs and these transformations are going to be part of the arsenal of solution
in any businesses in the coming decade.
It has been estimated which factors drive the demand for skills in the next decade and
as you can see this red little box denote Covid-19-related factors and in the beginning
of 2020, these factors are the primary reason for the change in the demand for skills.
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The study has indicated towards the end of this coming decade, factors that are more
commonly discussed in the last years, all with reference to 4IR, are becoming the
primary factor for the changing the demand for skills. The factors such as the coming
wave of robotic revolution and the use of co-bots - robots that can directly relate with
humans. They are becoming increasingly cheap and accessible to even small and
medium enterprises and will be widely used in businesses worldwide.
Use of AI also becomes accessible to any business, even small ones, and the use of
predictive analytics, status lines and so on is not just a new fancy idea for big
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enterprises anymore, it is a necessity that makes sure that your business stays afloat
and you are able to generate income and create workplaces.

Other factors such as use of block chain and augmented mixed reality, they are all
there.
Another very important factor is that the economy starts transforming towards being
more sustainable, so factors such as the use of eco material and sustainable practices
are also part of the bigger picture. In addition, it was emphasised that when we talk
about the transformation we are undergoing, it should be looked at as a combination
of two processes. One of these processes has been widely discussed in the last
decade is digital transformation; transformation to a more automated, more
technology-intense economy. However, this is accompanied by another wave of
transformation, which has been less visible but will become increasingly important in
the coming decade, especially because economies worldwide will become so much
concerned about the climate emergency, the biodiversity loss and other long-term
factors that may impact our long-term sustainability and the future for next generations
and ourselves.
The presence of Covid-19 triggered alertness of policy makers worldwide that if the
realisation that the pandemic has created such a big impact on the world, what will the
impact of the larger risk of climate change be? Therefore, the need to transform the
economy towards the next paradigm, which is the so-called ‘regenerative paradigm’,
becomes indispensable.
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Therefore, when we talk about the wave of innovation happening, we need to think
about the combination of these two factors.
The implication of the technological transformation of economies does not mean that
we will only do more tech-intense jobs. Of course, many jobs will also be displaced by
automation but it does not mean that humans will not find their pathways into the new
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economy. It means that the economy becomes more human-centric and more
humanised. Humans will find themselves opportunities to work in jobs that demand
more creativity and more, let us say, human touch, human-to-human relationship.
Relationship-building and trust-building become an essential element of the new
economy. In addition, as we move away from a consumer economy, the classic masscale economy of the 20th century, we will move into economies with much more
participation-based, community-based and where creativity and relationship establish
the basis for the next generation to come.
Moreover, this is accompanied by a transition towards more sustainable and
regenerative practices in the economy, which means that we on the one hand need to
establish a so-called circular economy, which knows how to reuse, refurbish and
recycle all kinds of materials, and products that are renewable. However, we also need
to learn how to use more renewable practices, practices that are aligned with life itself,
biotechnology solutions, increasing the level of biomaterials and technologies in any
sector.
To add to that, of course the transition to a new economic paradigm will not be smooth
and we can see in the last year that the effects of pandemics have produced massive
risks for societies anywhere in the world. They have been connected with forces that
started to produce local, national and international conflicts, economic turmoil, risks of
famine – and more. We need to recognise that the future ahead of us: the growth of
complexity, the massive transition we are expecting, will mean that there will be more
turbulence and we need to prepare ourselves and next generations for the turmoil that
is ahead – the disasters are collaborating better than we are.
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The skills that are required to go through this transformation we can see that
collaboration between work and between businesses has become skill number one
that is demanded across all sectors of the economy. We also need to learn how to
facilitate our collaborative work and collective problem solving. We need to learn how
to take decisions and how to take them in more ethical ways and ways that are more
inclusive. We need to recognise that cultural diversity and include all voices in
decision-making and decision-making choices.
Towards the end of the decade, we will demand of course more and more of the
technical skills related to the 4IR transition and sustainable and regenerative practices.
If we combine these two pictures, we will recognise that a fundament skills set, a
collection of skills that will be required from any worker in any sector to be efficient and
to be productive and to be, let us say long term successful.
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These are four quadrants or four categories of skills. The first category is something
that is foundational to the rest. It is about basic skills, existential skills, or life skills that
establish our adaptability, our ability to think and solve problems, and to relate to one
another.
The second category is technical and digital skills, including our ability to use
technology, artificial intelligence, block chain, understand cyber security, which
becomes increasingly important in the coming decade, robotics and more.
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Socio economic and cultural skills: skills that help you to collaborate and build up
teams so that they are problem solving; or become a leader of new businesses and
develop your entrepreneurial skills; self-employment and the creation of jobs.
Finally, the last category was less discussed in recent years but it is very, very
important. To be successful we need to develop the skills of universal wellbeing that
includes the skills for a sustainable economy; to learn to care about nature, about the
planet, we need to learn first to care about ourselves and our peers and the rest of
society. Therefore, these skills are critical and need to fall within basic education.
Implications for the basic education system & beyond

Therefore, what does this mean for basic education and beyond? We need to start
changing our curriculum and pedagogy to start cultivating a mindset for the future; to
help children and youth become more flexible and open and more creatively oriented,
understanding complexity better – and of course becoming increasingly
entrepreneurial in everything they do.
We need to change or assessment systems because otherwise we will still be stuck
in assessments that perpetuate the 20th century model rather than passing towards
the 21st century. Therefore, we need to need develop assessment skills, upgrading
capacity and life skills.
Finally, we need to embrace the framework that helps us organise education by
cultivating learning ecosystems, community embodied learning models and different
kinds of organisations that learn, including schools and colleges.

Stakeholders: what could be done?
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Everyone is part of the system; everyone can do something about the change.
Teachers can become leaders of these new pedagogies that empower kids and
encourage collaboration. They can also help children to become more proactive and
more critical. At every age, those skills need to be cultivated and they are much better
cultivated from an early age, from the age of five.
Teachers need to learn from one another because this is a massive challenge so we
can no longer expect government to tell teachers what to do. They need to become
innovators and help one another learn new practices.
School administrators can do a lot, such as create future skills experiments, and create
space for future skills partnerships with other levels of education to embrace the future
skills programme. Collaboration with formal and informal businesses and pooling
resources to create spaces for future skills learning such as fab-labs.
Finally, policy makers; of course a lot depends on the policy makers but there is space
for experimentation and new partnerships to develop this new paradigm for education.
In addition, last but not least, introduce methods for helping us measure these new
skills required and that help make the education system accountable for the success
of economy and society, including a proficient regenerative economy, a just and
inclusive society and more entrepreneurs in society.
What South Africa is doing by connecting the levels of education is very important and
it is happening. In addition, it is suggesting expanding this vision, to become bolder in
implementing it and to look in the future ahead of us as an opportunity and not as a
threat.
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Dr James Keevy - Recognising human ability in the future: micro learning,
immersive learning, credential fluency and interoperable data ecosystems
The input was more of a technical nature but with a strong South African focus. The
presentation focused on the research people that have been involved in over the last
10 or 15 years and then ended up by looking at the very practical application of some
of the thinking within South Africa in a project with MerSETA.
We see what is happening in the world now is that technology growing exponentially.
We see that our ability of humans to adapt is growing but not at the same pace and
so what we see happening when these two lines cross is a very important component
happening in the world today – and in South Africa as well.

What we see happening is our ability to adapt as humans is falling behind technology.
Therefore, what do we do in a situation like this? There are two things that we can do:
learn faster and govern smarter.
For this research, they are really interlocked, as we look at a future for South Africa
and the Social Compact that Godwin and Yusuf will talk about later today is a big
component of what was presented.
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This is about data and leading countries that work with data and data access and
broadband consumption. This is a map from Business Review two years ago; it will
probably be slightly different now. Look at the countries where they lie, so the vertical
access is accessibility and the horizontal access is consumption.
Of course, one expects the US to be far ahead, but have a look at this grouping of
countries on the left top here. In this grouping, which is slightly large on the left hand
top of the screen, you can see South Africa is lying there. We are in good company. It
is not a good thing of course not to be ahead of other countries, but we are not in bad
company when it comes to our broadband consumption and our access to data. When
one views the detail, it is slightly more of a negative picture. Therefore, there is South
Africa, just to remind you, we sit right up there with Switzerland, Poland and you can
see quite a few countries aligned below us.
However, something is not so positive about South Africa. This is about our
unemployment rate in the country. Now this is from Stats SA, it is a government
agency. In addition, you can see the challenge we have in the country. This is 2021
data.
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Look at the bottom here; this is where we have a real problem in South Africa. We are
not the only country of course that has this but in South Africa it is completely hectic.
The Deputy President and the Minister spoke to this point. There is a real
unemployment problem with this lowest group (15-24 years – 63.3%). The next group,
which is slightly older, 41%, and then it, gets better as we go higher.
What is also important with this diagram, is, if you look at these bubbles, the blue
bubbles refer to the change before 2020 and 2021. What we are seeing in South Africa
is an increase in these unemployment rates. Now we can blame Covid-19 but of
course, we had a very serious problem long before Covid-19.
On the data front, South Africa is doing well but on the unemployment front, it is doing
badly.
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Some of the key points have been blacked out purposefully. This is something from a
news article a little bit more than a year ago, a year and a half ago, and this is really
the key thing to talk about. Some of the key points have been blacked out and come
from a news article a year and a half ago. This is somebody who suggests that CVs
should be stored on mobile phones to make it easier to find jobs. Therefore, the link
we are making today is between data and between skills and the recognition of skills
to enhance employment. We have a massive opportunity in our country to maximise
our data access and link that to the big problem we have around unemployment.
Now you have probably read this yourself and you can see that some of these tools
we already have in South Africa and internationally and how our CVs can be presented
more electronically. The reason it is blacked is that it was a little controversial,
concerning the US President at the time. However, that is not important for today. The
point is that you can see that there is an ability and a trend internationally to link the
recognition of skills to electronic means.
Therefore, let us pause for a second and think about how we recognise human ability.
The work done in the last couple of years, including with agencies like World Skills,
but also many others, is the utilisation of learning outcomes and how learning
outcomes can be used to describe not only skills but also knowledge and
competencies. There are many definitions for these different concepts. The
presentation has hyperlinks so you can always use those afterwards if you do not have
time to look at them all today.
One of the anchors is human ability. We first introduced data, then unemployment,
and now here is a mechanism for us to recognise skills so we can maybe link those
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two concepts. This slide broadly covers five periods in terms of our development as a
world, not only as South Africa.

We see the emphasis during the time of crafts and guilds was on appointment.
Therefore, you needed a formal qualification to do something, there was a very strong
religious under build and it was a very strong link to class and ability.
Recently that there is a very strong emphasis on curriculum, curriculum-based
approaches, and really a prominence of the training providers in their ability to manage
this whole schema of learning and credentialing and qualifications.
What we then see, and this is probably where we are right now, is a strong focus on
levels credits and technical mechanisms, qualification frameworks that have expanded
across the world; more than 150 countries have qualifications frameworks. We see the
prominence of a qualification as the currency to get a job, and we see the locus of
power being within employers and governments.
Let us take it one step further. This is also where we are now but not across the world.
Therefore, many countries are starting to talk about credentials beyond qualifications.
The global actors like World Skills, UNESCO, World Bank, ILO and many others are
playing in this space, and we see the emergence of digital platforms across the world.
The problem is that these digital platforms are mostly costly and mostly proprietary.
There are many issues when we think about credentialing now.
Let us think about a future that is even one step further from where we are now. In this
future, we look at decentralised networks and we look a digital identity.
In this future, we see a lot of new legislation happening. We see a world where an
individual has the right to manage their own data and an individual can own their own
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credentials in a way that links to employment and allows them to access employment,
in an easier way.

Another perspective is what we do see here when we look at the two channels; at the
top in the grey part you see the concept of lifelong learning and on the bottom row you
see the concept of workforce readiness. What we are also seeing across the world
now, and in South Africa, is that these two concepts, or these two screens, are coming
closer together. This is what we have been talking about – more non-formal, informal
qualifications and learning. We see RPL – Recognition of Prior Learning – being
spoken about very strongly (there is a workshop next week, for example), we seem
massive online courses and we see nano-degrees and many other things.
What we see going forward is that these qualifications and this thinking are digital and
stackable – in other words, you can fit them together in innovative ways. We see a
failing of boundaries and we see new credentials, even credentials that we do not
know exist yet but can be developed because we have the data to develop them.
At the bottom, we see things like work-readiness tests and even things like industry
certification. Therefore, what we see at the bottom slide is that qualifications still matter
for employers. We see data-driven equipment and we see something that is called the
‘hollowing-out thesis’. In short, what we see is a future that is a little bit out on the
previous presentation, where the bottom skills will increase and the top skills will
increase but the medium level skills will decrease as things are more automated.
What we see across these two channels or these two rows would be an emphasis of
recognition, employability, trust, a right to education and professionalisation.
Moreover, maybe to end off on this slide, we see three important concepts emerging:
the first one is on interoperability, particularly semantic interoperability, and this is the
ability for machines to read data in a way that is not only based on rules but also it is
understood on a broader and more sophisticated way.
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We see an emphasis on data privacy and we see common taxonomies. Many of you
will be familiar with the Bloom Taxonomy but other taxonomies are also emerging.

This slide unpacks some of the key concepts that we talk about in this space when we
talk about new skills and credentials. We see that knowledge skills and competencies
are separate. Often people talk about head, heart and hands and quite often these
three are conflated and they are actually very different. We see that a learning
programme is often used to describe knowledge skills and competencies. We see that
curricula are developed from learning programmes and qualifications from curriculum.
We see that curricula can be certified and in some cases, it can lead to designations,
like when you are a professional, anything from a teacher to a lawyer and even
particular occupations like plumbers and so on.
What we see happening in this diagram is that you see a move in the world now
beyond certification and qualification to credentials, and particular types of credentials
like micro and macro. Micro credentials are also referred to as digital badges. Macro
credentials are probably the more traditional qualifications that we know about. Let me
slow down a minute and have a look at this picture. This is the problem we have. We
started with the positive around data with the negative around unemployment. The
problem is it is quite difficult to put all these skills, knowledge and competencies
together, particularly when they are recognised in different ways.
Therefore, the concept we are working on over the last couple of months with our
international partners is credential fluency. This is an idea where there is a seamless
relationship between the recognition of formal knowledge and formal and informal
learning.
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It is made possible through a more user-friendly approach; through more digital forms
of recognition; through improved data and interoperability, particularly semantic
interoperability, and a closer alignment between learning and work. Here is a picture
to illustrate this very briefly.

The grey part is non-formal and informal learning; this is the kind of learning that you
pick up in your life. Some of it is structured, which is non-formal, and some of it is
structured. The black part is the very structured learning. At school, you can see from
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Grade 1-12 for example, there is a lot of the black component at school. You can see
undergrad and graduate there is more, and then you can see the black dots indicate
formal learning in the workplace. By far the majority of learning actually takes place in
the non-formal, informal divides.
We live in a world where we can recognise all these types of learning in more seamless
way and that is what we refer to as credential fluency.

Here are some concepts that are important for us as a country now and when you
work from left to right, South Africa will be at different points on each of these
continuums.
We see centralised ecosystems or centralised approaches, all the way to the other
side – decentralised. The question we really should ask ourselves today, Godwin and
colleagues, is, where South Africa lies in terms of how we manage data because data
is important for employability; it is important for jobs. Do we manage the identity of our
citizens or do we go all the way to a concept, which is called self-sovereign identity?
This is really a novel concept around me managing my own data. Do we use paper
documents/Do we use verified credentials? Many of the colleagues who are in the
conference today will be able to talk about many of these things. Last one: do we
recognise only formal education or do we recognise all learning.
MerSETA has been working on this initiative with JET. MerSETA is an early adopter
and its role in innovation in terms of where we are today is recognised. This is a fiveyear initiative and we are currently in year three.
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PSET CLOUD is an acronym. PSET stands for post-school education and training, for
colleagues outside South Africa. CLOUD stands for Collaboration and Learning
Opportunities for the Utilisation of Data.
This is an important initiative. The initiative addresses this system, and most of you
who live in South Africa and know the South African system will be very familiar with
this diagram. This is effectively our post-school system. You can see organisations
like the HRDC that we are talking to today here; you see the Department of Higher
Education and Science and Innovation. Can we conceptualise a system where all
these different role-players come together within an ecosystem?
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One of the key things we are looking at is how to manage the governance or oversee
the governance of a system like this that manages data across all the role-players, not
only the public role-players but also the private role-players. This is some very early
thinking and we hope it can fit into the Social Compact discussion that will happen a
bit later. Without going into detail what we are trying to position here is:
 civil society has a voice and a place at the table
 government opens up a space for all these different role-players to come into play
 a governance system that is good for South Africa
 a non-government system that has not even been tried internationally around how
we manage the data of our citizens across the PSET system
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Looking to the future, we see that the majority, nearly two thirds of the world’s
population will have their personal information governed by privacy regulations. In
South Africa, we have the POPI Act and there are people in the audience here today
who will be well familiar with the POPI Act, which has now been formally introduced
over the last couple of months. However, this is an important point because if these
regulations are in place, what do they mean or skills and skills recognition.
There are also big questions around digital identity, so all the things link to a concept
which perhaps in the future will bring together all of these different strands into what
is called digital identity. These are countries already working in the digital identity
space. You can see there are many developing countries; it is not only in the
developed world.
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We are quite far down the line in South Africa in engaging with these concepts, is this
just another neo-liberal attempt at commodifying education? The qualifications space
has long been criticised for being overly neo-liberal and overly focused around
privatisation so is this just another attempt? The conference, and what is going to
happen in the next three days, can answer these questions.
The second question: if one talks about digital identity and data privacy, is this a
surveillance society? Is it that ‘Big Brother’ idea that all the conspiracy theories have
been telling us for many years? Is that what is happening?
Thirdly, how do we protect the most vulnerable? Do we do these things that are so
advanced and so technical that our vulnerable citizens cannot use them? Then they
have no meaning.
Fourthly, if we look a learning in this way that is more compartmentalised, how do we
put together these different parts of learning and their terms of use? How are they
more stackable? Can they act coherently or is this just a pipe dream?
Number five, for our SAQA colleagues and QC colleagues today: Do we still need an
NQF? Will we still have NQFs in ten years’ time?
Number six, what if South Africa just decides to outsource this cost? There is a
massive risk now in terms of international developments that South Africa just does
some policy-borrowing and just takes something that is happening internationally.
What if we do nothing? That is really a big question for us today because doing nothing
is definitely not an answer. It never is.
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Therefore, is a business attitude still tenable? As the Deputy President told us, it is
not. We can emphasise that as a country we are in a good place. We are engaging in
these concepts; we are engaging in the international debates, the international
research, and we are in a good place to implement something that is good for our
country. However, we have one chance, in my view, of doing this properly. We are far
down the line so we really call on your support and as we engage you even more –
many of you have already been engaged – as we take this process even further.

Professor Yusuf Sayed - CPUT - Building the Foundation for a
Transformed Economy and Society in the context of skills for the 21st
century
Professor Sayed reflected on the five very rich papers that emerged in the process of
discussions. The reflection on them was to distil from them what are the key issues
and messages that come out in relation to what are the issues for laying the
foundations for a transformed economy and society in the context of skills for the 21 st
century.

Professor Sayed first contextualised the discussions of skills taking a slightly critical
note on some of the assumptions of skills in the 21st century in terms of the foundations
for a transformed economy and society. He then spoke very briefly about some of the
findings from some of those very rich, detailed, empirically grounded, and conceptually
informed papers from ECD to competence formation.
He talked about key aspects for a Social Compact, arguing for a holistic systems
approach for skills formation in and through education.
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We are only talking about drivers of 21st century skills to an extent because there are
significant changes in the nature of the economy, in the nature of work, driven partly
by technological change and innovation, impacting social and cultural capital
accumulation by young people – and globalisation. However, all of this is not a linear
process, nor is it an equal process.
Social and capital accumulation by young people is impacted by inequality, poverty,
and who gets access to what. This paper talks about growth, and particularly inclusive
growth. You can have growth and it can be non-inclusive. In this reflection, we are
talking about growth, which includes people in the economy.
Therefore, a bit about growth: various people, including the World Education Forum,
argue that digitisation and globalisation is not just about exponential growth in
technology, it is about where technology becomes the means and mode of production.
In other words, they talk about the move from trade and finance to where data
becomes part and the commodification of information and data and technology
becomes part of growth.
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Therefore, this diagram is an optimistic rendition of how data and technological change
become a source of GDP growth and revenue generation. In other words, the modus
of how economies structure themselves are driven as much by technology and the
tools and associated with them, and in a sense, they reflect what some argue for, a
changing world of work.
In fact the one downside of this changing world of work that we talk about, while it is
flexible and requires critical skills and requires complex skills, it is also a lot of work
that is temporary, contingent, volatile, ambiguous, resulting in many disaffected
learners.
Speak to anybody struggling in the gig economy today as a delivery driver and then
you begin to understand that this changing world of work has both its upside and its
downside, including the massive reduction of safety nets. People have far fewer safety
nets in this changing world of work in the 21st century than they have had in the past.
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This graph is from the US Bureau of Labour Statistics. There are two things about the
nature of the world of world of work that changes in the 21 st century. First, complex
problem-solving tasks never disappear but also bottom feeder jobs never disappear
either’. You still need cleaners and some of the horrible outsourced economic tasks
are given to low skills employment. Therefore, you may have high tech skills and
economic generation on the one hand but you also have an entire economy driven by
low skilled labour, which cannot be automated. It is the middle level of economic
production, which is transactional in nature that gets easier. Therefore, the bank teller
disappears more rapidly than the cleaner does in the 21 st century.
Therefore, the dilemma for education is both that the economy is growing for certain
kinds of jobs but other kinds of work are retained at the low skills. Andreas Schleicher
from the OECD points out the dilemma of education quite nicely: How can we talk
about skills and preparing students “for jobs we don’t know have been created,
technologies we are not sure have been invented and problems that we don’t know
yet will arise?”
How do we prepare education systems, and Covid-19 is a very classic example of a
problem that arose that nobody in the system was prepared for and we weren’t sure if
it had arisen in the first place, although the signs were there.
This then brings us to what 21st Century skills as illustrated below
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Views on 21st century skills
We are already 21 years into the 21st century, so it is 21 years gone and we are still
talking about 21st century skills. In addition, there is no end to invoking the notion as
an adjective. You talk about skills, schools, teaching, knowledge, teacher education,
classrooms, and learners. For many it is important to put this into an historical
perspective. Each generation believes it is on the cusp of history yet each generation
is not reinventing itself. In other words the positions range from, “It’s all the same” to
“everything is different” and the truth is somewhere in between.
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These are examples of frameworks of 21st century learning. However, part of the way
of thinking through a Social Compact on foundational skills for the 21st century is to
move away from unhelpful binaries.

There is something called teacher-directed and learner-centred. There is something
that it is all technology and it is no technology. It is learning for life and learning for
school. It’s curriculum vs. life skills. Curriculum will not disappear in the 21st century; it
gets reordered, re-sequenced and refocused.
Similarly, frameworks like these are helpful but they are also binaries because you
need the basics in order to talk about multiple learning pathways. You need to
understand content knowledge before you recognise that content knowledge is
ubiquitous. You need to understand disciplinary foundations of learning before you talk
about decision-making and problem solving. You need techniques in order to
extrapolate knowledge to new situations. You need to understand routine cognition
and cognitive skills before you contextualise knowledge. Knowledge is stored but
knowledge is also energised simultaneously.
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Whichever diagram of learning you have, the consensus is that it is not a binary and
there are three forms of knowledge that captures what we are talking about. First is
core knowledge. In the 21st century, core knowledge does not disappear. Content
knowledge and subject/disciplinary knowledge are important. The other knowledges
that become important are about values and social cohesion, as the Deputy State
President makes clear.
The pandemic and the events in South Africa; the vortex and the violence that South
Africa witnessed makes it more evident than ever at any point that values and social
cohesion are important. Learning to live together, equity, and social justice is crucial.
Transversal skills - people talk about that all the time. Importantly we are doing a lot
of work around the idea of digital and democratic citizenship literacy skills, so more
than just information skills.
In addition, in that sense, this diagram simply captures what a 21st century teacher
education agenda might look like because one of the things that all five papers talk to
in whichever way, teachers and educationists don’t disappear. You cannot routinely
automate, notwithstanding the promises of online learning in Covid-19, you cannot
routinise and automate educational understanding and teaching and learning as
people tend to assume.
Therefore understanding what teacher education is critical. One of the things that
teachers needs is strong core curriculum and fundamentally, they need strong forms
of enactment. The need practice. They need explicit strategies and they need strong
relationships and shared belief systems in order to engage in transforming teaching.
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This diagram summarises some of the things that a future 21st century teacher
education might look like, drawing on the discussions across all the five papers. In
addition, these are the five papers.

Each of them in different ways have talked about the foundation of skills in and through
education, whether the paper on the curriculum, ECD or skills development. They all
put at the core a concern with inequality, whether it is inequality in reading or ECD or
STEM or notions of the curriculum, or on skills development or the post-secondary or
secondary technical and vocational education. Whichever way you look at it, you have
to address fundamentally the issue of inequality – globally, but particularly in South
African education.
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They all spoke in different ways about policy. ECD talked about policy in terms of both
scope and implementation. Reading spoke about how policy supports and nurtures
language development. Skills pathways talks about the problems of implementing
policy. STEM talks about successful policy intervention, which might need to be
retained. Others spoke about policy in terms of the 3-Stream Curriculum. Others talk
about policy in terms of clarifying the status of ideas such as the 4IR or clarifying new
subjects such as coding: why is coding part of the 4IR. Others embarked upon
foundational skills. Currently the big debate is whether we got to the 4IR or whether
we are in the 5th one, or whether we missed the 4th one altogether.
The key takeaways across all of them speak to a set of factors, which can be
summarised in terms of what? Each of them spoke to issues of policy and legislation.
Each of them spoke to human resources. Each of them talked about funding and
sustainability. Each of them spoke in different ways to partnerships and teacher
development. Each of them spoke in different ways to infrastructure and content, and
fundamentally, this is about a holistic systems approach. How do you get an education
system ready in building the foundational skills for 21st century growth, inclusive
economic growth and system readiness?

Therefore, these five slides start with principles.
Generally, albeit stated differently, each area notes the difficulty of realising a
commitment to equitable and quality education. Through the data cited and the
argument advanced, the major claim is that from inclusive growth is underpinned by
relevant and quality education system, which can promote meaningful learning and
address intergenerational inequality and poverty. However, this requires substantive
system changes. In other words, inclusive economic growth in and through education
is not an end in and of itself. It is fundamentally linked to the argument of addressing
the intergenerational cycles of inequality and poverty that many struggle through and
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that perhaps explain some of the lack of social cohesion witnessed globally in different
country contexts.
Therefore, one of the important ideas is how one thinks about system readiness and
the principles of resilience and crisis. How do you build resilient, equitable and quality
education?
All these issues are made more intense during times of Covid-19 and crises in general.
Covid-19 as a crisis does not exist in isolation from existing frailties and fragilities in
society. In this respect, we need to consider some key issues about Covid-19 and its
impact on the Social Compact.
What skills and competences are we talking about in the context of crises and
pandemics? How do we care for the vulnerable and young during crises? What
support do teachers need for adjusting to new modalities of teaching as well as their
own wellbeing during crisis?
These are just some of the questions that are significant to think through and emerge
from the assumption and argument for building a resilient and equitable quality
education system.
Fundamentally, the starting point is to agree on what the foundations are. In
addressing some of the key conceptual issues, is reading more important than talking?
How do you deal with science? How do you deal with affective and social dimensions?
In other words, we need to agree, what are the knowledge, skills and dispositions we
require for when we talk about skills development for economic growth and
transformation in the 21st century? A consensus around that is an important and
fundamental starting point.
Clearly, there needs to be discussions and reflections on policy and policy change at
several levels. There needs to be a technical root and branch review of policies in
South Africa. How are the policies interlinked? How are they intertextual? How do they
contradict each other? How clear are they on some of the key things? What are the
energies devoted to policy capacity of policy and policy implementation? In addition,
any person in South Africa would recognise that we are not short of policies, in fact,
there are many policies, and so the question is, how do we think through the policy
arena that we are part of? How do we assess it? How do we understand it?
Crucially at the end of the day, whatever skills we are talking about, whatever our
vision is, it is going to require professionals and professionalisation, and in education
and basic education, it requires frontline implementing agents who are effective. Those
are the teachers. Ultimately, the policy is reducible to the teacher in the learning space,
whatever form that learning space is: hybrid, classroom, face to face.
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Therefore, the question is how are teachers supported in both initial and continuing
education? What is the knowledge, skills and dispositions that teachers require for
this? How do they engage with each other in and through communities of practice?
Fundamentally, for effective teaching and learning you require quality teachers and
quality teaching.
However, we need to manage the change process and the role of the state. which the
summit is talking about. How do you ensure coordination between and within state
entities? How do you deal with what some call a labyrinth structure and maze of
regulatory bodies, policies, quasi NGOs, that all have a stake in the space of
generating and skills formation? How do you negotiate and manage that? Who is
responsible and who coordinates that? In addition, what are the multiple drivers of
change?
These are important questions. What are the mechanisms of key changes, for
example the functions shift?
Ultimately, all of this requires careful attention to monitoring and knowledge
generation. As researchers, we need monitoring and we need data. We need to
engage with reform. We need to build the knowledge base and the research capacity
for engaging with the themes of this HRDC, because fundamentally we need to
understand what works, under what conditions, for whom and with what intended and
unintended outcomes, particularly framed around questions of equity and social
justice.
One can think about three or four things, as immediate actions in taking forward some
of the rich information.
One is to align actors around a common vision. The World Development Report on
Learning of the World Bank said that. You need to make the system ready and working
for developing the skills all learners will need for the future.
You need to agree what is the priority investment in learning terms, and the argument
that has made is that it is not just the cognitive but also the affective. It is not just the
new skills as they are called but it is also the basic.
Third, invest in teachers and educators to support them to deliver the skills needed.
Ultimately, it is going to rely on people to deliver them.
Finally, invest in building the evidence base of what works, under what conditions, and
for whom and with what consequences, particularly in relation to equity and social
justice. Ultimately, growth is not meaningful if it is not inclusive and if it does not nurture
and protect the environment. Therefore, we are talking about a different section of
economic growth and in that basic education and education more generally, and
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higher education as well has a crucial role to play – and the agents who work within
them.

Mr Paddy Padayachee - DBE - Sector response in improving foundational
skills for the 21st century
The sector represented is in terms of the response in addressing the skills that need
to be transferred to our youth. It is to indicate what has been the response of the sector
in terms of looking at the foundational skills as well as 21st century skills.
We have focused over the last two decades as a sector in terms of foundational skills,
in terms of reading, writing and numeracy, and we have now identified the extra skills
necessary to empower our young people for the skills of the future.
However, both the foundational and what we refer to as 21st century skills are not
exclusive. One does not come before the other. They run in parallel.
Now as a sector, we have identified 21st century skills in terms of the foundational
literacies.

What we are looking for our learners in terms of applying core skills is in terms of basic
everyday tasks. There are six areas identified in terms of literacy and within literacy
itself, there is scientific literacy, there is ICT literacy, there is financial literacy, and then
there is an area of cultural and civic literacy. We also have to ensure that we look at
the skills related to numeracy.
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With regard to the competencies that the sector is addressing, is how will students
approach the complex challenges? Here we are looking at the 4 Cs, in particular,
critical thinking or problem solving, creativity, communication, as well as collaboration.
Now there are certain qualities that we have to look at such as curiosity, initiative,
persistence - and these are what got us thus far. Our persistence as well as how
adaptable we are.
Leadership is also very crucial at all the levels within the sector, and social and cultural
wellness. Reporting on four areas today and sharing information as to how we are
responding to help learners to cope with the demands that have been set out in this
century itself.

The first is we are looking at the refocus of the curriculum; how we are preparing our
teachers; digitisation and learning spaces.
Even prior to the pandemic, and when we returned from lockdown, we had to trim the
curriculum itself, but it also provided us with a useful opportunity to look at (how) the
curriculum has to be strengthened in terms of the quality and the relevance in respect
of the skills of the 21st century. As a sector we have looked at modernising what has
been in the curriculum in itself; whether the curriculum is relevant, and we have
introduced learning areas, subjects such as robotics and coding, although in a pilot
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stage, with probably an expansion to the different grades in 2023/2024, marine
sciences. We are also looking at history and ensuring that that subject is considered
a compulsory subject because of where we come from as a country.
In addition, sustainable agriculture and the introduction of ‘green’ subjects and in
particular issues related to climate change as part of the curriculum.
There is also the issue of technology in respect of technology subjects such as
electrical technology, mechanical and digital technology that have already been
introduced.
One of the areas we have lacked in is that we needed to look at accessing 4IR skills.
Therefore, our curriculum as well as assessment exercises are now explicitly focusing
on looking at critical thinking, creativity and collaboration. Furthermore, we have
revised the teaching and learning methodologies that teachers would need to use in
interaction with learners.
The introduction of occupational or vocational streams, also known as the 3-Stream
Model, in that currently we are dominated as an academic area or phase, where
learners take academic studies and look at entering higher education institutions.
Whereas we would be looking down the decade that this be reversed and at least 60%
of our schools would be in the areas of occupational or vocational. This would mean
that instead of looking and waiting for a job, you are able to already either create your
own job or be able to have skills that will assist you in that regard.
The next area is on the national curriculum framework from 0-4, which has been
developed, and it is quite important in the light of the migration of the ECD sector from
the Department of Social Development to Basic Education in April 2022.
Entrepreneurship has been introduced. Initially we started at grades 7 and 8. This has
now been expanded to ensure that entrepreneurship skills are included in all grades
in terms of the different subject areas.
With regard to teachers, what the pandemic has taught us that our greatest strength
is our teachers. We are not like other countries where we could have switched onto
online. Where would could switch onto online education, it is not in all instances it has
been working whether for teachers or learners and parents as well.
However, in this period we have actually produced what is required for a professional
development framework for digital learning. Therefore, teachers either consciously or
are being forced to integrate ICT skills in terms of proceeding, not necessarily only for
the pandemic itself, but the period beyond. Therefore, teachers will have to live within
the digital world. However, it comes with risks and benefits, for the teachers
themselves in terms of wellbeing and mental wellness, and for learners there are risks
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of anti-social behaviour and being isolated in that regard. Therefore, the capacitation
of teachers in soft skills in terms of the 4 Cs, social and emotional skills has become
critical. In these areas of work, we are now preparing in terms of ensuring that there
is support given to educators.
We have also had the Rural Education Assistance Programme, referred to as REAP,
which assists in improving reading and numeracy in the rural schools as such, and this
programme continues with support from the European Union.
The introduction of the Presidential Employment Youth Initiative, referred to as the
Basic Education Employment Initiative, has led to education assistance, and we have
introduced e-Cadres (that is now on hold until the next phase). However, some of the
provinces have followed on even prior to this, like Gauteng for instance, which
provided human resource individuals in terms of ICT to support every school.
Together with UNICEF, the Department and Cotlands, we embarked on an in-service
training in terms of capacitating 150,000 ECD practitioners and foundation phase
educators in play-based learning pedagogies and practices over a three-year period.
The primary school reading and improvement programme as well, has capacitated
teachers in the areas of reading, and this has been done in conjunction with the
National Education Collaboration Trust, together with NGOs in the sector of reading.
We are also in process of preparing teachers, in particular in our technical schools,
and increasing the number of technical schools to beyond the 1,000 that we have
currently.
The third area is digitisation, which has come onto the radar. We would probably not
have focused on it in this detail if the pandemic had not come along, but our curriculum
content has been digitised. It has been made interactive and gamified. In terms of
teacher needs assessments, we have been able to create an online tool in that
respect. In addition, with regard to coding and robotics, the pilot training of educators
has been undertaken in that regard and schools will be introducing it in selective
grades currently.
There is also an online Teacher Development Platform looking at different modes, and
one of the aspects, is that because of the pandemic we see online as being a solution.
However, as a country, it is not possible in all instances.
There will always be certain sectors due to the circumstances that we come from, that
we will need to follow on a mixed mode. There are times when we will have to address
it in the traditional manner, but also with the intention of moving towards ensuring a
more speedy use of online technology with regard to teacher development.
Guidelines have been put in place for teaching and learning for online teaching and
learning. The digitisation of examinations and assessment processes are underway,
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and we will probably see this emerge when the GEC is implemented in the near future.
There is the digitisation of teaching delivery with different content material that has
been available with support from different partners, both within government and in the
private sector as well.
There has been provision of ICTs and connectivity to both teachers and learners, but
this has been uneven across the different provinces, and would need to be resolved.
In respect of learning spaces, we have had to devise norms and standards for
infrastructure. It is no longer about building a classroom and indicating that it is
available. It is also about providing the other tools, which includes the ICT tools as
well. That has been completed.
Innovation of classroom teaching methods has been noted, and we have reconsidered
the classroom layout and how to ensure that classroom design facilitates learnercentric learning, project-based learning and play-based learning.
The approach needs to be changed from Professional Development to Professional
Learning. Some of the deliveries of activities, as you will see from the presentation of
Professor Sayed, the work of the NECD has fed into the activities of what the sector
has dealt with in terms of moving forward.
In concluding, we would need to look at up scaling and acceleration of some of the
activities. We cannot afford to have a child go through 12 years of schooling and not
be exposed to these skills. Government alone will not be able to achieve this. It is
through a partnership, collaboration between the different stakeholders in private
sector, NGOs, parents, teacher unions and other stakeholders. In particular, the
teacher unions have a key role to play.

Ms Vuyiswa Ncontsa - NASCEE - Civil society perspective
Ms Ncontsa indicated her concern on being the only woman amongst seven speakers
in this session. Therefore, perhaps because it’s Women’s Month, we should do better
next time
The civil society represented is NASCEE, which is the National Association of Social
Change Entities in Education. NASCEE is an association of NPOs that work in the
education space. While we were formally established in 2019, the work of the
association started in 2016, with the support of DBE and the NECT.
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We have about 105 NPOs in our association, about 33% of whom work in the
foundation phase space and about 16% working in the 4IR space.

The presentation is on the South African realities and these existed prior to Covid-19.
In 2016, a Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS) report shared that
the majority of our Grade 4 learners were not able to read for meaning in any language,
so that’s 78% of Grade 4 learners.
Also, approximately 60% of or first graders do not make it to grade 12. They also do
not make it to universities and have dismal career trajectories beyond grade 12. We
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have also being learning through the National Income Dynamics Study – Coronavirus
Rapid Mobile Survey (NIDS-CRAM) report that three times the number of learners
have dropped out since the pandemic began. Therefore, we are looking at more
children being out of school because of the difficulties of the pandemic.
With reference the research report of 2016 because these challenges have not been
adequately addressed. If anything, they have been compounded by Covid-19.
Therefore, the researchers of the University of Stellenbosch acknowledged that many
of the root causes of our low educational outcomes could be categorised into two
categories: lack of accountability and lack of capacity.
Pavel Luksha’s assertion is that a matrix for education accountability is needed, and
there are some that exist. South Africa, as a country does need to learn from that
working practice. Still the researchers of the research report put down four binding
constraints in our higher education system.
Binding constraints

The weak institutional functionality: we all accept that South Africa has great policies
but the implementation is still a challenge for our country. Therefore, you find that even
though there are policies that are planned at national level, the implementation at
provincial level varies and you have weak provinces as well as strong provinces with
different resources.
They also asserted that weak teacher content knowledge and pedagogical skills
continues to be a binding constraint.
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There was not enough learning time and opportunity to learn in school prior to Covid19. With rotational attendance, that challenge has been compounded.
We also have undue union influence. During this pandemic we saw how unions can
add value and be a force for change because most if not all unions were talking to
their members and making sure that the conditions were conducive and that teachers
were taken care of during this difficult time.
They were also responsible for doing some of the survey and bringing out valuable
reports that were instructive and informative.

In terms of the 21st century skills, we will not be able to code and do robotics and all
the other interesting things that are possible without having the foundational literacies.
Literacy, numeracy, financial literacy, as well as cultural and civic literacies are just as
important as some of the skills that will benefit our children as global citizens.
We also need to have critical thinking, creativity, communication and collaboration,
which were touched on by the previous speakers. We also need to cultivate
characteristics like curiosity in our children and adults, persistence, resilience,
adaptability, etc.
In terms of the key messages, we would like to leave, as NASCEE, an emphasis that
skills beget skills. Therefore, we do need multi-pronged in-service and pre-service
teacher training strategies.
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Professor Sayed as well as Paddy Padayachee did touch on the subject. We also
need to have alternative pathways to address skills development, as shared by Pavel
Luksha. Paddy also touched on the 3-Stream model.
Many of our learners are not going to follow the higher education stream and therefore
get to university, but it is just as important to cultivate their interest and aptitudes
towards vocational and technical subjects.
Mother tongue education in earlier years has been proven a success factor and
although as a country we do not have enough resources in terms of teachers qualified
to do that, we do need to cultivate those skills.
Science, Technology, Engineering, the Arts and Mathematics (STEAM) was
mentioned by the previous speakers as important because these subjects are
important in growing our economy.
At this point in our country, no one stakeholder can claim to have all the solutions to
the problems we have in our education system. It is pleasing to hear the plans and the
implementation by DBE that is currently happening and the importance of collaborating
by all parties. DBE and the NECT have been working very closely with NASCEE, as
have the South African Monitoring and Evaluation Association and the Independent
Philanthropy Association of South Africa (IPASA).
Government and the private sector need to make maximum use of the skills that exist
in civil society, in NPOs that are working in education, particularly in this association,
that is NASCEE.

Mr Basil Manuel - NAPTOSA – Union perspective
Mr Manuel indicated that this is the fourth conference we are having on human
resource development. There have been many resolutions, but we seem to enjoy the
congress more than we do the implementation of the resolutions and he hoped that
this time around it is not going to be the same because we are certainly not short of
talk shops. We need to now transition into actually implementing those exceptional
ideas that are shared in these forums.
However, talking about our unions and collaboration, we must also be careful not to
be stuck in a framework that first thinks of unions as problematic and then throwing in
a bone about, oh the unions have done something positive. This needs to be
dismissed with a bit of contempt because in fact we need to look a little more carefully
at what it is that unions really do.
Nevertheless, to focus on the issues of the day; we spent a lot of time talking about
21st century skills. Just in the last few days travelling around what looks like a war tornHRDC Summit Report 2021
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region, one can’t help but be cynical, and if we want to elevate ourselves into the 21 st
century, we’ve got to start with the basics of the things that are here or that are not
here. Some schools may be badly damaged today but we cannot see even the
skeleton of what was a good school before the damage and that is the tragedy.
Covid-19 has not created our problems; it has simply exacerbated some of them and
highlighted some of them. When we look at this particular summit, it gives us time to
reflect on some of the things that Mr Paddy Padayachee touched on: the curriculum
needs to be reordered, redesigned, and re-sequenced. If we do not seize the
opportunity now, we will miss the golden opportunity because whilst we had a little bit
of this happening, it has not touched the core of what we are to do.
We must remember, just simply introducing things that sound like 21 st century skills
are not a panacea. We need good schools. We need schools that cater for both the
children who are academically inclined and those who are not. If the previous speaker
is even half correct that the vast majority of our learners will find themselves looking
for schools that are skills oriented, then we have already started on the back foot
because our schools are not catering for this and neither are they designed for this,
and simply just the cost factor is going to be prohibitive. We have the policies, we have
a vision, but we need the action more.
There are some of the things that do concern us insofar as 21st century skills; insofar
as human resource development etc is concerned.
First, let us talk about professionalisation and de-professionalisation and why it is
necessary that we pause for a moment and look at the things we are doing. The
Professor earlier on spoke so eloquently about the need that we have a clear
understanding that teaching is not going to disappear, that teachers are not going to
disappear. In fact, we need to make sure that the teacher is a good teacher, is a
relevant teacher. That is what we need to be ensuring.
The growing tendency towards greater privatisation of what is happening in the
education space is a cause for concern. This is an issue, which NAPTOSA, SADTU,
the SAOU and the TU have grappled with because we as members of education
industry are grappling with the growing privatisation, and South Africa is no different.
It undermines the official structures and in fact, one wonders what some of the officials
are doing when everyone else seems to be taking on their work. In closing, we have
an opportunity to revise things, to look at this unhealthy obsession with an exam-driven
system, whilst in fact the world is showing us that we ought to be looking at different
systems. If we want to develop skills, we cannot only teach children to write exams,
and the same children research is showing, are not performing in higher education
even though they were our top students just a few weeks earlier.
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Mr Mabutho Cele - SADTU - Labour perspective
Mr Cele presented on behalf of SADTU and other unions with the presentation
buttressed or rather underpinned by the theme of Building the Foundation for a
Transformed Economy and Society.
When we speak of the 21st century, we do not speak of the 21st century skills in a
vacuum but in a context of wanting to build a transformed economy as well as a
transformed society, which is very important and very fundamental.
Furthermore, underpinning the presentation on a quotation or a belief or a notion or a
narrative that says the success of any nation depends on its human resource
capital, meaning that if we are to succeed as a country, we have to ensure that we
take our human capital as a resource very importantly. It is a very critical resource.
In trying to respond to what we are expected to present here, how then do we build a
responsive education system, because our education system must be able to respond
in building this economy that is transformed within the 21st century, and our education
system must respond in building society of the 21st century, obviously talking about
21st century skills. What is important is the infrastructure. We must talk about what is
an ideal school. We talk about the 3-Stream model; we talk about digitalisation of the
classroom, of putting technology in the classroom. A speaker before us tried to paint
a picture of what is the reality in South Africa. What is the actual reality in terms of the
schools that we have in our country? Which means we need to talk about an ideal
school because (talking about) an ideal school will help us achieve what we want to
achieve.
We still have schools that are just walls and children and teachers. We call that a
school. Is that a school of the 21st century? We must talk about that because more
often than not, when we talk about this 3-Stream model, digitalisation of the classroom,
technology and so forth, we are not referring to the neglect of the majority. We are
referring to very few schools in the townships and very few schools in the suburbs and
100% of the private schools. Therefore, it is important that when we talk about this
education system, we must also look at infrastructure.
We must be able to say, this is our ideal school and ensure that all schools are then
lifted to that level. Moreover, new schools we build must meet those standards.
On the issue of the curriculum, as SADTU we believe that one of the challenges we
have with our education system is a curriculum that is not fit for purpose. By purpose,
we mean building the foundation of this economy and society. Mr Manuel spoke about
obsession with examination and assessment, which as point number three, is
something that we must review.
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Look at the products that we produced post the schooling system. Those who do not
go to university or who have no means to go to university are the matriculants sitting
at home. Post-matric we cannot produce a learner that can be able to survive without
going to university or without getting employment.
We cannot produce learners that will leave school post-matric and be able to survive
in terms of creating their own business, being entrepreneurs, and so forth. It is
something we must look at and focus more on skills because the reality is that teachers
end up teaching to assess. Rote learning is promoted and the focus on matric.
How do we improve our training? We must look at our identity as a country and use
culture as part of reviewing our curriculum moving forward. (For instance) the
utilisation as well as the importance of land; how do we ensure that our learners
understand the importance of land? You can’t teach children about the clay soil, the
white soil, the characteristic of soil without teaching them about the value of land, how
the land contributes to the economy, how the land provide sustainability in terms of
livelihood, as a means of production.
Our matriculants leave the rural areas and go to the towns and the cities because our
education system cannot teach them that the land they have in their homestead can
provide sustainability. They can live out of the land; they can make money out of the
land. We must move away from the European epistemologies, which are still
characterised by colonisation and move to African epistemologies in order to ensure
that the curriculum that we deliver in our school is relevant to the 21 st century and is
able to build the foundations of the economy and the society we are talking about.
Assessment is damaging our learning psychologically and socially. We must focus on
worldwide learning. Our education system must focus on improving thinking, creativity,
innovation, cognitive development, knowledge processing and so forth. Many
speakers have touched on this and we agree with that but we also want to say extra
curricula activities also very important. We have an education system that does not
appreciate sport as a very, very critical economic sector that is worth billions and
billions of dollars.
We are coming from the Olympics. You can see that the South Africans that
represented us there are not found in all sporting activities. Other countries are
participating in all sporting activities because of the education system that they have
in their countries. Our education system does not promote sports as a career. You can
have people who are sports persons, you can have agents, you can have sports
management – you name it and many other fields: art, and so forth which should be
looked at.
SADTU’s response in our congress in 2017 was that all teachers should be supplied
with fully funded devices for better teaching and learning skills. All the speakers have
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touched on the fact that you cannot talk about digitalising the classroom and you do
not support teachers in terms of training them, in terms of developing them as well as
in terms of providing them with such devices.
That is why in South Africa during Covid-19, we cannot do digital learning. We cannot
have children from the rural schools/rural townships continuing with their education
while they are at home, simply because we have not trained our teachers in this
regard.
We support as unions the 4IR and therefore we believe that as unions we should work
with government on the rollout of 4IR as well as the use of 4IR to increase employment.
This means we support things such as robotics and coding and so forth that are being
introduced in our schools – slowly – that can support not only employment but also
creating employment opportunities for other members of the society.
We say that as unions we call on the department do develop relevant infrastructure,
we must take the lead in empowering our educators for the 4IR. Many speakers have
touched on this; we are also echoing it.
We are saying that as unions we should campaign for all relevant SETAS to budget to
cater for skilled and reskilling of educational workers, particularly teachers. It is very
important that as we introduce the 3-Stream model, as we introduce robotics and
coding, we embark on a massive programme to reskill teachers.
A speaker before us also touched on mother tongue learning and mother tongue
teaching. As unions, we want to argue that we must reskill our teachers to be able to
use mother tongue for teaching because it is proven that if learners are taught in
mother tongue, their performance is improved, which is something we must work on.
To say that you are taught biology in English or you are taught biology in isiZulu, to
me it makes no difference. Information is information. We are saying that we must
reskill our teachers to be able to use mother tongue for teaching and develop our own
languages. Indigenous languages must be developed for mother tongue teaching, and
that can only be done if resources can be put onto the table for the development of
our languages, for the development of material, as well as the reskilling of teachers.
We are saying that as a union we will continue to demand a clear strategy as well as
a plan from the DBE to roll out 4IR. In addition, we are also saying that we will also
resist strategies to come up with inappropriate use of technology because we believe
that as we use technology it must be used appropriately.
Many speakers will have touched on ECD. Conditions of service for ECD teachers; it
is in the public discourse we are talking about that.
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GET is also very important. When we talk about building the economy and the society,
we must seriously look at value systems and morality that we want to introduce to our
learners at the foundation phase. If our education system education was also to focus
on a value system, we would to have the kind of society that can easily be led to
looting. If learners were taught to be responsible, to know what is right and what is
wrong, to have respect etc, many of these things would not have escalated to this
level. Values must be taught at GET phase but whether we should continue to leave
the teaching of the value system to parents or should schools also engage at that
particular level.
Then exploring new ideas: Communication in mother tongue; mathematical literacy;
core subjects and 21st century themes; learning and innovation skills; information,
media and technology skills and so forth.

6. Mr Godwin Khosa - Towards a Social Compact
Much of the proposed Social Compact we can read for ourselves.
The first part reads: Parties to this compact commit themselves to doing everything
possible to enhance the quality of foundational education, from the earliest stages of
development through to matric. In doing so, there will be an emphasis on the
achievement of reading and numeracy skills, and the provision of diverse learning
pathways for children. Parties will also work to improve access to opportunities, which
will provide learners with competencies for a changing world.
The compact confirms a commitment to work together to support the identified and
agreed upon interventions, in pursuit of human resource development and a
transformed economy and society.
The compact covers two broad areas:
Part A - basic education as a sector and Part B - basic education as a contributor to
national human development.
The first priority under Part A is working towards meaningful development for
professionals and practitioners working in the sector. The proposed intervention in that
respect is a comprehensive review of the policies and legislation governing the
training, deployment and utilisation of human resources across the basic education
sector, with a focus on equity and development.
Participants: Unions, DBE, SACE, NAISA / APPETD, Civil society (including School
Governing Bodies).
Lead: ETDP SETA to develop a project proposal for review by participants and
obviously for joint follow up by all of us.
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Priority 2 under Part A is effective data management systems on human resource
capacities, to manage supply and demand, deployment and utilisation.
The intervention envisaged there would involve technical support for the digitisation of
human resource management, to encourage and enable agility and responsiveness.
It is envisaged that the DBE, ELRC and the private sector will be the key participants
in the pursuit of that priority.
The lead in this case is envisaged to come from the private sector, which is invited to
develop a project proposal for review by participants.
Part B has to do with basic education as a contributor to national human development.
Priority 1 of Part B entails a clearly articulated, data driven HRD strategy from ECD
through to higher education, with a comprehensive integrated curriculum for human
development at all levels.
The intervention therefore envisaged here is mapping the basic education curriculum
against the National Skills Development Strategy, and the development of a guiding
framework for the basic education sector, aligned to the NDP and the National Skills
Development Strategy (NSDS).
The participants envisaged there are unions, relevant civil society participants,
academics.
Lead: The NECT is being proposed to develop a research-based project proposal for
consideration by participants.
Priority 2 under Part B is the incorporation of future competencies into daily classroom
practice, and the provision of an enabling environment for increased remote and digital
learning.
The envisaged practical intervention to start with is the establishment of an Inclusive
Advisory Committee to undertake continued exploration of new technologies and
approaches to teaching and learning, and to make recommendations.
There was emphasis earlier that the solutions do not lie with any one partner but with
the stakeholder groups working in collaboration. As a result, the envisaged participants
include the DBE, teacher unions, SACE, Private sector (tech sector).
NECT is expected to lead the development of a project proposal for consideration by
participants.
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Priority 3 under Part B: The development of a feedback instrument and strategy to
take account of and advise on responses to changing contexts in basic education.
The practical intervention being proposed is to build on the current Civil Society Forum
and other consultative structures to establish a regular information sharing and
advisory body with all stakeholders, which can be used by the HRDC and the DBE to
ensure continuous co-ordination and alignment with the NDP.
Participants: Government departments, Unions, Civil Society, Private sector and all
relevant statutory bodies.
Lead: NECT envisaged to develop a project proposal for consideration by
constituencies.
There are education-related issues arising from the research paper. The stakeholder
groups involved in the discussions emphasised these proposals:
ECD
 Establishment of a Ministerial Task team to consider all relevant modalities for
migration under the Minister in the Presidency
 Accurate and credible data on ECD training providers, ECD training taking place
and number of trainees and numbers successfully completing qualifications
 Focus on centre-based ECD as set out in the ECD policy
 More focus on training programmes that can assist achieve equity
 A funding policy and implementation plan for a comprehensive resourcing of the
workforce
Reading
 Establish a structured reading agenda
 Develop and prioritise reading research areas
 Bring together the Centres for African Language Teaching, to agree on what should
be taught to teachers about the teaching of reading of African languages
 PSRIP as an in-service vehicle to teach reading; drive PSRIP policy into action
 Capitalise on NECT’s Capacity Building Programme for the development of black
African researchers
 Build sustainable community reading structures
STEM
 Training in pedagogic and subject knowledge, and language competence on the
part of teachers
 Teaching language skills to learners to improve learning outcomes
Skills pathways
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The completion of the curriculum development process to integrate the 3-Stream
model

Competencies for a changing world
 Continued emphasis on foundational literacies
 Alignment of the curriculum framework to better suit the South African context
 Greater clarity on new subjects - robotics, coding, entrepreneurship, marine
sciences, aviation, etc

7. Q & A Session
Questions
Question 1: Weak teacher content and union interference are challenges in rural
schools. What interventions and strategies can be implemented to help innocent, poor
blacks in these communities?
Question 2: I want to talk about the compact that you are referring to. The summit
meets every second year if I am not mistaken. What the Deputy President raised
initially was that every time we meet we raise new issues and the next time we meet,
there is no continuity in the discussion.
Considering that we are going to meet in the next 24 months, the work that needs to
be done in the compact you are referring to, are we not running the risk a view of what
have we done with that compact? I am raising this thing because there are many
compacts that have been done in the past, including the Education Accord, when there
were problems of poor matric results.
What is the plan because we are going to debate this concept and I am told initially it
is going to take another four weeks to be signed, so in 24 months we have one month
gone before it is even signed and dealing with those issues.
The second issue is; we heard about the obsession with exams and assessments but
I did not get what is being proposed in place of it. Not so much for the professionals
but for the ordinary people; I mean parents are pushing their kids, looking for how
much marks did you get and all that kind of thing. Even in the parents’ thinking, they
want their kids to get the top marks etc.
Lastly, the issues of climate change and global warming, this is a process, what is it
that we really want to teach our kids? What is it that we want to get out of it?
Question 3: How is business represented in the work?
Question 4: On the issue of 3-Stream model and skills development, it is more of a
comment: in planning the focus groups as we have heard the DDG speak and you
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highlighting, I think it is important in the planning to consider opportunities. For
example, a maritime school is likely to be on the coast, and that we give equal
opportunities to learners from the inland provinces to be exposed to such career
choices. Therefore, I think when going forward and planning, for the young people, we
need to factor that in. Similarly, with the aviation schools and other specific focus
schools.
In addition, as a union representative, in terms of the unions and the point the previous
speaker made around the exam-driven sector that we have; what we find, as labour is
that there is measuring, there is the compliance issue, it is more of a checklist: have
we covered curriculum? Nobody is checking if actual learning is taking place and that
is our issue. The example raised is that learners have achieved six As and gone on to
university and they could not manage, only proving that they have learnt to write an
exam - that is all. There was no lifelong learning taking place and that is what needs
to happen – lifeline learning.
Question 5: I just want to pose a question: will it ever be enough for the human
resource development to try to come up with ways of developing both the workers and
the society a large without controlling the population size. Is it possible? Can you
allocate the resources to something that is permanently going up, where you do not
have the resources to match the demand as far as development is concerned?
I know this question speaks to the question of the population production, which is a
sensitive matter on its own, but will we ever get to train everyone without adequate
resources because the population keeps increasing. As a society, we have to engage
on and come up with some responses to that particular challenge because my view is
that the SETA, not government, not the trade union movement will be able to reach
out to everyone for as long as that particular matter of the population size is a matter
not being attended to.
Question 6: I want to start by reminding ourselves that at around 2011, the NDP
Diagnostic Report identified two cardinal challenges that the NDP was to respond to.
Firstly, it said that our educational outcomes are way too poor for the extent of
investments we are making. Secondly, that too few South Africans were working, or
put differently, there was a high level of unemployment. I think we will not be doing
justice if we do not go back to that diagnostic report and deliberate if we have seen
any significant changes on the head indicator on the outcomes of our education
system. I would want to argue that what we had in 2011 is what we still have. If you
take that further, the very first paragraph on the compact that was read talks about
education from ECD to matric and then you said National Senior Certificate and
beyond that. I think we are falling into the very same trap of seeing matric as the only
way in which we can get young people out of the education system into the higher
levels. My proposal would be that we must be deliberate about that and open those
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other channels of exit that young people can explore, such that they can articulate into
other avenues of education and skills as provided for in the post-school education and
training system.
The final point is that I am worried about things that we refer to in futuristic terms that
are currently befalling us now. We talk about the future of work in futuristic terms
instead of talking about the changing nature of work that is currently being experience.
We talk about global warming in futuristic terms, whose impact is being felt not in the
future but now, which is the same with digitisation. I think to give a level of oomph
there; we must appreciate the effects of those phenomena in our lives now if we are
to respond accordingly.
Question 7: I represent the Association of Private Providers of Education, Training
and Development (APPETD). The Deputy President reminded us today that we need
to emerge with a concrete plan of action and I would be looking very much to the
compact to putting some concrete steps. We are very good with the must; we are not
very good with the How? When? Where? Who’s going to do it? How much is it going
to cost? I would also like to say that the Deputy President spoke about the need for
evidence-based decision-making, which comes from sound research, sound
implementation practice – piloting – whatever we would like to say, from which
emerges then, solid implementation plans rather than an extended wish list, which we
seek to be very good at doing. Therefore, I think the encouragement is there for
evidence-based decision making which would follow through into the compact.
Then building a developmental and capable state: capable, people who are capacitybuilt and people who have the capability of doing things. That must be drawn through
into the compact right across out system.
Then just very briefly, two issues that I have picked up quite a few times: the one is 3Stream model. Has that report finally been published? I served on the ministerial task
team on the 3-Stream model as a member of it, so I am interested to know whether
we are fully-fledged implementing the 3-Stream model because it has some real
impacts on people in areas who do not have everything that others have.
I also noticed the General Education Certificate, which would be something written I
presume at the end of Grade 9. I would be concerned about a child from a very wealthy
school writing a similar assessment to a child from a child-headed household who is
an area and has to walk to school and on a day has to write the same exam. Therefore,
those are issues, before we compact on 3-Stream, and on General Certificate in
Education, or whatever they are calling it, I suggest we need evidence-based and we
need a rethink.
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Question 8: I am not sure if I should take that question on alternative forms of
assessment as well. I am an avid reader and I look for solutions, look for ideas, and
try to make sense of things. One of the readings I came across was this idea of an
authoritarian solution and what this authoritarian solution says is that if I love reading,
I am going to use reading as the authority to drive all my thinking processes and that
if I look at curriculum coverage, that is an authority in driving the change. Then if you
look at pedagogy being introduced, that becomes an authority. Now what that means
is that authority does not respect the other interventions. It just simply drives the
process. Therefore, it is a caution about how we approach solutions because
somewhere along the line you need to bring them together. Just to give you a typical
example; I am reading about technology and one of the things they talk about is
modelling. For example, I will take your smile, I will model it on a robot, and we think
that robot is smiling at us. It is not. In addition, the reason I am saying this is this idea
that if we model sufficient stuff on a computer, we can replace a teacher. There is that
implicit thinking and we need to move away from that.
Teachers need to function as professionals and we need to ask questions about what
that means, using knowledge in practice to function as professionals.
When we talk about alternative forms of assessment, you see we are used to this
language of assessment, we understand it, and we can interpret it. What we are not
used to is assessment for learning, where the skills are built into the process. If
teachers are professional and capable of doing that, you actually do not the summit of
assessment for the purpose of teaching and learning, but you may need it for
certification.
Comment 1: Please include Department of Telecommunications and Postal Services
and DTI, which are key departments to ensure you deal with the cost of data.
Comment 2: Mine is a small comment on the opening remarks by the Deputy
President. I think the Deputy President made a remark about the unacceptable
percentage of children who drop out at education facilities or schools. Now, is not it
that South Africa has to gear itself to come up with legislation that seeks to ensure that
every child that is within schooling age is really located at the school, and that it is
compulsory for that matter. South African must begin to think about how to resource
that project so that you do not have a problem statement about the dropout rate at
school when the country is responsible for developing its own children. This is a
question that maybe the HRD must begin to grapple with.
Similarly, South Africa cannot continuously be on this lamentation statement about
women’s empowerment, women’s emancipation, without giving the necessary tools
and the necessary support. The only woman speaking did submit a grievance. We
think that this is a matter that must be made practical and that the human resource
development structures should from time to time make an assessment as to whether
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we are progressing in this regard rather than just having a problem statement on an
annual basis.
Comment 3: I just want to make a few comments based on the presentations made.
I think having been in the education sector for quite some time, I have realised that
there is a disjuncture between what we have at the basic education level and higher
education level. Given the fact that we have SETAS – I think there are 21 or 23 now –
when you look at what we get out of the matriculants, you will have learners who pass
with a certificate, diploma, bachelor, but our concentration is more on them going to
university more than anything else does. However, when we look at the kind of
learners we are producing; we are producing learners who are geared towards getting
employment. They do not think anything else other than employment.
Are we also looking at reimagining how this dichotomy can be broken between higher
education and basic education? What you see is that the higher education system is
not ready to receive some of the learners, like those who passed with certificates, and
you always encourage them to go back and improve. The question is, What are they
going to be improving? Based on what? Going which direction? Learnerships are
there; internships are there, but are they working for the system? What are we doing
about it?
If you listen to what the Deputy President said, you realise that most of the things in
the system and processes are not necessarily working. We have to go back and say,
what is it that we need to change in order to make some improvement for the better
because h readiness of the system is questionable. These are some of the things to
go into the compact to make a difference.
There is also an assertion that teachers must learn from each other and the thing is
when you look at the kind of teachers we have in the system, the majority of teachers
in our system at the basic education level are above 49-50 and very few teachers who
are below 30 years. In addition, those who are coming from universities now the
younger ones and the older ones, there is still a disjuncture there. Therefore, the
learning might not necessarily be realise and make a difference unless there is
something that will make them come together as a system.

Answers
Answer 1: It is true that there have been previous summits and the question is
legitimate about what has been done with those but most of the work that has been
done within the basic education sector has largely been within the sector itself. I think
it is true to say that being part of this larger HRD skills agenda is really a new
experience for many of us in the basic education sector. It does require, I think,
different perspective, a lifted level of thinking, much more about integration/articulation
across the system rather than thinking from within the box of basic education.
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Therefore, I think in a way this is a new compact for us but there certainly are lessons
from earlier compacts and that is firstly that we cannot do everything. Therefore, really
I think what we need to do, chair, would be with the input you made about the compact,
would really be to look at what is in there. Elevate the parts of it that are doable and
will make a difference, and to take out, frankly, those areas that we don’t think can be
done or perhaps are not most critical, and really to identify just a few activities – key
activities – that we can then do well.
Answer 2: To follow on what has just been said, basically to say that what has been
presented to the summit is the thinking that we are having and hoping that the summit
will help to strengthen the compact, but the details of what needs to be done by when.
I agree, that is what we will be working on over the month, to just hone in, remove
things that we realise are not going to be doable but then be able to say these are the
two of five things that we want to do. Then in between the summits, there are council
meetings that will be taking place and the intention is that we will then be able to track
whether progress is being done. Therefore, by the time the next summit comes we will
have had many thoughts in terms of tracking progress, so that it is not just again we
say, it was done, but we are able to prove it.
Then, on the second issue around women. It is the intention that when you have the
Social Compact, that there are issues that confront women that we need to deal with,
and those will actually be highlighted in that compact because we don’t want to also
make the compact too general with certain things that are cross-cutting like issues of
disability and we have women. Just as an example, we will have to run through all the
compacts that we will be having. Therefore, the intention is that those will also be
reported as part of tracking the progress that we are making.
Answer 3: I suppose it will also be fair to have a brief appraisal of the previous
compact and see what has been achieved.
Answer 4: On the issue of the dropout rate mentioned, prior to the pandemic, our data
had shown that up to grade 9 we had basically universal enrolment – about 98-99%
and then as you get into grade 10 to grade 12, that’s when a number of young people
dropped out. Here are varieties of reasons. The household surveys that have been
produced, one (reason) would be the fact of finance and the other would be lack of
interest and so forth and at one time it was the issue of school fees but that was
addressed by the no school fees policy.
Still learners, especially those in child-headed households as well, would face
obstacles in terms of getting to school at the end of the day. Therefore, we have
progressed in that respect. However, together with the pandemic now and the fact that
parents were given the option not to bring their children back to school, those numbers
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have gone up. Some may have come back but the picture is not as clear as it was in
the past.
There is legislation that says it is compulsory to send children to school up to the age
of 15, which is up to grade 9. If your children want to go to school and you are
preventing them, you can be charged, but we have not really had any particular
situation in that regard and obviously, that can be tested as well.
We have done a lot of work in that regard which we have presented to the portfolio
committee at different times.
Then on climate change, what is clear is that climate change and global warming are
areas that can be incorporated and have to be incorporated within different subject
areas. It would teach the individual child – even if it is just a handout – where do you
fit in and what role you can play, and these changes also affect your life, while we look
at the bigger picture.
If I may just indicate, it could be that you are chopping down trees because you need
to make a fire because you do not have electricity and that may be a need for that
family. There are implications as well in that area because we have probably failed to
provide the necessary resources in ensuring that family has electricity. Therefore, that
is the beginning point of it. There are colleagues who are more qualified to go into the
detail.
Therefore, it comes down to what you can do but also what you can do as a group, as
a community and when we start talking about advancement in the name of technology
and so forth, in the end it also affects communities in a way that is negative.
On the learnerships and apprenticeships, we do have technical schools and so forth
but what I would indicate is that these are in pockets. They do work where there are
partnerships, particularly in the motor industry where school are twinned and so forth.
What is clear is that as a sector and as schools we need to make sure that this is upscaled to a standard that in particular the disadvantaged learner – the African child in
particular – should have these opportunities as well. If we can do that then what we
have been speaking about today, we can come back and say, no, we have made
progress in that regard.
Answer 5: I think the point on articulation is the key one. The GEC has been part of
our planning for many years and realising it is a good thing but we also want to be
careful, we do not want kids to exit school prematurely. Therefore, I think there is a
good process underway around that. On the 3-Stream, I think we must be careful not
to move ahead with things as if they are policy when the discussion on them has not
been closed. There was also a very strong push for an external evaluation based on
the implementation of the 3-Stream model.
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Answer 6: On the GEC and alternative forms of assessment: I think the point is you
do not have to have high stakes and externally driven exams to conclude an
assessment - period. You can find alternative ways, as Covid-19 has shown. You can
rely far more on teacher-based assessments, school-based assessments and projectbased assessments. It does require more capacity and more understanding but you
can focus on forms of assessment, which are school-driven, school-based, teachermanaged and school-assessed, and you trust the capacity and agency of our
teachers.
In terms of the 3-Stream, I think the key issues people are saying are that if you like,
the issues are about details and the operationalisation and implementation of it. The
idea is okay but it is how it is going to be done and how it is going to be measured.
I just want to answer one quick question, which is an important one. When I spoke
about the affective dimension and early learning, and Pavel spoke about the same
thing, the Sustainable Development Goal 4 and Sustainable Development Goals in
general that South Africa signed up for, suggest that a core part of the curriculum going
forward must be issues around sustainable environmental issues, human rights; all
those aspects which 4.7 of the SDG Goal 4 speaks to, and this must become a core
part of the curriculum. In other words, the response to environmental crisis, human
rights, protection and nurturing of identities are crucially part of what education system
should be doing and what should be embedded in the curriculum.
Therefore, our response should be a curriculum response and a teaching and learning
response as well.

8. Close
The programme director closed the proceedings with a quick review, thanking
everyone for their input and encouraging them to participate in the coming days.

9. Day 2 Building the Skills for a Transformed Economy and
Society
Welcome
Programme Director, Mr Mustak Ally, welcomed delegates back and gave a brief
review of Day 1

10. Dr Charles Nwaila - Chairperson of the NSA - Message of
Support
Dr Nwaila expressed his delight for being part of this great event, organised by the
Human Resource Development Council, which is a high level structure, which provides
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a platform for social partners to work together to achieve the goals of the HRD Strategy
towards 2030.
We are all gathered here including the virtual participants, on this second day of the
Summit, because we share a common purpose, which is to contribute to economic
growth, to find rapid ways to reduce poverty, inequality and unemployment, especially,
youth unemployment, which is quite high.
The National Skills Authority is indeed delighted to be part of this laudable Summit.
In order to survive during and beyond these unprecedented times we live in, skills
development providers and all other organisations, have to be agile, adaptable and
innovative within a collaborative environment. Many speakers yesterday alluded to this
critical point of collaborations.
In recent years, we have witnessed the world of work globally, undergoing rapid and
complex changes, brought about by among others, the Covid-19 pandemic,
technological advancement, demographics and globalisation.
World Economic Forum: The Future of Jobs Report, released in October 2020, warns,
“Automation, in tandem with the Covid-19 recession, is creating a ‘double-disruption’
scenario for workers.
The Report further urges the public sector to provide stronger support for reskilling
and upskilling for at risk or displaced workers.
In addition, the latest Quarterly Labour Force Survey paints a bleak picture of the
unemployed young people, aged between 15 and 24, which remains the highest in the
country, at 63.3%. If left unresolved, the situation may become explosive.
The NSA continues to explore technological innovations to accelerate the
advancement of the workforce and how the youth can be involved as catalysts in skills
development.
Furthermore, it is also important to note that while a shift to technology, promises big
benefits in terms of higher productivity, efficiency, and innovation - it could also lead
to rising inequality in society. Now, South Africa is one of the most unequal countries
in the world.
As the NSA, we continue to monitor the disruptive effects of the Covid-19 pandemic
on skills development.
In this regard, in 2020, at the peak of the Covid-19 pandemic, we hosted three webinar
series, the first on 29 June, the second on 29 July and the last one on 28 August.
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The main purpose of these Webinar series was to establish a learning network, and
to strengthen our Social Compact, involving public, private, social partners and
international collaborations, that seek to provide a responsive, equitable and
affordable demand-led, high-quality and agile skills development system, during and
beyond the Covid-19 epoch.
We also continue to support the implementation of various critical policy interventions,
among others, the National Development Plan, the Human Resource Development
Strategy, the National Skills Development Plan 2030, and the National Youth Policy
2030.
Currently, various initiatives are being undertaken within the skills development
environment to ensure inclusion of the 4IR driven Sector Skills Plans.
Furthermore, the Sector Education and Training Authorities (SETAs) are also
increasingly incorporating technology driven skills development innovations, in their
programmes.
In addition, we need to consider possible legislative and policy interventions, to enable
the PSET system to adapt swiftly to the ongoing demands of digitalisation and
economic needs. Most importantly, we need to adopt an inclusive approach that
involves all vulnerable groups of our society.
Today’s sessions will deliberate on the progress made against the theme: "Building
the Skills for a Transformed Economy and Society."
The NSA continues to pledge its support to monitor the implementation of the Skills
Strategy as it is designed to create a balance between the short- and long-term skills
needs of the country, and to ensure that the skills system is strengthened, especially
at implementation level.
Furthermore, we support the immediate rollout of skills development interventions.
This will ensure that the Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan is effectively
supported.
It seems more critical than ever, during Covid-19 pandemic and lockdown disruptions,
to consider and take advantage, of emerging opportunities and to adapt swiftly to
change, and to start doing things differently.
Perhaps we can learn something from the title of the book written by Marshall
Goldsmith, which is "What Got You Here, Won't Get You There." This means that
building the skills for a transformed economy and society needs collaborations and all
hands on deck.
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11. Mr Zukile Mvalo, DHET - Economic Reconstruction and
Recovery Skills Strategy
Mr Mvalo indicated that government has developed an economic reconstruction and
recovery plan, developed in October 2020. The work that we had to do as the
Department of Higher Education and Training was to develop the skills strategy to
support the economic reconstruction and recovery plan.
The ERRP identifies seven priority interventions. These include infrastructure
investment and delivery; industrialisation through localisation; energy security;
support for the recovery and growth of the tourism, creative and cultural
industries; green economy interventions; agriculture and food security and
importantly of course, mass public employment (including the PYEI).
With regard to the purpose, it is all about ensuring that the skills that are required for
the successful implementation of economic reconstruction and recovery plan are in
place.
Therefore, the strategy is also therefore aiming at ensuring that the post-school
training and education system in conjunction with key government departments and
other stakeholders will respond to the new demands, which are being created for our
economy.
It is also intended to support the implementation as if have mentioned of ERRP both
to maximise opportunities for new entrants to the labour market as well as preservation
of existing jobs and the creation of course, of new jobs.
We have heard yesterday the question of a demand-led approach. You will see that
at the centre of the skills strategy is the question of a demand-led approach because
we are saying here that we do not just want to supply skills but we must respond to
the Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan. Importantly also what we are saying
is short to long term, so we must create a balance between short- and long-term.
Whilst we are engaging with this exercise, we must not hamper the long-term within
the post school education and training system.
You will see also the groups that we are targeting, especially new entrants, young
people ready to access youth services or job opportunities – much has been said with
regard to the high rate of unemployment in our country – as well as training: retraining,
up-skilling the existing workforce.
Importantly, we have been learning, especially during 2020 when Covid-19 arrived on
our shores, is the question of better coordination. The strategy recognises the need
for a coordinated response across government as well as social partners so that
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everyone is on board as far as our skills strategy is concerned. You will be aware that
currently we are engaged – amongst others – at NEDLAC.
Public/private partnership is always very important. That is why the emphasis is on
public providers, whether in terms of skills development or at the workplace are critical
for all of us. There are several interventions we need to review.
Intervention 1: expanding the provisioning of short skills programmes, which are
critical for the Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan.
Intervention 2: enabling the provisioning of skills programmes.
You will see there is always an emphasis on accredited and non-accredited skills
because we have discovered that we need both. It might happen that we required
these skills but they are not accredited within our accrediting regimes.
Intervention 3: expanding the provisioning of workplace-based learning is critical
if we are to respond to the challenges faced by our economy.
Intervention 4: increase enrolments in qualification programmes that respond
occupational shortages identified in the strategy.
Intervention 5: review and revise education and training programmes to respond
to occupational shortages and skills gaps identified. This is very important, especially
for our TVET colleges, our CET colleges, as well as our universities.
Intervention 6: Updating the draft Critical Skills List and associated regulatory
mechanisms. This list was published in February and 31 March 2021 was the date
given for comments.
Intervention 7: strengthening of entrepreneurial development. Even if you look at
the National Development Plan, you will see how important the question of
entrepreneurial development is.
Intervention 8: what we are saying is that we need to embed skills planning into
economic planning processes. You know that in various sectors of the economy,
we have developed master plans, so we are saying that the question of skills planning
must not be forgotten in these processes; skills planning must be embedded in these
processes.
Intervention 9 is also very important: facilitation of the use of the National Pathway
Management Network, which is hosted by the presidency as well as the Department
of Employment and Labour. The network of all networks is within the National Pathway
Management Network. We raise the point that it is all about learning to earning: from
the world of education to the world of work.
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Intervention 10: strengthening of the post-education and training (PSET) system.
On 29 July 2021, the Minister approved the White Paper for post-school education
and training and the National Plan for Post School Education and Training. It is critical
as we implement the interventions of the Economic Reconstruction and Recovery
Skills Strategy.
For each intervention, we have identified actions because we felt strongly that we
needed to have actions if we are going to deliver the skills that are required for the
ERRP.
Intervention 1: expand the provisioning of short skills programmes
This intervention focuses on the provisioning of short skills programmes (both
accredited and non-accredited) which respond directly to skills gaps identified in this
strategy. Such skills gaps usually exist because of mismatches between skills required
by employers and those possessed by employees.
ACTIONS:
Provisioning: public and private skills development providers, as well as universities
and Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) and Community and
Training Colleges should be encouraged, supported and incentivised to fast track the
provisioning of short skills programmes (accredited and non-accredited) which
respond to the skills gaps identified in this strategy. The Department of Higher
Education and Training (DHET) should ensure that its own Annual Performance Plans
(APPs) and that of public education and training institutions and SETAs reflect targets
for the provisioning of ERRP-linked short skills programmes.
Funding: the National Skills Fund (NSF), Sector Education and Training Authorities
(SETAs), government departments (including local government) and public entities
must establish funding windows to support the provisioning of skills programmes
(accredited and non-accredited) which respond to the skills gaps identified in this
strategy (see also Intervention 2 below, which refers to enablers for the provisioning
of short skills programmes).
Digitisation: the Department of Science and Innovation (DSI) needs to scale up its
initiatives such as mLab, Data Science for Impact and the Decision Enhancement
(DSIDE) programme, which gives students the opportunity to be mentored by
experienced members of the data science community. DSI should work together with
the CSIR and the South African Blockchain Alliance (SANBA) to ensure the delivery
of digital skills. DHET will work with relevant SETAs, the Department of
Telecommunications and Postal Services as well as the Presidency to ensure a
coordinated response to implementing the digital skills strategy. This mechanism will
also bring in the private sector as well as development partners.
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Coordination: the DHET should work closely with other government departments
such as the Department of Employment and Labour (DOL), the Department of Health
(DoH), National Treasury, the Project Office in the Presidency and the Department of
Trade, Industry and Competition (DTIC) to ensure that its skills development
interventions are part of overarching efforts to address skills gaps in the country.
You will see that funding is critical. People are saying; how are you going to fund the
skills that are required for the ERRP. Therefore, we are saying the National Skills Fund
(NSF), the Sector Education and Training Authorities, as well as all spheres of
government because we will not only be funding this through the Skills Development
Levy. We must all of us come to the party.
Digitisation is constantly being raised and you will see that is part of our actions in
terms of intervention 1. In addition, coordination is critical. We need to work together;
both the public and the private sector, as well as social partners do.
Intervention 2: Enabling the provision targeted skills programmes
This intervention is aimed at enabling the development and provision of agile and
flexible demand-led skills training, especially short skills development programmes
that can be implemented immediately by both public and private providers.
ACTIONS:
Registration of part-qualifications: the South African Qualifications Authority
(SAQA), together with Council on Higher Education (CHE) and QCTO, will urgently
establish and implement efficient, user-friendly, streamlined processes to register partqualifications linked to skills gaps identified in this strategy.
Accreditation of providers: the QCTO, in consultation with SAQA (where
necessary), will adopt measures such as fast-tracking accreditation processes and
waive requirements where necessary.
Dedicated structure: the SAQA, together with QCTO, Umalusi and the CHE should
establish a dedicated structure comprising quality councils and other stakeholders,
that would recommend how accreditation and qualification registration processes
could be simplified, fast-tracked and be made user-friendly, as well as to unblock
articulation blockages.
Funding: the DHET will work actively with SETAs to create a funding window to
support short-term training programmes that respond to skills gaps identified in this
strategy. The funding window will support both accredited and non-accredited skills
programmes in ERRP priority areas.
Pay for Performance Model: the SETAs and the NSF will adopt the pay for
performance model to fund skills development programmes linked to skills gaps
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identified in this strategy, as well as skills that are designated as being important by
industry associations and individual employers.
Vendor Certification: the SETAs, the NSF, government departments and entities are
encouraged to broaden access to and fund skills development programmes that are
certified by vendors, particularly those that provide programmes linked to the skills
gaps identified in this strategy.
Review of SETA systems and processes: the DHET is required to analyse the
challenges of SETA systems and processes in relation to accreditation and funding
and to address these.
Intervention 3: Expand the provision of the Work-Based Learning programme.
The purpose of this intervention is to expand the provisioning of workplace-based
learning (WBL) programmes that respond to the occupational shortages and skills
gaps identified in this strategy.
We may think that we only have problems in the workplace in South Africa, especially
since the advent of Covid-19 in our country, but there is a report by OECD countries
indicating that almost all countries within OECD are having a challenge with regard to
workplace-based learning. A few countries like Switzerland and Australia are doing
very well. This is because of the policy instruments existing in those countries. This is
what we are trying to put in place.
ACTIONS:
Expansion of WBL: the SETAs and the NSF will increase opportunities for WBL
significantly and will reset their APP targets in response to this strategy.
Funding: the SETAs and the NSF will priorities their funding of WBL students and
learners towards those occupations that are in shortage as identified in the skills
strategy.
Data: the DHET will collate data and information about students and learners who
require all forms of WBL, namely, apprenticeships, learnerships, student internships,
graduate internships and candidacy and share such with the Presidential Youth
Employment and YES Interventions to enhance access to WBL opportunities.
Tax Incentive: the National Treasury will extend the period of S12H of the Tax Act,
which ends in April 2022 in order to continue incentivising the expansion of WBL
through learnerships and other modalities.
Coordination of subsidies and incentives: the DHET will participate in a study on
the coherence of levers used by government (such as tax incentives, BBBEE,
employment incentives) to subsidise and incentivise WBL programmes (learnerships,
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apprenticeships, internships etc). The study is led by Treasury and the Project
Management Office in the Presidency and is supported by donor organisations such
as the GIZ, USAID, UKPF and MSDF. DHET will also work with Treasury, the South
African Revenue Service, DPSA, DTIC DEL and the business sector to streamline
existing incentives for WBL. This includes ensuring that different forms of WBL are
aligned to those used in BBBEE Codes.
DHET/DSI: The DHET and DSI will work together to review, amongst others, how best
to support existing WBL programmes under initiatives such as the Technology
Localisation Programme, the Technology Stations Programme and the employment
stimulus package.
Utilisation of infrastructure programme: DHET will work with DEL and DPWI to
develop a plan on how to utilise the Infrastructure Programme for artisan training.
Centres of Specialisation (CoS): longer-term commitment to allow institutional
commitment to building its resources, processes and systems to deliver a
circumscribed skill set.
You will see the actions there are the expansion of WBL. We know we have students
in our colleges and universities who require workplace-based learning so that they can
complete their programmes. It is critical for all of us to ensure that we are assisting
with opening up workplaces.
Intervention 4: Enrolments in qualification-based programmes that respond to
occupations shortages
This intended to expand access to programmes where the numbers of students who
are currently pursuing particular areas of study are insufficient to meet the labour
market demand. Therefore, the emphasis here is that we must privatise those
qualifications.
ACTIONS:
Enrolment Planning: universities and TVET colleges will revisit their enrolment plans
to incentivise student enrolment in qualifications and programmes that are key to the
ERRP.
Funding for E & T institutions: the SETAs and the NSF will priorities their funds to
support TVET colleges, universities and Community Education and Training Colleges
(CETC) that may seek to expand enrolment in targeted programmes or that may
require funds for infrastructure (especially workshops), equipment and lecturer
development.
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Coordination: the DHET will initiate processes to ensure that funding from the fiscus
and skills levy complement each other. This is necessary to allow identified
programmes to be implemented at scale.
You will see under actions we are dealing with enrolment planning and funding for
education and training institutions, and coordination is critical.
Intervention 5: Review and revise education and training programmes to respond to
occupational shortages and skills
This intervention focuses on the need for public and private education and training
institutions and skills development providers to review and revise their qualifications,
programmes and curricula to respond to occupational shortages and skills gaps
identified in this strategy.
As mentioned earlier the requirement to review and revise educational and training
programmes to respond to occupational shortages and skills. If the post-school
education and training sector is not responding because of the curriculum, those areas
have to be attended to. Starting in November and December last year, we identified
about 93 occupations that are critical for the ERRP. If you have access to the Word
version, you will see examples of the occupations and qualifications that we need for
our economy.
ACTIONS:
Programme Quality Mix (PQMs): universities and Colleges will review and or/expand
their Programme Quality Mix (PQMs) in order to address occupational shortages
identified in this strategy.
Qualifications development: universities will initiate the development of new
qualifications that are necessary to address occupational shortages identified in this
strategy. The DHET and QCTO will undertake a similar exercise together with TVET
colleges in this regard.
Curriculum review: universities and colleges will review the curricula of applicable
programmes in order to address skills gaps identified in this strategy. The DHET and
QCTO will undertake a similar exercise.
Funding: the SETAs and the NSF will priorities to support the development of new
qualifications, the introduction of new programmes through expanded PQMs and the
review of curricula.
Quality Assurance: the QCTO and CHE, in consultation with SAQA, will allow some
flexibility in the structure of programmes to facilitate greater responsiveness.
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Intervention 6: Update the draft Critical Skills List and associated regulatory
mechanisms
The purpose of this intervention is to update the draft Critical Skills List (CSL) to take
into account the effects of Covid-19 and to respond to occupational shortages
associated with the ERRP. It also draws attention to the need to reduce the time taken
to obtain work permits and to improve regulatory frameworks and processes for
issuing critical skills visas (as sited in the ERRP).
The process with the Critical Skills List is quite advanced. We are working with
colleagues in the Department to finalise the list.
ACTIONS:
Update Critical Skills List: the DHET will update the draft Critical Skills List to take
into account the impact of Covid-19; the implications of the ERRP and stakeholder
inputs to the draft CSL.
Verification of foreign qualifications: the SAQA will fast track its processes to verify
foreign qualifications that are linked to the Critical Skills List.
Skills transference: the DEL will encourage employers to adopt knowledge and skills
transference strategies where there is a reliance on immigrant workers.
Regulations: the DHA will review its processes and regulatory mechanisms regarding
the issuing of the Critical Skills Visa, with a view to making them more efficient.
Coordination: the DHET will work actively with other government departments, the
private sector and other stakeholders and through the government’s Operations
Vulindlela process to ensure that the Critical Skills List responds to the needs of the
economy.
Intervention 7: Strengthen Entrepreneurship Development Programmes
We are investing a lot in strengthening entrepreneurship development programmes
and we are calling on all partners to give this attention.
This intervention focuses on the need to support the skills required for
entrepreneurship in ways that enable entry-level entrepreneurial activities (private and
social) through to higher end enterprises that rely on innovative research and
development.
ACTIONS:
Presidential Youth Service Programme: the DHET is to enable Community
Education and Training Colleges to support Presidential Youth Service programme
participants to transition into social entrepreneurship initiatives.
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TVET College Entrepreneurship Hubs: the DHET will develop a workable and
sustainable model for the establishment of Entrepreneurship Hubs at TVET colleges
and scale these up to more colleges.
University Entrepreneurship Development in Higher Education (EDHE)
Programme: the DHET is to continue to strengthen its EDHE programme.
Funding: the SETAs, the NSF, relevant government departments and state entities
will fund efforts to support entrepreneurship development programmes and projects.
The Department of Small Business Development will fund the development of
technology stations and living labs in TVET colleges.
Coordination: the DHET will work closely with the Department of Small Business
Development, SEDA and DSI to enable entrepreneurship development in PSET
institutions.
Intervention 8: Embedding skills planning into economic planning processes and viceversa
It is important to ensure that skills are at the forefront, not at the end when a plan is
being finalised and the skills are not there. What we are saying is that skills planning
must be embedded in the entire value chain.
This intervention aims to ensure that skills planning is embedded in economic planning
processes; and conversely, for economic planning to be embedded in skills planning
processes. The idea is for economic planning to incorporate issues pertaining to skills
supply and demand, and for skills planning to be demand-led and responsive to the
needs of the economy. In this way, skills are part of a package of industrial
interventions, together with incentives, trade agreements, and other interventions,
instead of a separate or parallel ‘add on’.
ACTIONS:
Embed Skills in Economic Planning Processes: the DHET and relevant SETAs will
participate in economic planning initiatives such as the Master Plan development
processes, industry-led planning processes, public sector human resource planning
processes, the circular economy initiative and the Public-Private Growth Initiative to
ensure that skills planning is embedded in these economic planning processes. The
DHET and SETA representatives in these processes will ensure that skills remain on
the agenda and that there is a collective and on-going and iterative process of
determining which skills are required and the type of skills development interventions
that will meet this demand.
Embed economic planning into skills planning: the DHET and SETAs will analyse
economic plans and strategies in their processes to identify current and future skills
needs.
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Intervention 9: National Pathway Management Network
It is the network of all networks and critically important for young people to make the
transition from learning to earning. We need to adopt this widely.
This intervention focuses on promoting the widespread adoption and strengthening of
government’s National Pathway Management Network (NPMN). The PMN was
announced by the President in the State of the Nation Address (SONA) in 2020. The
central objective of the PMN is to support individuals to transition from ‘learning to
earning’.
ACTIONS:
Utilising NPMN: the DHET will work with DEL and the Presidency (PMO) on ways to
ensure that PSET institutions are aware of the NPMN and will encourage their
students to join the PMN when they enrol. The idea is for students to build their profile
and visibility and access opportunities for WBL or to transition into the labour market.
Mapping of services: the DSI will support the PMN to map all youth services offered
by government and its social partners.
Zero-rating of data: the DHET will work with the Department of Telecommunications
and Postal Services to expand and sustain efforts to ensure that PSET institutions and
not for profit applications that support work seekers, are zero-rated.
Intervention 10: Post-school education and training system
We have listed some of the things we need to do but the list is no exhaustive. We have
to respond to what is required right now in terms of our economy and we have
identified areas where we need to intervene speedily.
This intervention focuses on ensuring that the schooling and PSET systems are
strengthened to meet medium and long-term demands of the economy. The DHET’s
draft National Plan for PSET (NPPSET) provides clear direction on the kinds of
interventions required to address structural weaknesses in the PSET system.
ACTIONS:
Quality Assurance System: review the current E & T quality assurance system with
a view improving its effectiveness and efficiency and to adopt new approaches to
credentialing (such as block chain credentialing), especially for short courses.
MOOCs: the DHET, in consultation with SAQA, the 3 Quality Councils and other
stakeholders will investigate how MOOCs (both national and international) can be
adopted in a manner that does not compromise the quality of education and training.
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Accreditation: relax requirements where possible for curriculum compliance on
qualifications identified as immediate priorities. It is proposed that 20% of the
programme must be flexible so that institutions can be responsive to short-term
requirements of employers and sectors.
Funding: the DHET will adopt funding mechanisms to provide surge funding to E & T
institutions in order for them to respond effectively to crises.
Basic Education: the DHET will request the Human Resources Development Council
to facilitate engagement on the role of the DBE in relation to this strategy, including
ECD.
ERRP Skills Strategy Progress - We presented the draft skill strategy at the Cabinet
Lekgotla in January and since then we have met with many social partners and
stakeholders as you will see on the list, which includes both social partners, spheres
of government and our entities.















Sector Education and Training Authorities (SETAs)
National Skills Authority
Human Resource Development Council EXCO
National Economic Development and Labour Council (NEDLAC)
Economic Sectors, Investment, Employment and Infrastructure Development
(ESIEID) DG Cluster
ESIEID Ministers Cluster
Technical workshop with the ESIEID Cluster members
Quality Council for Trades and Occupations (QCTO)
Universities South Africa (USAf)
South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA)
Council for Higher Education (CHE)
Technical workshop with the priority government departments
Department of Trade, Industry and Competition
Department of Basic Education (DBE) and Umalusi

Their role is critical. We will not be able to implement the strategy unless there is an
inclusive process. Almost every week we are meeting with the lead departments,
whether it is the National Department of Tourism, Public Works or the Department of
Agriculture. The work is ongoing, and just to amplify the point that we are also
developing an implementation plan because we realise that without this it will be
difficult for us to monitor the implementation of the skills strategy. The development of
the implementation plan is almost complete.
The work we are doing has been well received. Of course, some have added their
voices and the advice we have been given on the skills strategy are being included.
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Lastly, we are still at NEDLAC. We are meeting next week on the 17th again and we
are also having bilateral meetings with organised business and organised labour. We
need to ensure that at the end of the day the product we come up with is embraced
by all social partners.
We invite the HRDC Summit to take note of the work we have undertaken so far and
obviously, we welcome inputs from the summit itself.
What is important to all of us as we engage with the skills strategy is that we need to
address the question of youth unemployment in this country. This has been raised on
a number of occasions. It does not affect us only; it is an international concern but as
a country, our numbers are very high, standing somewhere near 3.3 million. The figure
for OECD countries combined – about 37 of them – is about 2.9 million. We have a
huge challenge as a country and we are expecting the summit will assist in upping the
game with regard to skills development.
It is recommended that the HRDC Summit takes note of the progress with regard to
the process of skills strategy, makes inputs where required and that the strategy
remains active and alive.

12. Ms Mamphokhu Khuluvhe – DHET - Situational analysis of
skills supply and demand in South Africa
Ms Khuluvhe indicated that her presentation will be on the findings of some of the
research which is being done through the Labour Market Intelligence Research
Project. The speakers and the delegates yesterday referred to the fact that we need
to have evidence-based research. This project aims to achieve exactly that to ensure
that we have the evidence necessary to inform our policy development.
Phase 2 of this project was initiated in 2019. It is a major, multi-year, government wide
research project with the purpose of making the PSET system more responsive to the
needs of the economy. As already indicated by Mr Mvalo, the research project is also
undertaken to ensure that there is alignment between skills planning with economic
planning and to identify the skills needs that are required across the economy. We are
developing the Critical Skills List as our DDG has already alluded, and last year our
Minister launched the list of occupations in high demand.
We also are aiming to ensure that we promote the use of this research in terms of
skills provisioning as well as policy development.
Understanding skills supply and demand in South Africa: In our context when we talk
about skills supply, we are mainly referring to the skills possessed by the population
as well as the labour force, and the skills demand is in the main about the skills
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demanded by employers. Through our research, we also aim to identify the skills
Imbalances that exist between the skills demanded as well as the skills that are
supplied in the economy.
How do we measure our skills supply? We do this in two ways. Directly - by actually
assessing/testing people to measure ability and cognitive skills but direct measures
are very expensive and not sustainable. Indirectly - by using proxies such as peoples'
qualifications or highest level of education attainment to ascertain the type of skills that
are available in the economy.
With regard to the demand, we can also do that directly by engaging with
administrative data or data on vacancies or the information that is available on
employment services of South Africa.
In the South African context, there is a limitation to the data on job vacancies. Here
we are making use of proxies, such as employment by educational attainment and
occupation across the various sectors to provide signals in terms of the occupation
that are in demand or are in short supply.

The number and share of persons in the population aged 25–64 years by highest level
of education attainment, 2010 and 2020
This table reflects the number and share of persons in the population by age groups.
It reflects that we are making significant improvement with regard to the number of
adults who have completed their secondary education or matric but there is still the
challenge that the majority of our adults have not completed secondary education as
the highest level of education attainment. This indicates to the PSET system that we
need to continue providing general education and training programmes through our
CET colleges.
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Only about 6% of adults in our population have a degree. Our international
competitiveness is compromised because we do not have enough people with
degrees or a higher level of skills in the economy.

Number and share of unemployed persons in the population aged 25–64 years by
highest level, 2010, 2019, and 2020
With regard to employment as well, the majority have completed secondary education
or at least some secondary education.

Persons aged 20 & older who have not completed grade 7 & above
This table indicates that about 4.4 million people have a very low level of literacy. This
is very concerning and points to the importance of providing general education and
GETC as well.
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The skills supply pipeline shows an improvement on a yearly basis of the number of
learners who matriculate. We also tried to reflect those who are beginning to enter the
post-school education and training systems.
Of the 503 964 students who wrote matric in 2019, close to 210 000 enrolled at public
universities. For 2019, 512 000 students wrote matric but only close to 79 000 enrolled
at TVET colleges. About 26 000 did not complete matric and furthered their studies
through the NCV programmes.

In terms of graduate outputs, it is important to note that there are more females
graduating from our universities in science, engineering and technology-related fields
of study, although the majority of female students still pursue careers in fields such as
the humanities.
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For the TVET-related programmes, it is important to note that the majority of those
who have completed their qualification for N6 are studying engineering.

In terms of the efficiency of the PSET system, there is quite a significant improvement
in terms of the throughput rates for our university sector as is reflected in this diagram.
For the 2009 cohort, about 18.8% of the students completed their qualification within
the three-year period. That number increased to about 29.9% in 2016. However, it is
worrying that the majority of graduates take longer to complete their qualifications.
About 16.9% of the 2009 cohort completed their qualification after 10 years. These
students overburden the system in terms of funding made available to our universities.
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With regard to the TVET programmes, we produced a spreadsheet looking at the NCV
programmes because those are three-year programmes. For Level 2 in 2016, 9.2%
only completed their Level 4 in record time. This problem requires more investigation.

This table on the profile of occupations of the workforce reflects that there has been
quite a drop in the number of people employed throughout the occupations in the
system. It is important to note that the majority of our people are employed at the lower
end skills, like the elementary occupations and domestic work.
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There is a shift in the composition of the skills level, as reflected by the percentage
change for skilled employees, which is declining. There is a minor increase in the lowskilled and semi-skilled categories. This means that we are trapped in the low skills
provision or composition of our workforce as a country, and this is a matter for concern.

The table here reflects the fact that when you have a degree you stand a better chance
of finding employment and being remunerated at a high scale. Nevertheless, we
continue to see males in our employment environment and their wages are higher
compared to females. In addition, when you have a degree your median wages are
higher compared to having a diploma or a matric.
The DHET has gazetted the 2020 national lists of Occupation in High Demand. The
Minister launched it last year. When we are talking about occupations in high demand
we are referring to occupations that show relatively high employment growth based on
past, present and future trends.
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When we are determining these occupations, we consider those that are new and
emerging, especially in the technology space, occupational shortages where
employers are beginning to indicate to us that three occupations associated with
government’s strategic priorities like our master plans.
The list provides the name of the occupation, the OFO code of the occupation and the
minimum qualification usually associated with an occupation. The order of occupations
listed is not related to priority, but rather follows the ordering of the OFO framework
and includes occupations requiring NQF level 4 and above. It also includes
occupations that appear in the Department of Labour’s Employment Services South
Africa (ESSA) work seekers database: by Geographical dynamics, Timing of data
availability and Impact of Covid-19.
The list not intended to signal shortages, ie this is not a scarce skills list and it is not
intended to be used to inform the recruitment of critically skilled foreign nationals
The list is useful in the sense that it begins to indicate to the PSET system areas where
there are new qualifications that must be developed. It informs career guidance as well
as the allocation of bursaries for those that are linked to the occupations that are in
high demand. These are some of the sectors that Mr Mvalo has indicated that are
critical for the ERRP.
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It is quite concerning that a number of occupations are indicated to be in demand but
the tourism sector has been hard hit by Covid-19.
We have also looked at the World Economic Forum report on the Future of Jobs 2020.
What we found out is that there are similarities with what we identified to be in high
demand and what they have identified as their top ten occupations that are in demand.
Most of them, highlighted in red, fall within the technology space, reflecting that
technology is indeed taking over. We need to ensure that as the PSET system we
begin to encourage our students through career guidance, to enrol in areas where they
stand a better chance of finding employment.
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In terms of identifying skills gaps, we have to look at employed persons who require
re-skilling or up-skilling, those that are looking at entering the labour market for the
first time, as well as those who are employed and looking for employment
opportunities.
SETA surveys have also provided a window into the areas where South Africans
require the most soft-skill-support. These areas are as follows according to
engagement with the SETAs:
 Project, client/customer, and risk management
 Leadership and conflict resolution
 Coaching and mentoring
 Problem solving and decision-making
 Communication and negotiation
 Basic technological know-how
 Work readiness
 Adaptability
 Strong work ethic and emotional intelligence
 Teamwork
 Entrepreneurial ability
 Diligence and time management
These are some of the skills gaps and the primary sectors linked to them.
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We have also looked at the mismatches between the skills supplied and the skills
demanded in the labour market. What we found out is that 51.5% of South African
workers were employed in an occupation for which they did not have the correct
education level. About 21.5% of South African workers are over-qualified for their jobs;
their highest educational attainment level is higher than that required for the
occupation they are employed in. About 30% are underqualified; their highest
educational attainment level is lower than the education level required for the
occupation they are employed in. Furthermore, 32.5% of South African workers are
employed in an occupation that does not match the field of study of their highest level
of educational attainment. This is quite concerning.
All this information is available on our Labour Market Intelligence Research Project
and DHET website https://lmi-research.org.za/publications; www.dhet.gov.za; and
www.gpwonline.co.za/Gazettes/Gazettes/43946_27-11_HighEduTraining.pdf.
To add, we are currently working with Department of Home Affairs to finalise the
Critical Skills List. We will identify the skills needed for immigration purposes and
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inform the recruitment of critical skills for foreign nationals, where the South African
labour market is unable to create such skills in the short-term. We know of the
investment summit; we know of the strategic projects that are in the pipeline, and we
currently do not have people with the right skills, so we need to import skills from other
countries.

13. Professor Haroon Bhorat - UCT (DPRU) - South African
Labour market: Understanding the Economics of Covid-19 in
South Africa: Early Impressions
This presentation reviewed early labour market evidence that we are beginning to see
arising out of the pandemic. It was to reflect on the employment effects but then also
to try to talk a little bit about the policy responses we have seen from President
Ramaphosa with respect to a Covid-19 Stimulus Plan.

Colleagues need to keep in mind that this is what we were facing pre-Covid-19. We
had an assumption, as per the top figure 0.9; where the National Treasury was
assuming we would grow by 1% before the pandemic struck. This was 26 February,
when we had that forecast. Then right at the bottom, you see that figure 7.2, which is
what the updated forecast for 2020 was. In fact, it turns out to be accurate, so in 2020,
essentially the economy shrank and we saw a reduction in growth rates of 7%.
That is a massive contraction; much, much bigger than the great recession, and so
one of the questions that we are all grappling with is what has happened with respect
to employment effects.
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There are different macro models, which indicate there is a strong bounce back for
2021, as projected. For all of us who think about the labour market and skills, that just
means that one of the most important figures is this 2.6 for the 2021 forecast, because
that is going to drive the demand for skills. Ms Mampho spoke about occupations in
high demand; that lift-up is going to come through the nature of the growth that can be
seen in 2021.
Colleagues we need to keep an eye on that figure and what kind of sectors and
occupations in demand will come through in 2021.
What though was the jobs fallout? The shifts were what we call in economics, nonlinear. We have compared 2019, which is the solid line to the 2020 figures across the
four quarters. Therefore, in other words, you saw no real change in employment in
2019, but you see a massive shrinking of employment, and colleagues need to get out
of their minds the three million job losses from the NIDS-Cram survey. That was
incorrect. The actual figure was about 2.1 million jobs. Nevertheless, notice that we
have to keep in mind that that was the initial shock when we saw the pandemic strike
in March.
Then there has been a recovery, right. Therefore, the net jobs lost from the first quarter
of 2020 to the fourth quarter of 2020 were 1.4 million. Therefore, that is a decrease of
about 8%. Putting the facts together, what that means is essentially growth shrank by
7% and employment falls by 8%. There is a little bit of a more sensitive reduction in
employment and growth contraction but notice that we are on a recovery in terms of
jobs expansion.
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The key is what happens on the growth side. We are seeing growth up from 2, 3, 4%,
particularly in the labour-intensive sectors; we hope to see an expansion in
employment. However, the take home point: 1.4 million jobs lost, far more than what
we saw in the great recession, which was about 900 000 jobs lost. Therefore, this
pandemic has been a massive negative shock in terms of jobs.

There is also what economists call the intensive margin adjustment. Normally we do
not rely on this because it is a very unusual thing. You look at hours of work and this
correct statistic should be the share of workers working zero hours across the quarters.
Now you see it is very, very low pre-pandemic but then suddenly it spikes to about
15%. What that means is that employers sent workers home and said, you are still
employed but you are not working, which had wage and income dimensions.
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However, essentially we are back to normality in terms of zero hours worked so
employers are finding a way to get workers that have not been fired back into
employment, if not in the workplace then maybe working from home. Therefore, we
are back to full recovery in terms of hours of work.
What happened to wages, though? A semi-positive statistic is that we have separated
wage shifts against the quarters (the red dotted line is where the pandemic strikes),
as done it by percentile, so these are the 90th percentile workers, then 75th and then
the bottom is the 10th percentile. Look at those numbers right at the edge there. What
is clearly happening is that the biggest reduction was for workers at the 90th percentile
and the 75th percentile, so in many ways that is a positive story. Even though we saw
big, big job losses, for those who retained their jobs and wages continued, it seems
like employers responded by dropping the wages of the better earning workers by
more, which is a positive story in terms of poverty and equality effects.
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What though about poverty and inequality? Well, unfortunately job loss was not
positive in terms of welfare. Therefore, if we look at job losses by quintile of
households, so in other words, where did the job losses emanate from? It is very clear
from the red line – again across the quarters - that the largest reduction in employment
was in poorer households (that is just the simple way to read this graph) whereas for
richer households, fewer workers lost their jobs.
Therefore, unfortunately you do have this perfect storm of the poorest households
yielding the highest job losses, and this is what led to our thinking in the Presidential
Economic Advisory Council with respect to how do we think of income support directed
at not just social grant recipients but also those individual experiencing job losses.
The figure on the right tells what happens to the GINI. Essentially, we bounce back in
terms of the wage inequality levels being back to normal pre-pandemic levels.
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What happened in terms of job losses by occupation and by sector? Time prevents
me from going through this in detail. This is quite a different period using the second
quarter of 2020 compared to the second quarter of 2019. Keep that in mind when you
see the job numbers, these are different periods.
Since that first collapse in employment that you saw, what are the big stories? Well, a
disproportionate share of jobs colleagues and that is an important thing to be
concerned about, actually occurred in secondary sectors. Many job losses were seen
in manufacturing and in construction according to this data. What that translates to, in
terms of a sectoral profile, is that a disproportionate share of workers who lost their
jobs was actually semi-skilled workers and then disproportionately domestic workers.
Not semi-skilled and unskilled, let us be very clear, semi-skilled workers and then
within the unskilled category, domestic workers.
Therefore, essentially, you have a shock that is in a sector and occupation sense
directed at secondary workers who are predominantly semi-skilled. We must keep in
mind in terms of the Covid-19/labour market nexus, it has not necessarily been skilled
workers, nor has it been unskilled workers or low skilled workers; it has been medium
skilled workers in sectors like manufacturing and construction, where you see the
disproportionate share. The absolute numbers of course are higher for the tertiary
sector.
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What about other types of characteristics? Well disproportionately you see, at least on
the basis of this evidence, African and ‘coloured’ workers, and the gender effect seems
to be fairly neutral in terms of what we have assess. The biggest effect is that young
workers have lost their jobs. Therefore, there is a disproportionate share of young
workers – 50% of all jobs lost by the second quarter of 2020 compared to the second
quarter of 2019, were amongst young workers. They only represent one third of the
workforce so the biggest hit was for those workers who are inexperienced and
probably in their first jobs. Most of the jobs were lost in the private sector. No public
sector jobs were lost and very few union jobs were lost, if any.
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How did the President respond? Well, on the graph on the right, despite all these
media reports about South Africa’s expenditure, this compares President
Ramaphosa’s Covid-19 Stimulus Plan as a share of GDP against a whole range of
countries. You will notice, colleagues, we are the highest spender in terms of a Covid19 Stimulus Plan in a sample of middle-income countries in the world. Therefore, we
have spent the most compared to other middle-income countries. In fact, we have
spent more than Canada and South Korea and Brazil and China. Effectively, we had
an incredibly expansive Covid-19 Stimulus Plan.

If we focus here (the R500 billion that you’ve heard before) on the social assistance
scheme and figure out whether we found a way to target those who lost their jobs, and
what the President was able to do, was very innovative.
We doubled up on all grants that you see, but the bottom two on the right is the new
Covid-19 grant and what we tried to do is to design a grant that said, well if you are on
an existing social grant system, old-age pension etc, that is fine, and the President
doubled that grant, you will recall.
However, what if you were a mechanic in Alex who was not on any form of grant?
Suddenly you have lost your job in the informal sector; nobody is to get a car fixed. No
grant is going to help you if you only looked at the social grant system, and that then
led to various discussions and we ended up with this Covid-19 SRD Grant, which is
incredibly useful in targeting workers right across the distribution. There are vulnerable
workers deep into the 7th decile of the workforce so there is probably some leakage
which we can fine tune as we extend the grant.
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What types of workers? Colleagues you will see, lots of workers in the informal sector
can and will be reached through the SRD grant, and the key is to target workers made
worse off by the pandemic, not necessarily only the poorest of the poor but those most
affected by the pandemic, and those tend to be those who lost their jobs.

The difficulty is that this costs money, so one of the things that we faced was an
evolution of fiscal crisis. These three red bars really explain what has happened in the
last year or so. We started out pre-pandemic with an incredibly high deficit of GDP
ratio of about Original Budgeted Deficit 6.83%. That was much, much higher than we
had ever seen and we were already worried about the deficit. Then the Minister of
Finance releases a post-Covid-19 budget if you recall, based on this massive stimulus
plan and contraction in growth. In addition, our deficit, colleagues was at 16% to GDP.
We had never seen that ever in South Africa. Then guess what happened? Resources
and resource prices, particularly of platinum, went through the roof. Therefore, we
have seen these massive tax windfalls from these resource price spikes, and so we
are faced with a deficit that is certainly higher than the 6.8% but much more
manageable at 9.3%.
Keep an eye on those bar graphs on the right; that is what happens to revenue.
Therefore, we still see revenue shortfalls of say 20%, compared to what we would
expect we are still going to see an increase in the deficit. We need to keep in mind is
the growth rate (are we going to hit a growth rate of 2-3% and if not, what does that
mean for revenue. That is a huge concern going forward for the affordability of any
expansion of grants or any other stimulus plan.
What about thinking about innovative policy responses as we move to the second
phase of reconstruct and build, so in other words as we look at shoring up the mediumHRDC Summit Report 2021
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term effects of the pandemic. Then, we can think of structural reforms that will place
us in a better position for long-term growth.
Currently what we have through government is the Social Grant Top-Up; the Covid-19
SRD Grant; TERS and Public Employment Programmes.
We would argue that to overcome the damage to the labour market the focus should
be shifted slightly from households to firms. This is not about large corporates but
giving SMMEs greater oxygen, support, and incentives from government. That could
include:
 Expanding and deepening the ETI
 Continuing TERS for lockdown-damaged sectors
 A possible moratorium on specific new pieces of labour regulation
 Greater public/private partnerships in ALMPs (e.g. placement agencies)
 Revisiting approach to informality (own-account workers, SMMEs)
Finally, we have the highest unemployment rate in the world; we always say that, right?
However, we do not say the second part of the sentence which is we have the lowest
rates of informality in the developing world. We really need to think of ways to include
informal sector workers into the economy.

14. Dr Kirti Menon – UJ - Education, Skills, Development and
Training as it relates to the 4IR and digitisation
Dr Menon presented on thinking through Covid-19 and the 4IR and where to from
here for higher education. The focus of course is specifically on curriculum, our
programmes, our qualifications, and the relevance of these.
South Africa of course is no stranger to epistemic disruptions and we have had
different moments in our history that attest to this. These are pre-1994, where we had
curricula circumscribed for particular reasons; we have had since then major changes
with the introduction of the NQF, and more recently we have had the Fees Must Fall
and Rhodes Must Fall Movements, followed quite soon by the Covid-19 pandemic and
the 4IR being quite present in our times.
How then do universities actually deal with ensuring that our programmes and our
qualifications; that teaching and learning and our assessment, continue to be relevant?
A great deal of time is required by universities to rethink our curricula for the 4IR; to
consider what transpired over the last 18 months with the transition to emergency
remote teaching and learning, and whether there are any lessons to be gleaned from
this.
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We also need to think about what is the future-focused university. As we all know,
universities have a reputation for being slightly slow in terms of our bureaucracies, in
changing and keeping up with the times. However, the pandemic did demonstrate that
most of our universities were able to demonstrate agility, responsiveness and
resilience, which are all characteristics required of the 4IR in our shift to online teaching
and learning.

The World Economic Forum has identified ten critical skills for 2025. These are skills
which we think are everyday skills but what we need to think is, how do these translate
into our learning programmes? How do these translate into our qualifications? The
critical question facing us is that we are in a different time space; we are in a period
where knowledge is accessible at the touch of a button, and we do need to rethink
traditional modes of teaching and learning; and how we package our curricula.
Tom Peters notes that “the binary between the old normal and the new normal, with
thoughts about how Covid-19 has created an opportunity to critically interrogate the
epistemological and ethical foundations about the presumed normal.” In other words,
it cannot be business as usual at institutions. We agree that our curricula need to
deliver on a range of problem-solving skills, a critical approach to knowledge, flexibility,
diversity and appreciation of a team’s approach. What does that really mean?
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Are we in a situation where we now need to call for more inter/trans/multi-disciplinary
qualifications, which do not mean a betrayal of our current disciplines but a move
beyond them? Do we need flexible knowledge bases? Through the decolonisation
debates, we already understood that our former understandings of knowledge, and
where it is located, has already been shifted and challenged to become far more widely
encompassing. We need to develop the ability to work with people from a wide range
of skills and a good grasp of how to approach problems in different ways.
There is an argument to be made that thinking in an inter-disciplinary way is how
curricula can give effect to the 4IR skills, whether it is in higher education, skills
development or work-based training.
By way of illustration, you can no longer train an accountant to be only competent in
the world of accounting. They also need a technological base; they need some
knowledge of algorithms that drive our calculations; they also need some knowledge
of AI.
We also understand that even in the health science profession, that we need
technology because technology is driving the revolution in health sciences. How do
we retain intellectual coherence though, if we begin to shift from pure, disciplineminded thinking? We need to avoid a pick and mix or a free for all choosing of modules,
but the way in which our qualifications are now driven; they are driven in quite narrow
ways that do not always allow for flexibility.
We have seen recently a development in terms of more trans-disciplinary, interdisciplinary programmes; but these are few and hard to find.
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Our current approach is one of slight inflexibility. We are driven by ‘NSC determinism’.
In other words, the subject choices of grade 12 very often determine the pathway that
a student can take. We work on the assumption that if you have not done science at
grade 12 in the school system, you will not be able to cope with science at the
university.
Our content is quite prescribed, but what we are arguing for is a new, flexible approach,
where you can choose from a basket of course types, modes of delivery, flexibility in
rules, limits are practical, and that you can address the current skills that are required.

Some of the options that are open to us are to have an initial year of study, which
enables our first year entrant students to consider whether they want to do a BA, a
BSc, or BCom, and to make our qualification and training boundaries more permeable.
We have to rethink whether a student who has done Philosophy 2 is able to do English
without having done English 1 and our progression in our qualifications.
We have to extend existing flexibility at the Masters and Doctoral levels instead of
assuming that a student, who for example, has done history at honours level, has to
do history at Masters level. If our ways of teaching and learning have changed, then
we have to assume that students could explore inter-disciplinary and multi-disciplinary
avenues at the Masters and Doctorate levels.
We have to reconsider our pedagogies for higher education and training, and how our
assessment has been undertaken.
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During the pandemic, we have had to ensure that our pedagogies have continued to
address equity, dignity, and justice. We have had to rethink what we mean by access
because access to the university did not mean automatically that our students had
equal access to technological platforms.
Are all our universities and higher education institutions, or other institutions in the
PSET enabled to for online teaching, if this is to become our new normal? How do we
ensure that our thinking about education and training can also take into account the
disruptions of the 4IR?
During the pandemic, we saw that what we had was flexible pathways. We could
consider
 micro-credentials; short learning programmes that enable students to continue
learning;
 an aggressive review of all our curricula and qualifications for future fitness;
 whether we need to consider whether it is essential for a student to do history at
one university, or whether we should actually open up the system to allow for
picking and choosing so that one could do history at one university, physics at
another university, and make choices that are informed in order to get the best
possible outcomes.
4IR and our teaching and learning, whether it is an opportunity or a threat is still to be
determined. The lessons of 2020 have shown us that we can actually take on the 4IR
and transform our teaching and learning, and that there are possibilities for access
and equity to be enhanced, as well as to take into account the role of technology in
our curriculum.
The big issues are as follows.
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The shifts to hybrid forms of learning are paradoxical in that they both can widen as
well as limit access. If you do not have a laptop, if you do not have data, your access
is limited. If you have a laptop and data, your access is widened.
We do need major conversations required on curricula. We need major conversations
about how we continue to revamp our curricula to keep in step with the changes of
society. What enabling infrastructure and resources are required? Are we still talking
about bricks and mortar universities, or should we now be talking about the
capacitation of our universities and our PSET sector to take into account the
technological developments of the country? In other words, we need a countrywide
resourcing plan.
It is no longer sufficient for individual institutions to be thinking about this. Our
pedagogies need to be located within these massive shifts as both academics and
students experience the discomfort and unease, which you as listeners of this today
might be experiencing as we appear to you as figures on a screen. This is the kind of
dislocation that our students sometimes experience, where they do not see the faces
of the academics or continue to listen to pre-recorded videos. How do we get into that
space? What are the boundaries between education, training, skills and professional
development?
We have heard quite a bit this morning about the different skills sets that are required;
the different labour market demands, and the state of our economy, but what we do
need to think about is whether these boundaries that do exist need to continue to exist.
Change, of course cannot be simply at the level of curriculum or qualifications. It needs
to be all encompassing. It needs to take into account teaching, our learning, our
curriculum and our assessment. In other words, change needs to be at every single
juncture.
There is a need for a review of the way we in which we are resourcing our
infrastructure. If we want to be active agents in a 4IR world, just as we want to be
active agents in a world defined by the pandemic, we do need a deep conversation
about our infrastructure and resources.
The relationship between the readiness of our institutions to deliver 21st century higher
education needs to be interrogated. We have to be prepared for continued change,
and we have to move out of a kind of fatigue within universities, and a lassitude, and
begin thinking about where is our PSET sector going to? Can we think about our sector
in the same way as before or do we need a radical rethink of our post-secondary
education and training system?
There is insufficient time to think through the major pedagogical issues. We were in
an unnatural moment and we continue to be in an unnatural moment. However, what
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we have determined is that the pandemic and its course and the 4IR and its course
have long-term implications for the bricks and mortar university.
What we need to think about how curriculum can be developed and reorganised in
ways that make a great impact but at the same time do not lose their coherence.
 How do we make choices about our teaching and learning approaches?
 How do we address the major access issues, which speak to the social justice
issues, especially in ensuring that our students have access to the required
technology to learn?
 We have had to create leaner curriculum. We have had to make trade-offs, but
how do we ensure that at the end of the day, the kills competencies and graduate
attributes are actually the skills and attributes that are required?
For this, we need a major reorganisation of our curriculum, and it is not correct for any
one institution to do so in a way that is in a silo fashion. What we do need to do in this
conversation as a sector is to reshape the ‘spaces for learning’ to make them more
effective. How do we teach for an “unknown future” and how do we ensure that the
skills that we teach do not lead to a dead end or what we can call an academic cul-desac for our students.
What is the role of the academic in Covid-19 and beyond? The question is whether
the uploading of material and videos, etc., onto learning management systems makes
the academic superfluous to the teaching and learning project.
The academic remains central because the academic is the one who has the antenna
out to consider the implications of both the pandemic, as well as the 4IR and whatever
may be coming in the future. He or she also considers how we redefine our
qualification; how we redefine our curricula, and how we consider ensuring that the
content choices that we make speak to the outcomes that we envisage.
The focus of the last 14 months has been very much on the practicalities. In the midst
of dealing with teaching and learning in the pandemic, we must not forget or step
behind or lose control of the journey, which is rapidly unfolding of a world, which is
dominated by technology, artificial intelligence, requires new skills and competencies.
The concept of ‘waves’ has entered our lexicon in the pandemic. How do we translate
these lessons into education, training and skills development?
We have we been propelled by the pandemic in conjunction with the 4IR. It is not as
though we have left one behind in order to move forward, and what we are left with is
an era, which holds both peril and promise. However, we have the liberty to make that
choice right now and the site of struggle for making our qualifications and our curricula
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relevant to our contemporary world as well as any future world – whether we can
imagine it or not – is left to us.

15. Dr Mark Mpasa - SAMDDRA - SMME support, rural
development, entrepreneurship for 4IR and digitisation
South Africa has been endowed with many, many plans, as we heard even now, to
address the socio-economic issues in the country. At the heart of all these plans, there
is only one answer and that is SMMEs development and support. Therefore, the NDP
envisaged that the SMMEs would create about 90% of the jobs in the country by 2030.
This is the norm of progressive credible economies that have addressed
unemployment, poverty and inequality. At the current rate, we are nowhere near to
achieving the NDP goals by 2030. With over 90% of all business in South Africa being
SMMEs, they still account for less than 48% of all employment in the economy
according to Stats SA.
In addition, Covid-19 has been hardest on SMMEs, with 15% of them reporting that
they closed and have no plans of re-opening according to the SBI surveys. As with all
the plans before, the survival of SMMEs during Covid-19 and the recent unrest that
demanded the attention of public and private sector leaders resulting in them stating
that the recovery of SMMEs as their focus.
To this day, among the other SMME issues which we can count: access to markets,
access to credit in terms of supplier credit, access to funding in terms of capital and
appropriate training. We heard of many training issues since the morning.
Then we have the 4IR technologies and digitisation that are seen as the best chance
for SMMEs to close the gap. For example, by using digital payments and online market
places, SMMEs are able to compete with larger firms through greater customer
choices and reach. A paper published by Visa Economic Empowerment Institute
examined the result of a survey of SMMEs in five developing countries: Brazil,
Columbia, Malaysia, Philippines and South Africa. It found that those firms that
embrace digital commerce and cross-border capabilities before and during the
pandemic have generally weathered the crisis better than those that continue to rely
primarily on face-to-face transactions, and that these are more optimistic about the
future.
There is no doubt that the role of digitisation and 4IR technologies can play in
propelling SMMEs towards their envisaged NDP role. The question is whether South
African SMMEs are ready and able to take advantage of these technological
advances. The simple answer is not without the support of government and big
businesses.
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Lack of funding still makes it largely impossible for most SMME entrepreneurs in South
Africa to make use of the 4IR technologies. Lack of knowledge – as we heard many
times – and appropriate training also means most SMMEs, except those in technology
sectors are not even aware of the benefits of 4IR technologies and digitisation for their
businesses.
On paper, South Africa is littered with SMME support and funding programmes from
both government and private sector, and in every government plan or intervention,
SMMEs are at the centre, earmarked for assistance.
However, on every occasion these interventions fail to make an impact on SMMEs on
the scale required to make any meaningful contribution to SMME growth and
sustainability in the country. In most cases, these interventions reinforce discrimination
of previously disadvantaged individuals, as seen with the recent Covid-19 relief
programmes.
The ICT SMME Chamber has identified a lack of representation of SMME bodies in
decision-making and advisory selection at the highest level of strategy development
and planning phases of this intervention, resulting in plans with lack of working
knowledge of real SMME challenges.
Some notable issues include capacity building for enterprise supply development, lack
of coordination in government institutions and a primary focus on BEE status by the
private sector.
Therefore, both government and the private sector tend to use agents who erode the
value of programmes and tend to have no knowledge of the SMME environments they
are operating in. There is usually no specific target in terms of outputs of these
programmes; rather they are done for compliance and reporting purposes. In short,
we see no real will at all to develop SMMEs.
Our answer is to build and legislate on national ESD (enterprise supply development)
efficacy tool to measure the SMME output and impact countrywide and report on it
with Stats SA. The same can be done with the BEE verification.
The second one is access to funding. South African funding institutions, including
those of government, have conditions that are too onerous for SMMEs, especially from
previously disadvantaged backgrounds. There are grant regimes that are available but
less accessible to SMMEs. Then you have corruption that diverts grant funding away
from genuinely intended recipients, eroding the impact. Therefore, the funding regime
for SMMEs needs to be overhauled with SMMEs’ input.
The third one is training. There is no lack of available content online to gain knowledge
and further develop SMMEs but there is a lack of resources for connectivity in
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previously disadvantaged areas, further entrenching discrimination. We have heard
this before in this forum. Appropriate use of use of SETAs, TVETS and the rollout of
broadband and internet to underserviced areas can alleviate this problem. We also
heard a little bit of that.
Talking about rural development, the NDP states that by 2030, South African rural
communities should have greater opportunities to participate fully in the economic,
social and political life of the country. It envisages that the rural communities will have
access to high quality basic service, including health and skills.
The rural economies are largely dominated by mining, agriculture, Agri-processing,
fisheries and tourism. Appropriate skilling of the local communities in the use of 4IR
technologies can ensure that locals participate in value chains of these industries.
Therefore, the rollout of rural broadband will also ensure quality education and
services in the rural communities. The licensing of the WAN will also be an immediate
solution to these issues.
Talking of entrepreneurship now, we know that 4IR technologies are disruptive
technologies that can transform socio-economic development systems across the
globe.
The South African population is very youthful with 63% of them under the age of 35,
and the majority unemployed.
Youth employment and entrepreneurship are imperative for socio-economic
development that can be utilised to address poverty and socio-economic ills in South
Africa. We all know that. However, there is a need for South African youth
entrepreneurs to be empowered so that they prepare to overcome the technology skills
shortages and develop competencies to take advantage of opportunities offered for
4IR technological advancement, to not only solve poverty and socio-economic ills but
also to leap from our economy to even greater heights in the global context.
Funders up to suppliers put the risk on individuals rather than on businesses through
personal surety. There are also requests for collateral - which most previously
disadvantaged individuals do not have – before funding or credit is granted.
We need to consider legislation to level the playing field.
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16. Dr Stella Bvuma – UJ - Analysing the impact of technology
on female entrepreneurs in South Africa
Supporting women led businesses is an important element of the country’s economic
growth strategy. One reason for supporting women-led businesses is that there is
evidence that when women entrepreneurs are supported – and women in general,
when we support them - we stand a good chance of possibly improving the entire
community. In a study conducted by the McKinsey Global Institute study, they found
that when you promote women’s equality, you could add up to $12 trillion to the global
economy, and this is estimated to be seen by near 2025.
They also indicated that given the best scenario that number could possibly jump to
$28 trillion. If you look at that massive jump and the impact that it has, it is equivalent
to the size of the combined economy of the US and the economy of China.
This is something that we should not shy away from. Touching on just a few items
before addressing the real cuts of the technology where it comes to women. We
already see signs of recovery in the entrepreneurial space of women. Women’s
entrepreneurial activity has increased by 10%, closing the gender gap by 5% since
2014.
If you look at the signs of recovery in the entrepreneurial space, where women’s
entrepreneurial activity has increased by 10%, of course closing the gender gap by
5% since 2014, women account for only 19.4% of businesses in South Africa, which
is seen as a slight increase of 0.2% in 2019. We maintained a global ranking sitting at
45. With that said, we have entered into a new digital era, where ICT offers a great
opportunity for us to discuss the biggest challenges that anyone in the digital industry
is faced with.
This new ICT system is actually less about the optical fibre, the zettabyte, the satellite,
the 4G, the 5G or even the smart phones. ICT is about streamlining our government
processes. The new ICT system is more about ensuring that every female
entrepreneur, whether operating in the rural setting, informal setting or cities in this
country, is fully connected.
It is more about inclusivity. The new ICT ecosystem is about educating the neediest
people in order to create national cohesion and economic growth. This new ICT
ecosystem is more about empowering women entrepreneurs and youth.
If you look at extending the health services to rural and remote areas and the most
vulnerable strata of our society and facilitating training and business through ecommerce, this new ICT ecosystem is about providing an education and skills-training
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effort that will equip female entrepreneurs with the skills to start businesses in a greater
diversity of sectors.
This new ICT ecosystem again, ladies and gentlemen, is about women-led businesses
that you need to support to scale up to enter into collaboration with other businesses.
The new ICT system is about the people. Female entrepreneurs can lead if they are
supported.
If we look at the issue of ICT an women, of course there are other challenges that we
are faced with and there are other issues we need to talk about; the issue of
connectivity. We cannot run away from the fact that we are an unequal country. We
still need to ensure that we are an equal society.
To be an equal society, when we look at the impact of technology and how it affects
women, we need to ensure that we address the issues of connectivity.

Where are we as a country when it comes to our connectivity? Unfortunately, not all
things are equal. The percentage of South Africans who remain unconnected remains
very high. The obvious is our historical background with regard to segregation. In
particular, blacks were prohibited from owning businesses and faced with prosecution
for engaging in any business activity.
We all know that South Africa includes rural, urban, townships and informal
settlements, which have underdeveloped communities, and we would be making a
mistake if we did not look at those localities. In those localities, there are working age
people who are desperate for economic opportunities and spatially disconnected from
cities that offer better economic prospects. We need to have an understanding of
entrepreneurs in South African, because without looking at and acknowledging the
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historical background of entrepreneurs and the challenges that they face, we will yield
misleading conclusions regarding technology adoptions of 4IR technologies or AI.
Definitely, it is not a one size fits all context in South Africa. Entrepreneurs in South
Africa are unique and diverse. We do acknowledge that environments are not the
same and the issues affecting entrepreneurs can be technological or socio-economic
because of perceptions based on peoples’ daily experiences.
Looking at the Covid-19 pandemic, entrepreneurs have shown that they are reliant on
internet connections. The battle for many was to stay connected and hopefully to
remain active in their businesses. The reality on the ground is very worrying and scary.
The increasing unemployment, poverty and inequality are our daily waking nightmare,
but we can always look at female entrepreneurs who are resilient and have the
potential to contribute significantly to solving this crisis. However, what do they do if
there is no connection in their areas? How do they strive in the digital economy? We
need to support female entrepreneurs and narrow the digital divide through job
creation, skills development and access to digital innovation.
You can see that connectivity is one of our biggest nightmares and when considering
the desire to participate in the digital economy, it becomes even more of a nightmare
with 36% unconnected or connected by mobile devices. The digital economy requires
more than a mobile device. It requires high quality internet access. Perhaps
connectivity is the debate we should be having before we discuss anything else when
we address the impact of technology for women entrepreneurs in South Africa.
Of course, we know that one of the most common challenges locally and
internationally is around access to market and access to finance but if we talk about
access to markets, in the way we do business today and into the future, you cannot
separate ICT and technology from the conversation.
We need to address infrastructure challenges. How do we get the country connected?
That is the biggest question. How do we support female entrepreneurs to remain
connected and to participate in the digital economy?
It is estimated that over 70% of the global population will have mobile connectivity by
2023. The GSMA mobile connectivity index mentions that South Africa is seen as a
mobile connectivity leader, so let me indulge you with the current ICT status in South
Africa. How will it affect female entrepreneurs?
If we look at the 2019 stats from Stats SA, it is recorded that the proportion of
households with access to the internet is sitting at about 63% nationally, of course with
Gauteng province the highest with 74% and the Limpopo Province the lowest at 43%.
This is a great concern and it speak of the disconnectivity or the digital divide, that is
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not new – it is something that we know about – but it is exacerbated by the Covid-19
pandemic.
Let us talk about 3G, 4G and 5G: Stats SA reports that the national population
coverage of the 3G has increased from 99.7% in 2019 to 99.8% 2020. If you look at
the national population coverage again, they report that the 4G LTE has increased
from 92.8% in 2019 to almost 100% in 2020.
Now here is a big reality: The 5G population is sitting at 0.7 in 2020. Of course, there
are quite a lot of issues around the 5G. There are issues of cost. How much does it
cost for a female entrepreneur to own that kind of device to stay connected in such a
massive network?
Now, 87% of women business owners have adversely been affected by the pandemic.
This is not unique to South Africa. There are reliable sources that indicate that 59% of
women-owned businesses work in sectors that were hit the hardest, like restaurants,
the food sector and domestic services.
The pandemic not only made the obvious so obvious, it emphasised the urgent need
to prepare female entrepreneurs to be future fit, and by this we also mean that a
responsibility from both the private sector and the government – everybody in system
– needs to pay attention to the need to stay connected. We urgently need a mass
digitisation drive. We need to invest in connectivity to keep up with the demands of the
digital economy. It is therefore important to note that many of those who are connected
use mobile subscriptions to access the internet.

How do we leverage that? When we are talking about women-led businesses, we must
be committed to building an inclusive economy. We need to look at supporting womenHRDC Summit Report 2021
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led businesses in addressing the serious challenges they face in our country and the
continent at large. The deliverables are a win-win for everybody. We need to
encourage invested communities, value chains and women entrepreneurs
themselves. While as a country we are making noticeable gains and paying attention
to the digital era in supporting entrepreneurs through many efforts, there is an
opportunity for the public and the private sectors to work together to accelerate efforts
to dismantle the structural obstacles biases that impede female entrepreneurship, so
that women can play an enlarged role in the South African economy.

In moving ahead, what do we do as a country? The government needs to implement
gender-sensitive policies and other supportive initiatives specifically aimed at female
entrepreneurs, such as offering tax incentives for businesses that invest in women-led
businesses. An example of a good intervention is the President's initiative to ensure
that 40% of goods and services procured by public entities should be sourced from
women-owned businesses.
We must promote efforts for deploying infrastructure and protocols for government
digital payments to women that are competitive and participating in the private sector
payment systems.
We need to involve women users in the design and implementation of the products,
services and policies relating to digital literacy and skills. We need to understand that
addressing women’s needs and the barriers they confront because of social norms
must be considered when we formulate policies or develop skills.
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17. Mr Sanele Mlotshwa - SACPO President - Perspective of
TVET colleges in providing skills required for the 21st
century
The TVET colleges currently offer the following programmes that are Ministerial
Funded:
 NATED
 NCV
 PLP (Pre-Vocational Learning Programme)
They also offer occupational programmes that are funded through industry, SETA,
NSF, public sector and other funding agencies through Learnerships, Skills
Programmes, Apprenticeships and QCTO Qualifications including Centres of
Specialisation.

This slide on 21st century skills is a very powerful and important slide that indicates
the three pillars of a lifelong learner. The first pillar is speaking to the foundational
literacies; how students apply core skills to everyday tasks. These are literacy,
numeracy, scientific literacy, ICT literacy, financial literacy and cultural and civic
literacy.
The middle pillar is speaking to competencies; how students approach complex
challenges. This entails critical thinking or problem solving, creativity or innovation,
communication, as well as collaboration. The third and last pillar is character qualities
with which students approach their changing environment. It entails curiosity; initiative;
persistence or grit; adaptability; leadership, and social and cultural awareness.
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The development of a holistic learner has to have three levels. The first level is learning
skills, which is critical thinking; creativity; collaboration and communication. The middle
level is literacy skills where information, media and technology are accommodated.
The third and last level is life skills, where the student has to develop flexibility,
leadership, initiative, productivity and social skills.
In developing an integrated curriculum to include 21st century skills, the TVET colleges
implement a curriculum that is guided by the DHET, NATED and NCV. TVET colleges
must also therefore adapt and integrate the curriculum to develop the learner
holistically. This includes employability skills linked to the labour market where there
are gaps in the curriculum.
Other skills includes technological skills, job readiness skills (prepare a learner for the
workplace) and entrepreneurial skills. A student must be holistically developed with
learning skills, literacy skills, life skills, foundational skills and key competencies and
characteristics to be able to enter the labour market or self-employment.
Below are the strategies needed to align TVET colleges’ curriculum to the 21st century
skills.
Industry experts represented in governance structures including college councils. As
we know, in the college councils there are various skills or expertise, some of them
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drawn from industry. Industry experts are represented in academic board structures
so that they are able to influence the curriculum of TVET colleges.
TVET colleges are also establishing industry training boards that are sector based. It
is very important that local colleges should identify industries that they are working
with and establish boards where they discuss how to improve and integrate the
curriculum.
Guest lecturers are invited to TVET colleges to lecture on latest technological
advancements in the industry. We know that the industry is changing now and is in
evolution, especially in relation to the 4IR, so the machines and most of the equipment
is changing. It is important therefore to have guest lecturers visiting colleges from time
to time so that they are able to develop the lecturers and students in the latest
technologies.
Colleges are also collaborating with industry through stakeholder engagements
including seminars, workshops, career exhibitions etc.
Colleges are also developing soft skills training; job readiness programmes;
entrepreneurial development programmes and employability skills programmes. In
addition there are lecturer capacitation initiatives take place by placing lecturers in
industry for workplace exposure or other HRD strategies.
World skills standard and norms are embedded in the TVET curriculum and students
are placed in industry for Workplace Based Learning. Including world skills in the TVET
college curriculum helps advance the college’s agenda. World skills build confidence,
empower communities, and help to fuel economies. A number of colleges are already
participating in the World Skills competition and the students are getting exposure to
a wide range of industries and captains of industry.
TVET colleges can also use the World Skills Occupational Standards and incorporate
them into the mainstream curriculum. This can improve throughput, pass rates and
more importantly enhance the employability of the learner.
Skills create opportunities and connect societies. They are the foundation of economic
progress.
TVET colleges can offer 21st century skills. These include:
 3D digital game art
 cloud computing
 information and network cabling
 CNC milling and turning
 IT networks systems and administration
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mobile robotics
mechanical-related skills including: mechanical engineering, mechatronics, auto
body repair and auto mobile technology
electrical installations and electronics
construction and building technology skills including concrete construction work
and bricklaying
agriculture, aquaponics and hydroponics
drone technology

When it comes to the Centres of Specialisation, linked to 21st century skills, the focus
is on skills that are aligned to and support the artisanal skills needs of industry and the
economy at large. This includes:
 skilled and capable workforce
 development of skills that align to and support the artisanal skills needs of industry
and the economy at large
 skilled and capable workforce to support an inclusive growth path
 dual system training of apprentices to develop a holistic artisan
 contributing to skills needed for the Economic Reconstructive and Recovery Plan
 contributing towards building the capacity of the public TVET college system to
deliver occupational trade qualifications with employers as partners
Key features of Centres of Specialisation are the dual system of Occupational
Qualification apprenticeships that combine theoretical education at a TVET college
applied with simulated practical training in college workshops, and integrated with
much authentic work experience in a single, seamlessly combined and delivered
learning programme.
There are 13 key trades linked to 21st century skills offered by Centres of
Specialisation: Plumber; automotive; rigger; millwright; boilermaker; electrician; diesel
mechanic; welder; pipe fitter; bricklayer; mechanical fitter; fitter and turner, and
carpenter and joiner.
TVET colleges can support students in the development of entrepreneurial skills.
These skills, which will form part of the TVET college curriculum, will aim to support
students to establish their own businesses by giving advice and mentorship; provide
the necessary resources to establish and sustain a potential business; offering
entrepreneurship and business management training; providing ongoing technical and
conceptual support, and incubating potential entrepreneurs.
With regard to Workplace Based Learning as exit strategies, key elements are
partnerships with industry for Workplace Based Learning; industry providing mentors
to develop the learner and provide guidance and support; practical workplace training
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to ensure that the learner is fully developed for employment or self-employment and
partnerships between colleges and SETAs for workplace based interventions.
The 4IR is impacting on TVET colleges and generally on both basic and higher
education. At the same time, the Covid-19 pandemic has affected educational systems
worldwide, leading to the near-total closures of schools, universities and colleges in
2020 and with alert levels, the rotation of students at schools and colleges.
Teaching and learning is moving online, on an untested and unprecedented scale, as
adherence to government health protocols have made it impossible to continue as
before. TVET college lecturers have had to adapt to a more diverse methodology of
teaching and learning, which places tremendous reliance on technology.
During the pandemic lecturers have utilised various methods to continue teaching:
 Mobile learning, eg creating WhatsApp groups or use of IPads, laptops etc to
deliver the curriculum
 Marking of activities given
 Uploading of presentations, videos, etc
 Videoconferencing
 Posting videos and presentations on college websites or social media pages for
students
 Using WebEx, Skype, Zoom or Microsoft Teams to present lectures
 Negotiating with telecommunication companies for reasonable rates on data and
zero rating of data for educational programmes or materials
 Developing portals (Learner Management System) to facilitate distance learning
 Students affected by Covid-19 Pandemic became part of the classroom using
video technology and shared computing resources
Covid-19 has affected TVET skills and training in various ways. Colleges had to fund
a business model for online and remote learning (this is challenge since many colleges
are struggling financially). They were required to set up a remote learning team, which
required HR and financial resources. There was implementation of a dedicated
Learner Management System to support remote learning (the challenge being access
to laptops, data etc).
There was the impact on students placed for Workplace Based Learning with
companies downsizing or closing down due to the Covid-19 Pandemic, which had
implications for students in WBL programmes.
There was a decrease in SETA funding due to reduced Skills Development Levy
contribution by companies because of the pandemic.
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This is the position and the perspective of TVET colleges in providing skills required
for the 21st century. Of course, we are online and we are ready to engage with the
new developments. As TVET colleges, we have already positioned and aligned
ourselves with a number of stakeholders that are going to ensure that we deliver the
expected 21st century skills.

18. Dr Luci Abrahams - WITS - Collaboration and partnerships
for skills development:
Continuing on the previous discussion about 21st century skills, we will review two or
three of those skills to talk about - problem solving and creativity, as essential to digital
innovation.
We talk a lot about smart cities, smart villages, and smart industries; in fact,
environments that are very different from the environments we inhabit today.
Therefore, some people might ask, are those environments real? Do we live in a smart
environment?
The public health sector is particularly fascinating because of course there have been
phenomenal changes in public health delivery – digitally enabled public health delivery
- over the last five to six years, and we will see more of these changes happening.
Mom Connect is a mobile application that we know quite a lot about. It is probably the
main application or one of the main applications in the public health sphere. However,
we are likely to see many, many, possibly one hundred or more mobile health
applications in the next five to six years as all the data that we have about public health
and Covid-19 for example, is gathered. We now have much Covid-19 data and we
have a Covid-19 mobile App. Therefore, much of the data that we have can also be
made available to the population as a whole through the Covid-19 mobile App.
These are just some of the examples of problem solving and creativity that our young
generation needs to become part of; part of this digital innovation experience and part
of the generation of not only digital innovation but also digital transformation across
economic sectors.
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Therefore, we need to think about the ‘digital diamond’ of economic and social
innovation in all sectors. Not all innovation is digital, but all economic and social
innovation is built on a combination of 21st century skills and digital skills.
Therefore, while our economic sectors require innovation; while they require business
growth; while they require policy and regulatory leadership, they also require new
forms of human resource development, not only digital but also innovation-based skills
development.
Innovation really is not simply about being able to use technologies; it is about being
able to create new things, new processes, and new solutions, not only in our ailing
manufacturing sector but also in agriculture, for example. Therefore, dealing with
issues like climate change, dealing with issues like drought, for example. We need
precision agriculture, which uses many of these digital, adaptive technologies, and so
we need digital skills amongst farmworkers.
Skills are not only for people in basic education, for people in tertiary education. Skills
are for farmworkers. We need new generations of farmworkers with innovative digital
skills, problem-solving capability. We need people working in mines with digital skills
so that they will be safe.
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Digital skills are not just for people in learning. They are so much more for people in
the workforce. We really are embarking on a digital skills journey, a mammoth digital
skills journey. In addition, the cabinet adopted in August 2020, The National Digital
and Future Skills Strategy, a five-year strategy that has long-term effects, and this
implementation guide that you see on the screen is a is a visual representation of that
National Digital and Future Skills Strategy. It brings together many, many partners and
collaborators and it makes us think about partnership and collaboration in a slightly
different way.
As part of this exercise, this digital skills journey, there will be times when there will be
direct partnerships, for example between universities and SETAS or between the
Department of Education and mobile operators, and those types of partnerships may
be very specific partnerships, they may be written down, they may be codified in some
way. However, the level of partnership and collaboration required for this digital skills
journey is much more than that.
The kinds of partnership and collaboration required here is that every institution, every
cluster of institutions is collaborating both directly and indirectly for a wide-scale
partnership. This changes the nature of what we can do, the kind of knowledge and
skills we can build: the technical knowledge, the social knowledge, the human-oriented
knowledge that we can build, for example in the schooling system.
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The Department of Basic Education too, has done a lot of work. For example, it has a
Professional Development Framework for Digital Learning. However, the Department
of Basic Education and its district departments and its subject advisors and all these
many layers within the system cannot do this on their own. They need collaboration
from the teacher training institutions – the many teacher-training institutions - to be
bringing this Professional Development Framework for Digital Learning into the
education environment and we are not yet there.
The Department of Basic Education needs the teacher training institutions to be doing
massive training about the use of dynamic software. This is the way in which data and
data analytics is being used in many, many institutions. Therefore, for example, if
young people from the schooling system want to enter into the banking environment,
they need to be able to do data analytics; they need to be able to use graphs and
Excel spreadsheets. These are some of the basics in dynamic software.
Then if we go to the environment of higher education and the workplace, similarly we
see the need for multiple partnerships. The old approaches; the very rigid,
bureaucratic approaches to workplace skills development needs to shift to
environments where there is a permanent space for young people to operate within a
workplace-based environment, whether private sector or public sector, without the
long, bureaucratic processes that often take place. When it comes to citizens, we need
to focus on the digital health literacy of citizens, for example, in the palm of their hand,
at the touch of an App.
This is an idea in the National Digital and Future Skills Implementation Programme.
We talk about Workplace 4.0 and a transition from a workplace that is just about
mechanisation, to digitisation. Here is a worker in a private sector environment and a
worker in a public sector environment and they are on a continuous basis expanding
their knowledge of digital skills, creativity, and problem solving. This is what we call
opportunity zones, which are flexible spaces where young people can enter - not the
entire workplace, maybe, but a demarcated part of the workplace - on a continuous
basis. We get larger and larger numbers of young people into these workplace hubs
where they can learn and apply, because they do not just learn from going to school;
they learn by applying their creativity, their problem solving.
Another example or space, rather, is tech hubs – technology hubs. There are many;
there are close to one hundred tech hubs in South Africa. We are going to need
hundreds of tech hubs at universities, in private sector environments and in other
environments. These are entrepreneurial spaces where young people learn to connect
their digital and software development skills with entrepreneurial skills. Where they
can engage on a regular basis in hackathons and other kind of powerful events to
showcase their skills, so that the labour market knows where those skills are and they
can invest in those tech hubs.
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One more thing: micro credentialing, the old-fashioned way that takes you three years
or four years or whatever to get a qualification; that is fine, we keep that. In addition to
that, we need this micro credentialing, where everything we learn is certificated and
we progressively put together that skills portfolio, that digital and futures skills portfolio
through building a series of micro-credentials, which include experiential learning and
academic learning.

19. Social Partners’ inputs
Mr Aubrey Tshabalala - Communications Workers Union - Labour
Perspective
As labour, we really have to discuss 4IR in a context that says it should be a humanly
oriented innovation and we need therefore to build a technology that is enabling the
society.
How do you make sure that new jobs present opportunities? You need to grow a viable
economy; an economy that will be able to create such a platform
We have identified five pillars:
1. Implement the re-imagined industrial strategy in support of key growth sectors;
2. Establish an infrastructure fund with a clear plan to revive infrastructure investment
3. Ease the cost of doing business
4. Expand the number of small businesses
5. Macro-economic growth reform and increased competition
This will enable us to have the economy that we want, an economy that will be able to
respond to the challenges of the new technology by creating new opportunities in our
space.
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Professor Tshilidzi Marwala, who was the Deputy 4IR Chairperson, always argued that
the 4IR is about Artificial Intelligence (AI). Whilst there are a number of debates, where
people will talk about Big Data and the utilisation of new devices and so on, but the
key and fundamental discussion here is about AI and what it does.
Many have argued the point that AI is about removing or replacing current jobs as we
know them, and robots are going to take over the current jobs that we see.
We want to deal with three points that are central to our debate: workers’ rights, human
rights, and decent working standards.
The narrative that has been created and augmented about humanity is that technology
is an enabler. What do we mean? If technology will be disruptive to human life and
suppress human progress, that technology is not in the interest of humanity.
We further want to argue the point that we are making here. Firstly, we do not want to
be denialist and apply the ostrich approach of burying our heads in the ground
because we will be failing to plan and a failure to plan is planning to fail. Therefore,
our plan is about the transition of technology from the 3IR to the 4IR. We must reap
technological and socio-economic rewards; protect jobs, workers and their families,
and sustain development. How do we do this?
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In this slide, we show what was and what is fading. In earlier days, people would see
milk delivered to their doorsteps. These jobs are no longer there - milkman,
switchboard telephone operators, clothing weavers, spinners and dyers. In London,
there was a time when a person used to ring a bell as a human alarm clock or
streetlight lamplighters at a particular time.
However, can we say that these jobs have been eroded? This is the argument that we
want to make. Let us look at the milkman who used to deliver milk, which is a job that
we no longer see. Today we have Uber Eat, who delivery a variety of food – not only
milk - at your convenience. Therefore, in a sense there are jobs that have been
recreated because of new technology. It is a question of re-skilling and up-skilling our
people.
When you look at companies that were there in recent years, such as CNA, Nokia,
Kodak, Edcon, Blackberry, Motorola, Musica, they were companies that have not been
able to change their business model. They stuck to the old ways of doing business
and as a result, they are fading.
A classic example is Musica. In 1992, when it was also bought by Clicks, it had a
massive number of stores – 795 to be exact. It was creating revenue of over R1.5 13824. In 2006, it started to see a decline and tried to change a little bit. At that time it
was announced that revenue was just over R1 billion. However, as time moves on,
because it is an old way of doing business - people are buying music online now, and
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so on - it started to fail. This year after the impact of Covid-19, in January, there were
only 59 outlets remaining, from 795, and they have announced now that they are going
to close all the remaining outlets by the end of this year. However, the buying of music
is still happening; the recording of music is still happening, but it how technology has
changed the way of trading in music, and the company did not see the opportunity to
reskill people to be able to do that.
Other jobs are fading. For example, we thought two or three years ago that call centres
were a booming industry but the industry is actually vanishing. Call centres – if you
have looked at MultiChoice and many other companies – have not used revenue as a
reason for retrenchment, but they have said this is an old business model and
therefore these jobs are no longer needed. Therefore, when you call the call centre,
you find a machine talking to you. It will discourage you from talking to a human being.
It will play music and tell you to wait in a queue but if you want to be assisted quickly,
press 9. In addition, then you press 9 and you find a machine there, and the machine
asks you what error code you find on your system, and then you press that number
and it assists you.
That is what the machine does: it collects data and as it collects data, in the near future
those jobs in the call centre will fade. Therefore, it is important that we talk about the
reskilling of the call centre workers, because they are still needed. If you look at Twitter,
at Facebook and all the OTTs, you will find that customers still interact on those
platforms, but if you have not trained the call centre workers from taking a call to
moving into a space of interacting on social media to assist the business, you have
not addressed the question of reskilling of our people.
Let me give an example in the broadcast industry. One no longer has to go to the
studio but can interact with the presenter from anywhere. With camera people as well,
that job is fading. We have seen a number of activities, even the protests recently,
where drones were used to record them.
Print media is also facing a similar challenge, as well as conventional broadcasters.
What can be done? That is the critical question. The journalists with so much
information, skills and expertise in the space of journalism, should be changed in the
new skills of technology on how to do their reporting, to continue with their reporting
on a different platform. It is the same with conventional broadcasters; the days of
rushing home for the 7 o’clock news are gone. Today you have news almost 24 hours,
so the conventional broadcasters have serious competition. The OTTs have contents
that is broadcast 24/7. Therefore, the advertisers from the conventional broadcasters
have moved away to the internet platforms. Business has shifted and that means that
the way of broadcasting has to shift.
Even with banking, gone are the days where you have to go to a branch. The tellers
themselves encourage you to go to the ATM, not knowing that they are cutting their
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jobs. They will tell you it is very expensive to do a transaction with the teller, so go to
the ATM. However, is it beyond the ATM, we are now using cell phones to do banking.

In this slide, you can see the change in the use of ATMs for example, and the takeover
of cell phones. Moreover, you can tell that that through the economic crisis in
Zimbabwe, where there are less ATMs and so forth, there was a shift in terms of how
they do their banking. If you look at South Africa, we are still very low, at around 2%
in using cell phones for transactions. We are still high in using ATMs, but they will tell
you that those who are servicing ATMs will be losing those jobs in the near future.
Therefore, what are we doing to make sure we cushion the impact of job losses?
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This is an ever-changing world. We also now have a new currency - the bitcoins and
so forth - taking away your traditional banks. The violence in the taxi industry will end
when e-hailing takes over. However, the important part is how we deal with the current
taxi industry to be able to be competitive in that space.
The hotels; the biggest hotel today is Airbnb. It is a hotel without a building and without
workers but you book through them to go into a hotel, so there is a shift in that space.
Many of the opportunities presented by the 4IR moving into a digital space are actually
internet based, but we need to look at this: globally, in terms of the ITU report in 2017,
only 12% of women have access to the internet. The South African internet penetration
stands at 56%, much lower than Kenya at 83%. The price of data in South Africa is an
obstacle. South Africa’s data price amongst the highest in the world.
We need to have an academic curriculum that is aligned to meet the market demands
from primary level right up to tertiary, so that we are able to realign and talk to the
question of new skills.
We used to rely on the services of SETAs to train workers, but we are also calling for
the employers to play a significant role in terms of upskilling and reskilling workers in
the industries because employers know upfront which jobs are in danger and how to
ensure that they are cushioning the impact of job losses going forward. Right now for
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the employers it might sound good to cut jobs because it means that with technology,
they can create more profit, but the danger is that when you cut jobs you are killing
the value chain in the economy. You will have less people in the market buying your
product and your business will suffer.

These are the policy reforms needed. With this underpinning, we will be able to
cushion the impact of the 4IR.
One of the challenges that the country has been experiencing is a low response in
terms of formulating policy and regulations. The delay in policy formulation is
destroying implementation. The forever-changing political policies of the ruling party
are confusing the public. Local regulators such as ICASA need to be capacitated to
deal with the complexities of 4IR. A SADC framework on regulatory matters is needed.
The snail’s pace regulation implementation in the era of evolving innovation is a
serious barrier. With reforms in policies and policy, we can have powerful legislation
in broadcasting and diversity.
As you all know, South Africa has discussed and debated the issue of digital migration
in broadcasting for almost 15 years now. We are told that set-top boxes are sitting
somewhere where we do not know, and the broadcasting industry has shifted from
that space. The issue of delaying the policies is frustrating the process.
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In R&D, we have an exclusive research agenda, which sidelines labour, civil society
and the poor in general, with the state and private sector having an exclusive
engagement. The benchmarking with developed countries it is mostly failing due to
non-incorporation of our diversity element. With all the waste that we collect, e-waste
cooperatives can assist to reduce unemployment and formalise the vulnerable
informal recycling industry. With the shortage of ICT related skills funding – employers
need to invest on training of workers.
In conclusion, a conducive environment must be created for SMEs to grow the job
market. Infrastructure rollout must be used to create decent sustainable jobs. Local
procurement must be encouraged through tax reforms. Privacy, cybercrime and cyber
security must be prioritised when formulating laws. There must be investment in
research, so that we create a Social Compact and oversight platforms must be put in
place as and when we move forward.

Mr Mustak Ally - Minerals Council South Africa - Business perspective
A good starting point would perhaps be to share some of the principles that we believe
should underpin skills development.
Skills development is a shared responsibility of all. We need to ensure that we do not
leave the private sector behind when we approach training and development. We need
to include private provision in its entirety as a collaboration partner to what we want to
achieve. APPETD is with us and will possibly share more on this.
The skills system should focus on demand-led training, concentrating on economically
significant skills and training for employability. The approach that is currently being
embarked upon by the department in respect of critical skills analysis, occupations in
high demand and work that is being done through the Labour Market Intelligence
Partnership (LMIP) are examples of how we are improving the system to understand
demand clearly.
The system should not hinder agility and flexibility of response through complexity and
bureaucracy. If we are to move at a rapid pace to take advantage of any arising
opportunities, we need to have a system that is aligned to this.
The increasing divide between basic education and post school education and training
must be addressed. We heard yesterday some of the critical changes that we need to
bring into our basic education system. We need, through this change make a seamless
transition from basic education into post-school education.
The TVET system needs to be flexible, anticipating and responding to labour market
demands and needs. We have heard Mr. Mlotshwa has covered some of the areas in
how our TVET system can be improved.
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Therefore, where is business positioned in response to the building of skills for a
transformed economy and society:
 Continues to engage the post-school education and training system in all its
strategic objectives, goals and expected outcomes
 Committed to working collaboratively with all social partners to achieve the
objectives of the ERRP. It is currently at NEDLAC engaging on the skills strategy
to support the ERRP. Business has made firm commitments within the ERRP
compact with social partners and there is a realisation that we all need to move
collaboratively forward
 Artisan development has been seen as on area that can contribute significantly to
unemployment reduction. The approach to implement occupational qualifications
through our CoS approach in the TVET system has been welcomed by several
sectors.
 Continued support for the YES initiative and other programmes like it. There is
commitment to support WBL and the provision of workplace experience.
 Embracing the changing dynamic in terms of delivery modes
 Understanding the digital skills that are required, understanding how the various
occupations have evolved and changed.
 Incorporating these changes to occupations into reskilling and upskilling initiatives
Some of the challenges we need to continue to address are:
 Creating mass employment through the 4IR process
 Looking into the new economies and new opportunities to create more employment
- there is a shift to making this possible.
 Revisiting the skills system and some of its challenges - accredited versus
unaccredited and how we approach this
 Much has been said on micro leaning and credentialing and its importance going
forward.

Mr Thembinkosi Josopu – South African Youth Council - Community
perspective
Mr Josopu first indicated that he could be representing the Youth Council, the NSA, or
the community constituency as a whole. He noted that other members were speaking
about 4IR, yet the programme said we must talk about collaboration and partnerships.
He expressed that his views are based on scholarly articles written by two academics
and there are two assumptions in addressing this topic.
When we were asked to talk about collaboration and partnerships, the first assumption
in preparing for this was that the skills development space in itself is contested terrain.
It is not a smooth process; when we speak about collaboration and partnership, it does
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not just happen on its own by declaration. It may need a lot of work because we are
from different backgrounds, with different interests.
The second assumption is that one assumes that by virtue of us in the programme
having collaboration and partnership, it may seem that there is no collaboration or a
lack thereof in building skills. If there were, there would be no need for these
discussions that we are having today.
The first thing is that we know that on Monday there was a 279-page release of the
Global Youth Development Index. South Africa is rated 101 out of 189 countries,
looking at different aspects, which gives an idea of where we rank among different
commonwealth countries in relation to youth development. The number one country
is Singapore in that Index. It lists many other countries, as to who has improved and
who has not.
The people here know what we are talking about when we talk about the NEET
problem. We tend to assume that young people want to be in education; we assume
that they want to be in training. Therefore, whatever mechanisms we come up with,
we do so on the basis of assumptions that because they are in townships sitting there,
you must coerce them go to training; you must coerce them to go to education
institutions. We need to start thinking outside the box. What do they need? In addition,
there seem to be too many voices and different initiatives.
Mr Ally spoke about, yes, today we have SA Youth; there is the National Skills Accord,
there is initiative after initiative to address the problem of young people but they coexist, there seems not to be a central mechanism coordinating all these different
initiatives that are meant to address these problems. They are scattered all over
departments, like your EPWP; then you find yes4youth somewhere else and another
one further on in the private sector and SA Youth in the Presidency. There is no
coordination. There are too many voices and different initiatives.
We seem also not to regulate this relationship and these initiatives. They seem to be
competing against each other whilst they are trying to address the same problem.
Each department wants to outdo the other. Yet it is the same resources from the same
government but they are competing.
In social partnership theory, there is what is called ‘corporatist social partnership’. If
you trace it in terms of theory, you can trace it from your Roman Catholic Church,
WWI: in the context of South Africa, you can attribute it to the Apartheid set-up. The
nature of the corporatist social partnership is exclusion. It excludes certain sectors. It
is more of a ‘big boys’ kind of social partnership, wherein there is a certain age group
that sits at the top and takes decisions for those who are at the lower end.
Though some things are uncomfortable, we all need to hear about them.
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The DDG of DHET, for example, spoke about the ERRP Skills Strategy that is being
discussed NEDLAC. Mr Ally spoke about it, and strangely, the community constituency
that is also at NEDLAC and was part of the discussion because of the ERRP, but the
community constituency is not consulted on the same ERRP Skills Strategy. There is
evidence of that.
Now, you are discussing a strategy for people who are outside the system, but you
are discussing this strategy with those who are inside the system: labour unions, but
also with those who are providing business. However, you leave those who are outside
the system – the community constituency – and you say that you are consulting. It is
wrong.
If you collaborate and create partnerships, you must move away from corporatist social
partnership kind of approach. That kind of ERRP strategy, who is it going to respond
to if the people outside the system are not given the reason why they are not
participating? Labour, business, and government will assume what suits those who
are outside the system without their involvement.
When we talk about partnerships, there is also what we call posturing, which Mr Ally
touched on. Posturing may be like this exercise. We are having an HRDC summit to
respond to 21st century skills and after the conference, there is a Social Compact, and
we come back again after five years. Nevertheless, we will have reported to the
country on television that we have done this summit expect a response, but in the next
five years or the next three years, nothing is going to be done. It is just posturing for
television, for tick box, but in between, nothing is happening. That is one of the
problems with partnerships.
In addition, there is the issue of ‘territorialism’, where each one of us guards our own
territory and we do not want anyone to come closer. We all want to address the
problem that we have as a country. Why is it that we are protective of our own territory?
Skills providers on this side, labour on the other side, and we do not want anyone to
come close. If we want to address the problem of skills, we need to move away from
‘territorialism’.
Another aspect is a strong sense that certain sectors are treated as inferior. We are
saying let us make TVET fashionable, but the DHET presenting here showed that that
there is evidence that if you have a degree, you earn more than someone who has a
diploma. Therefore, that means if you went to TVET you will earn less than someone
who went to university. However, we are still saying that we want to make TVET
fashionable. We tend to think of TVET as inferior but on the other hand, we promote
that people must go there. How do students go to an institution that will train them to
earn less? We must move away from viewing TVET as a dumping site, or TVET as a
kind of remedial action when no other options are available to us; or for when you do
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not have money, or when there is no space in universities. TVET must be part of every
step in our planning in terms of our skills development.
In addition, this issue comes out strongly in a Botswana case study. There is some
resistance from skills providers, they think that if they partner and collaborate, some
of their programmes will be affected or phased out. Of course, that talks to profit.
Remember, some providers exist to make a profit. There is nothing wrong with that, if
you are in business, you are in business to make money, but some elements resist
change. They resist collaboration and partnerships because it may affect their
business. It goes back to the point about territorialism. The reason why some service
providers offer courses is not because they use they are responding to the challenges
facing the country, it is because everyone does it.
It seems that most other countries are using the same model that we are using in
South Africa in the sense that skills development tends to be government led with the
involvement of social partners.
However, in a country like Scotland, education institutions lead while in Russia skills
development is employer led. Malaysia and Turkey are considered the best model as
they allow stakeholders to have a say in each step of the process. The German dualsystem includes business and colleges in planning and developing futuristic fields of
study. The same applies in Singapore and the Netherlands.
The NSA exists as the authority for skills development, but it is toothless. If we want
to go in the right direction, let us give the NSA more teeth. It must bite. PSTF ignore
us; SETAs ignore us because there is no strong legislative mechanism to say if SETAs
do not respond to you, if PSTF do not report to you, this must happen in terms of law.
In terms of regulations, these things must be enforceable. In addition, the NSA’s M&E
capacity must be strengthened. We may collaborate, but if there is not this strong
centralised authority in the country, we are bound to fail.
Lastly, when you start writing your industrial policy action plan, there must be a strong
element of skills development in it as you write about it and as you plan about it. It
should not come in at the end.

Mr Sifiso Mtsweni – National Youth Development Agency
Today on the 12th August, young people across the world are commemorating
International Youth Day. This year’s theme speaks about Transforming Food Systems:
Youth Innovation for Primary Health. The UN Secretary-General, Dr Antonio Guterres
in declaring this year’s youth commemoration, says that, “Young people are on the
frontlines of the struggle to build a better future for all. The Covid-19 pandemic has
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highlighted the dire need for the kind of transformational change they seek and young
people must be full partners in that particular effort.”
We are of course requested to make our input on the subject of ‘Building the Skills for
a Transformed Economy and Society’; with a specific focus on the 4IR as well as the
advent of Covid-19 or what is otherwise known as the new norm.
Quite a number of informative presentations have been made in the last two days and
there are areas that need to be highlighted, as they are quite crucial for this Council to
note, discuss, and hopefully resolve.
As Mr Josopu correctly says, there have been three other summits. This is the fourth
summit. It would be a waste of time if we come to the fourth summit and discuss what
we have discussed in the three other summits because what has become very clear
is that somewhere, somehow we diagnose problems – diagnose them correctly – but
somewhere, somehow we always reach resolutions that do not resolve the very
diagnosis that we make. Every time we speak about the problem of unemployment,
the problem of skills gap, the problem of poverty, the problem of inequality, we take
resolutions and the very next year, unemployment has gone up; poverty continues to
widen; inequalities continue to widen. Therefore, somewhere, somehow, there is a
disconnect between the diagnosis of a problem and the solution.
Mr Mtsweni alluded to a story. There is a man in Sekhukhune called Mr Andries
Tobejane. Now Mr Tobejane used to work for Toyota back in the ‘eighties. He was an
assistant mechanic or what is called a ‘spanner boy’. To Toyota, he brings a toolbox,
obviously in the mechanical section, and one day he was released from his duties and
then he goes home. He stays in those matchbox houses, but with quite a sizeable
yard. He decides, with a toolbox, let me start my own workshop here; let me start my
own mechanic’s workshop. Mr Tobejane has two sons; one of them is called
Namunana and the other one is called Mapandosa, and they are five and six years old
at the time when he starts his workshop. As the kids go to school and come back, they
assist Mr Tobejane in his business and become the assistant mechanics or what is
called the ‘spanner boys’. They will bring the wheel spanner; they will bring this and
that. Mr Tobejane’s business grows and grows and, in that process, he is able to
transfer the skills that he has to his two sons. As we speak here today, in Limpopo
there is what is called the TQ Spares and Workshop, which has about seven branches
today. Now his two sons, each owns their own spares and workshops. Now here is an
interesting thing about the two sons. They actually dropped out of school in Grade 9
and Grade 10 respectively. Therefore, they decided; we are not going to continue in
school but today, they constitute as two of the best mechanics in those particular
areas. Therefore, there was a transfer of skills.
The second story is about Mr van Tonder in Oudtshoorn in the Karoo. Now Mr van
Tonder has a dairy farm. His son, Johan, assists in that particular farm. Five am he is
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there with the bucket when they milk the cows and so on. However, Johan goes to
Settlers Agricultural High School, a high school that specialises in agriculture. From
Grade 8 all the way to Grade 12, there is agricultural science; there is animal
husbandry, and all those courses. By the time, Johan reaches Grade 12 and comes
out of that high school, already fully skilled in terms of what needs to happen in the
agricultural sector, in the farming sector, and he goes back to Oudtshoorn without even
going to an institution of higher learning and assists his father. That farm accounts for
about 280 cattle that produce milk, it produces yoghurt, and it produces all sorts of
dairy products. Again, another example of a skills transfer.
If you look at Mr Tobejane, let us consider what he did for his sons is informal skills
transfer and when we look at Johan, his story would constitute formal skills transfer.
We tend to deal with the problem of skills by looking at it from one angle, whereas if
you go across the country, to villages, to townships, there is absolutely no product or
service that you do not get, yet those particular businesses are considered informal
businesses. When we make an assessment of unemployment statistics, we tend to
say those are informal businesses, and we do not look at the impact that those
particular sectors are having, in particular as it comes to the question of skills transfer.
We sit here and talk about 4IR but we are not addressing a problem. There is no way
that we can resolve this particular question and the inequalities in our society without
resolving the inequalities in the education system. For instance, here in Gauteng there
are ‘smart classrooms’ today, with interactive boards and so on and the kids are given
iPads and all sorts of gadgets. Right next door, whether in a township or in a village,
kids are still subjected to studying under trees, in environments where there is no
infrastructure.
Yet here we are today, 50 in this room and about 800 others who are joining online.
Why is it that we cannot connect one classroom here to a township or a village
somewhere, so that we are able to start to bridge the gap of the question of inequality
in high schools?
Secondly, if you look at Japan, they start teaching coding to kids younger than one
year only, in fact as young as six months.
This future that we are talking about will be delayed until we close the inequality gap
that exists in education and the only way to do that is to take this technology and plug
it where it needs to be.
Lastly, what we need to do: we cannot sit here every year and speak about spectrum
rollout; we speak about broadband access. South Africa has one of the highest rates
when it comes to data access. Data is very expensive. They tried to play with us; they
said they are going to reduce the cost of data; instead, they increased the bandwidth.
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They say one gig is only R99 but because of the bandwidth, one gig does not even
last you a day. Those cell phone service providers in my view are doing something
that is akin to criminality. However, it is not their problem; they are in business. Why
is that when you land in Kenya, when you land in Nigeria, immediately your phone will
tell you that there is WiFi access but in South Africa, you struggle to access data? In
my view, data must be a human right. It can no longer be something that the privileged
must have. Once we resolve that particular issue, it is only then that we can move
forward and create this economy of the future.

Dr Shirley Lloyd - Public/Private training providers
Dr Lloyd presented the case for private providers by stating that we are not a big
amorphous lump of these things called private providers. We are very clearly put and
written into legislation, for example, there are pictures below that need to be
highlighted in one or two areas.

We are written into the constitution of the country, which very clearly states that we
have a right to be established and it does not preclude State subsidies for independent
educational institutions. We are recognised in the Higher Education Act, we are
recognised in the CET Act as providers. We are also recognised in the NQF Act, the
Skills Development Act, we are recognised in the white paper for post-school
education and training.
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“The post-school system, as conceptualised in this white paper, consists of all the
institutions, public and private, for which the DHET is responsible.” Therefore, it would
be wonderful if the private providers were included in all those discussions that the
DHET has with the 26 universities and the 50 public TVET colleges because we are
actually part of that.
We are also written into the National Skills Development Plan, and the last little section
there says there are partnerships across the skills development system with both
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public and private providers. Therefore, these are hugely important issues that we
need to take note of.

On the left, we see what the DHET’s statistics currently are of the registered private
higher education and registered private colleges, 93 higher education institutions and
285 institutions. This is drawn from the ETDP SETA as one of the sources for some
of the statistics.
However, you will notice we are very big group of providers, 470 of whom paid levies.
We are part of adult and community learning centres, many of whom are NGOs, NPOs,
charity organisations, ECD providers and private adult learning centres, 62 of them.
There are large numbers of private providers who all employ people, who all pay taxes,
who pay levies and who contribute to skills development very strategically in this
country.
If you look at the data coming through from the higher education, called the HEQ CIS,
you will see that the latest stats given at the end of last year indicate that there are
770 000 people in a private higher education space. There were 205 qualification
achievements by the end of last year submitted to SAQA’s record database.
Therefore, we are a large group of people who profoundly, together with others affect
skills development in South Africa.
The private providers also responded very quickly last year when Covid-19 happened
and we were called upon to integrate our conversations with those at that time with
the Department of Higher Education and Training. We quickly went to large numbers
of private providers with 194 responses.
For the Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL), the most prominent difficulty is inequity
and digital inequality, aggravated during the Covid-19 pandemic. We need to develop
an inclusive technology mindset, which must drive digital ecosystems design,
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development and implementation. We must focus on improving access to the internet
and related services in terms of costs, choice and quality of access.
Nearly 1.6 billion learners in more than 190 countries and all continents have been
affected by Covid-19. Closures of schools and other learning spaces have impacted
94% of the world’s student population, up to 99% in low and lower-middle income
countries around the world.
Inclusive technology is a technology that helps someone participate in his or her
environment through adaptation and accessibility, whether it is computers,
environmental access and control (electronic aid) or Augmentative and Alternative
Communication (AAC). It includes people who cannot hear well, people who cannot
see well, people who have problems in speaking, even people who cannot write well
but they can talk to a computer. 4IR and 5IR are here already (you just have to think
of robotic surgery which is the dance between the machine and the doctor, so all of
our technological solutions have to be inclusive, and look at inclusive technology.

This was last year’s APPETD survey with 194 respondents.
The question asked was, how many of you have an online strategy.
At the time, 92% had and 8% did not, but you know what started happening across
the system and you can see where we are accredited, some of the providers are
accredited by more than one of the quality councils. We started seeing that some of
those providers started working with those that did not have access, and there was a
real spirit of collaboration, that camaraderie, that UBUNTU, something started
happening, we are all in this together and it was special. We would have had the stats
but that is another presentation.
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We heard some of the speakers refer to a digital eco-system.
It is a digital eco-system is a complex network of stakeholders that connect online and
interact digitally in ways that create value for all, but inclusive technology principles
must underpin the building of a digital ecosystem. To address poverty, inequality,
disenfranchised, we need to help people understand what digital ecosystems are, how
they work and how they are accessible.
Wouldn’t it would be fabulous if the TVET colleges, the private colleges, our
community education and training centres, our learning centres, which are all in areas
where our communities can reach them, all created these digital eco-system hubs
where people could actually go when they do not have all the smart technology that
we talk about.
There are countries on our continent, such as Rwanda, Morocco and Egypt, who are
using a simple SMS system from a mobile phone, not even a smart device, to teach,
people to learn and to spread what happens and what people should know and
achieve. Therefore, there are ways to address the digital eco-system issue with our
existing infrastructure and it would be good to see those partnerships happening.
The rest of the presentation is centred on the Skills Development Plan taking the eight
outcomes and the Association of Private Providers of Education, Training and
Development, which is involved in a project funded by the National Skills Fund to
capacity build all our providers out there, and those that are not our members either
around the NSDP and how we respond.
The first outcome is occupations in high demand. Each one of these we have put a
few thoughts of what we can do and are doing now to make skills development a
reality. We are encouraging our providers to get to understand what this thing we call
the organising framework for occupations is. Understand it, look at it, engage with it,
and where you find there are no occupations where you know there is that job
happening or that occupation then give input, write to the Minister, write to DHED.
Therefore, you can write to any of them and say, “Here is something.”
At the recent Tokyo Olympics, we saw team South Africa not performing too well. How
do we address it? Okay, we need to do something around the athletes, but we also
need to do something around coaching. If you go into the OFO, the Sports Coach and
the Apprentice Coach is for youngsters coming out of school and those that want to
get into coaching, it isn’t there. Therefore, we need to look at the OFO. What is the
demand, what is the supply demand?
Align to supply skilled, knowledgeable and capable people, not just capable or skilled
or knowledgeable, but all of them together in curricula that can quickly be adaptable,
agile and then in the qualification development. Remember the qualification registered
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on the NQF as learning outcomes at a high strategic level and those learning outcomes
should be strategic and have longevity but it is in the curriculum that we can respond
very quickly and look at our learning and career pathways.
Objective two, is linking education in the workplace and we have heard a lot about this
but we have to recognise that working to graded learning and workplace-based
learning includes a whole lot of forms, apprenticeships, graduate internships,
candidacies, internships, etc. What can we do as providers, and some of these are
being done and work.
Workplace Based Learning
 An apprenticeship; A Candidacy; A learnership;
 An internship; A graduate internship
Role of providers
 Grow understanding
 Develop and sustain partnerships with workplaces to manage the M&E of the
learner in the workplace
 Ensure curriculum is fit for purpose
 Critical cross field outcomes are included
 Work towards placement after learning
 Ongoing student support towards employment
 Develop and sustain partnerships
 Manage assessment of workplace based learning interventions
We need to grow understanding about what is graded learning and workplace-based
learning. Ensure the curriculum is fit for purpose. Develop and sustain partnerships
with workplaces, to monitor the evaluation of the learner. We hear so often the
company says “However, I am not a university, I don’t want this intern, I don’t know
what to do with them, and I don’t have time.”
Well the provider can come alongside the company and say, “We will map it out and
we will come on a regular basis” and we will help you “M&E” whether that learner is
not just making tea but whether that learners are actually practically implementing
what they have learnt in the theory.
On-going student support towards employment and actually engaging with the levypaying companies saying do not just take an intern to get some tax break, but also
actually find a place and intend to employ that young person or that person.
Objective three is improving the level of skills in the South African workforce.
 Increased access and capacity
 Increase sustainable partnerships
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Align with Occupations in high demand, the OFO, the 4IR and 5IR, and the skills
for future workplaces
Innovative digitally driven online education and training

We have to become a Developmental State, we have to become capable, but we also
have to have the capacity. Therefore, we need to look at sustainable partnerships, we
have heard this all day, and yesterday, we cannot do this alone. We need to align with
occupations in high demand; we need to know what they are.
Why do we always need to go looking outside but have we looked an Recognition of
Prior Learning avenue to unblock the pipeline of maybe skills of South Africans that
just do not have that piece of paper because they never had the opportunity to? Why
can we not first look there, unblock a pipeline of skilled people and give them the paper
if the paper is demanded for a workplace. Then look at innovative, digitally driven
online education and training, and go and learn from Egypt, Morocco and Rwanda that
are very strongly involved in e-learning.
The fourth outcome is increase access to occupationally directed programmes.
 Increased number of artisans to be trained
 Alignment with new occupational qualifications and types of provision
 Design and develop new qualifications
 Deliver programmes to inspire confidence
 Develop partnerships with PBs
 Design and deliver CPD courses
We have to go fund those 500 000 schoolchildren who have disappeared since Covid19 happened, where are they? There are nine provinces, 95 school districts and we
know that there are vast numbers of people out there; we know that every school has
every bit of information about each learner that was in the school.
Go and find them, let’s go find them and get our young people, our artisans, the
building ones, the plumbing ones, the electrical ones, to go and take every single
school with pit, make it a project, do a practical implementation and remove them but
not by 2030.
Why not, because, surely it is a community thing, it is a society thing and let us take
our artisans, yes, we have 30 000 people being trained, let us use them. Develop and
design new qualifications.
Dr James Keevy and Dr Luksha yesterday challenged us to look at qualification design
in a new way, and bits of learning, the sort of learning what is important, and working
and learning maybe, and just-in-time learning rather than just in case.
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We have to start looking at that and then developing partnerships with professional
bodies. Do you know that in the Sports Coaching world, every coach now has to be
able to do first aid? Therefore, we go out as a professional body and we look for service
providers. Please, can you come and tell us who you are, put your hand up, wave at
us, tell us who you are to come and offer first aid to all of these coaches, and every
school coach and everybody who is in a coaching situation will have to have it. Where
are they, we need those to design and deliver CPD courses with the professional
bodies.
Therefore, this is what private providers are starting to do, holding their hands up.
These are the opportunities that we have.
Number five of the eight support the public TVET colleges.
 Develop partnerships to develop digital eco-systems
 Provide CPD and curriculum development and online learning strategy support
 Identify “overflow” and partner for delivery
 Importantly: The greatest impact is to engage with the Department about the
exclusion of private providers, which offer programmes that are offered by public
TVETS and CETs
The constitution says, we can get money, the white paper says we are part of the
Ministers responsibility but there are issues.
The access into TVET, which is the public system, and into public universities, is
capped at a certain amount because they only have so much money per earner in one
of those.
Scenario: 650 000 places to a public TVET, but maybe there are 800 000 who really
want to go and study the courses that are offered in the vocational education and
training space. Not everybody who goes to a private institution has the money, and if
you are not one of the 650 000 who were lucky enough to get a place in the TVET
system, you are the 200 000 that could not get there but your parents do not even
earn R200 000, why can you not be funded?
It should not be based on where you study; it should be based on the same principles
because we are part of the DHED’s responsibility. Are we not possibly part of the
reason that there are so many needs outside there because we decide; “oh well you
couldn’t get into university there were no more places, you couldn’t get into the TVET
there weren’t enough places? The only option is a private provider, but the concept is
that the private provider is expensive and exclusive, which is a myth that one day, in
another session, we will debunk. However, you are desperate to go but your parents
cannot afford it. Why not? We have an issue but we are happy to work in partnership
with the public TVET system.
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Number six is skills development support for entrepreneurship and cooperative
development
 Private providers are ideally placed and positioned to deliver short, modular,
capacity building programmes and short learning programmes
 Many private providers offer the qualification and/or part qualification already, so
this outcome can be “embraced” by private providers as opportunities to train
people who are entrepreneurs and to guide them towards successful business
development
 Numbers of private providers are entrepreneurs themselves and have built
business of all sizes and scopes
We can certainly engage in that space and many private providers offer qualifications,
and part-qualifications that are already in the entrepreneurial space. They offer those
qualifications, part-qualifications, or short courses to teach people how and walk the
journey with them.
Number seven is working with our trade unions
 There are very few providers, which provide worker training and education
 Most of the training comprises short courses, and not for credit courses.
 The providers are mainly private providers, or the training departments of trade
unions
Private providers could initiate discussions about how they can establish partnerships
for skills development. Worker support, worker-initiated training, is an incredible
opportunity for private providers and some of them are already engaging here, to do
short courses, maybe non-credit bearing short courses, and helping provide the
training in partnership with the trade unions. Private providers certainly can play a
huge role there.
Objective 8 is career development
 Career development events to be held in urban areas on occupations in high
demand;
 Career development events to be held in rural areas on occupations in high
demand;
 Career development practitioners to be trained;
 Capacity building workshops on career development services to be initiated;
 Career development services (including material) must be accessible to all,
especially in rural areas and targeted beneficiaries.
Therefore, we are part of this, in that we are in the events, we are involved in
practitioner training, every single private provider also needs to have career guidance,
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has to have some form of process as part of their accreditation, so we need to make
sure that that happens.
Samuel Isaacs says, “We must make the road by walking it reflectively, responsibly
and accountably.”

“A nationally integrated system will link one level of learning to another and enable
learners to progress to higher levels from any starting point in the education and
training system. Learning and skills which people have acquired through experience
and informal training will be formally assessed and credited towards qualifications.”
It comes from the ANC education and training policy document 1994, and we are still
contesting whether RPL works, we are still contesting whether articulation should
happen between the TVET system and the university, we are still contesting access,
credit, etc.
Colleagues, we must collaborate, we are a significant player, we are not all bogus flyby-nights, we are credible, we have relevant qualifications, we go through the same
assessment accreditation process and by the way, last in 2018 – 2019 we contributed
to the CHE coffers in terms of accreditation fees to the tune of R5.8 million. Therefore,
we pay to be accredited. Can we walk the road reflectively, responsibly, and
accountably?

20. Mr Andreas Schleicher - OECD Director for Education and
Skills - International perspective
Labour markets around us are changing rapidly. Those with the right knowledge and
skills never had the chances they have today. However, those without those
foundation skills never faced such a risk of social and economic exclusion. Inequality
is rising but also we see new forms of work emerging.
If you think about the nature of the digital platform technologies driving the
reorganisation of entire parts of our economies, you never know what is a big or a
small company. A few people can actually change the world.
Peer-to-peer markets are blurring the distinction between who is the consumer and
who is the business, and government are starting to work with platforms as well.
What is also very evident is that the risk of automation that people face in losing their
jobs to a robot is quite directly related to the skills in the population.
Economies that have a better skills supply are much more resilient against the risk of
automation. Economies with a poor skills supply face the greatest risk of automation.
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Now that is the context, but when you look at young people today, many students at
age 15 that we assessed in our programme for international student assessments
(PISA), are actually aspiring to jobs that may no longer exist when they graduate. In
addition, that risk is much greater amongst students from a disadvantaged background
than from a privileged one.
It seems the message of how the world is changing is not getting across into schools.
The bottom line is simple, the kind of things that are easy to teach and easy to test are
precisely the knowledge and skills that are easy to digitise, to automate and to
outsource.
Our education systems have succeeded in educating second-class robots; people who
are good at repeating what we told them. However, in this age of artificial intelligence,
we need to think harder about what makes us human, how we can complement, not
substitute the artificial intelligence we have created in our computers. Moreover, you
think that is just a matter of the past but no, actually the concentration of occupational
expectations is rising. Our labour markets are becoming more diverse as far as what
new jobs are emerging every day.
The kinds of jobs that young people are aspiring to are becoming narrower, more
myopic the perceptions of young people. If you think about it, half of the girls in the
OECD countries aspire to just ten jobs; things they see in television or somewhere
around them. The rich reality of our societies is not finding its way into schools.
Digitalisation is having dramatic effects on us. Once again, routine cognitive tasks,
routine manual tasks are disappearing. Technology-intensive tasks are rising in
importance. If you put the two things together and you get a good sense of the future
of work.
However, while we talk about the losses in jobs through robots, through digitalisation,
we should also look at the positive side of this. What our data is show very clearly is
that technology-intensive workplaces are much better at extracting value from the
skills of people, translating into better skills, better jobs, better lives, so work is much
better in digital-intensive industries.
This is not just about technology-related skills. 21st century skills are not just about
technology. There is much in many skills categories; social and emotional skills play
an increasing role. We also see that what is interesting is if you work in a digitalintensive workplace, you are more likely to learn from co-workers; you are more likely
to learn by doing; you are more likely to keep up to date. Digital work places are often
great places of learning. You should keep that in mind as well.
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Now, you may ask yourself, how well are we prepared for this? A few years ago, we
conducted the world’s first assessment of adult skills, and here you can see the results
from this.
For the older generation (55-65 years old) in terms of the skills to manage complex
digital information, to solve problems in a digital world, here you can see in the older
generations, very few adults are equipped for the world in which we live in today. You
can see a few countries like New Zealand, like the United States, you have at least
one in five older workers who can solve complex problems in a digital world. However,
in many countries it is just a few percent of older people.
You might say, well that is just a matter of older people not keeping up with
technological change but if you look at the young generation, you can still see on
average across the principle industrial countries that every second 25-34 year old who
is only equipped for the world in which we live today, not to speak of tomorrow.
What is also interesting is how this has changed over successive generations. You
can see the US used to be at the top of this and among the younger generation, yes,
it is doing better than in the past but in relative terms, it has slipped down the lead
tables and many countries have moved much faster.
If you look at Singapore, which was one of the least skilled populations in the past, in
today’s adults, among young people, it is almost doing as well as Sweden and Finland.
Therefore, it is not just in absolute terms that things are changing but also in relative
terms.
Success is never forever. You can see actually that some countries that are not doing
so well are evolving very rapidly while others that used to be very strong are not seeing
the gains that you expect.
Some people call this a race between education and technology. You know, before
the first industrial revolution, neither education nor technology made a big difference
for the vast majority of people. Then the first industrial revolution kicked in, moving
technology ahead of the skills of people and creating a huge amount of social pain.
People were not ready for this.
That is where we invented the current model of private schooling and making people
part of all the ideas of the industrial society and creating a huge amount – generations
– of prosperity.
However, if we are honest, we have not really changed that model of education that is
very much focused on compliance and conformity. Now we see the digital revolution.
Once again, you can see the digital revolution moving technology ahead of the skills
of people and you see the same social pain. University graduates having difficulty
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finding a good job, and at the same time employers say they cannot find the people
with the skills that they need.
The challenge really is to move people once again ahead of the technologies of our
times. If you ask yourself, how do we do this? Of course, cognitive skills will always
play an important role: mathematics, science, literacy; but there is something
interesting from our latest PISA assessment.
On the vertical access, you see the performance of countries from the PISA reading
test; and on the horizontal access, you see an indicator of what we call the growth
mindset of students. For example, Estonia is the number one in the OECD area in
terms of academic performance; but is also number one for students believe in owning
their own success. Success depends on the effort they invest. They are capable of
growing beyond my limits.
If we contrast that with Indonesia on the other end of the spectrum, where students do
not do so well on the academic test and many of them believe that intelligence is
driving what they can do, there is nothing they can do to change themselves.
Success has a lot to do with mindset and it is not just about performance on the PISA
test. You can see that students with a growth mindset are more likely to be motivated
to master a difficult task. They have a greater sense of self-efficacy and are less afraid
of failure. They are more likely to establish ambitious learning roles and to see greater
value in school. Therefore, mindset is an important outcome in the roles; and to see
greater value in school is an important outcome in the 21st century.
Of course, traditional aspects like knowledge will always be important, but learning
today is no longer about teaching students something alone. It is about providing them
with a reliable compass and the tools to navigate with confidence a world that is
increasingly complex, volatile, and ambiguous.
If you do think about the knowledge, the content knowledge may dissipate very quickly.
What is more important is the capacity of students to understand the foundations of
the discipline. It is not just about what you know in science, in biology and chemistry
but can you think like a scientist? Can you design an experiment? Can you distinguish
questions that are scientifically invested from questions that are not? The problem is
that in school, too often we teach science like religion; making students believe in
scientific paradigms and theories and calculating things based on this. We spend too
little time helping them understand the ways of thinking of the scientist.
The same is true in other subject areas. History is not just about names and places;
history is a lot about do we understand how the narrative of a society has emerged,
how it developed, how it advanced and sometimes how it unravelled when the context
changes. Can you think like an historian or mathematician? In mathematics, we spend
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so much time learning how to calculate an exponential function, and we spend so little
time helping them understand the idea and concept of an exponential function and
that is very important because that concept is not natural to us and the world around
us is linear. We are born into a linear space and time, which is the world we are
comfortable with. The world of exponentials is not something we can directly
experience. However the language of mathematics can help us open up a new world
and if we did better on this, you know, when the pandemic broke out maybe we would
have sent a thousand doctors to fight it rather than a hundred. These kinds of ways of
thinking are very, very important.
Nevertheless, knowledge is just that, you know the world no longer rewards people
just for what they know. Google knows everything. The world increasingly rewards
people for what they can do with what they know and that is the skills dimension. When
one talks about skills, the first thought you might have is cognitive skills, creativity and
critical thinking. Yes, they are very, very important, but equally important, and of
growing importance are the social and emotional skills of people. Can you live with
yourself? Can you live with other people? Can you live empathy; those are aspects
that make us very different from the AI we created in our computers.
Therefore, if you ask me, what are the most important 21st century skills? Of course,
it is our capacity to create more value, to imagine, to build new things of intrinsic
positive worth. It is our capacity to navigate ambiguity, to reconcile tensions and
dilemmas, and ultimately our capacity to take responsibility to mobilise our cognitive,
social and emotional resources to do something.
As you know, in the past we used to learn to do the work once, forever, and now
learning has become the work. In the modern times, we need to put more emphasis
on the early years of education because many of the social and emotional skill are
built very, very early on in our lives.
Tertiary education beyond school used to focus a lot more on the transversal of skills.
Then you know teaching and learning will always be integrated ass people move from
job to job. The new world we live in is a world in which learning is the new paradigm.
Of course, that has challenges that go well beyond our education institutions.
Suddenly the workplace has become a place of learning. Nevertheless, we need to
think about how we finance this. How do we share the costs and benefits between
people, employers and the government? What are the incentives for people to invest
in their future?
Think about the truck drivers today, what if automated vehicles take over their jobs?
Are we preparing them today to build a new future for them? Who sets the standards
of what people should be learning and how do we recognise the skills of people? You
do not get a degree in a company but how do you recognise what people are and
whom these people are?
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Think about South Africa, how many highly skilled people are working today who do
not have formal degrees. How do we recognise and reward their skills? This is a very
important question: certifying skills in a digital world.
The digital world actually gives us many tools to recognise what people know, and
gives people greater ownership over what people learn and how they learn and where
they learn and when they learn. However, we need to build a currency to recognise
that learning rather than just relying on formal credentials awarded by traditional
academic institutions.
We also need to think about what we with people outside the firm environment. For
people who are unemployed, maybe you can make a good argument; your
government should pick up the costs of training and so on. However, what do we do
with people who are at risk of losing their jobs, for example, because of automation?
What do we do with people who are at risk of learning their jobs, for example, because
of automation? Is this a task for the firms or for the government?
What do we do with people who want to change their jobs? What do we do with people
in the gig economy; people who are no in formal employment who are working but
working in new forms of work which are harder to quantify?
Then last but not least, how do we put all of this together? At your HRDC summit, ask
yourself, how do we address new forms of work when those will probably result in
fewer taxes? How do we deal with changing demographics? How do we deal with the
fact that actually decentralisation actually makes it harder for governments to take
control, to take ownership?
How do we realise and respond to the weakening link between formal education and
jobs? Again, the degree and credentials that people have will matter less and less than
the actual skills that people have will matter more and more. How do we keep looking
forward, anticipating the forms of work that are emerging? Those are the questions
that we need to address if we want to get people ready for their future and not our
past.

21. Mr David Mabusela - DOHE - Draft Social Compact:
Mr Mabusela presented a preliminary draft social contract that will run through a
month-long process, based on what has been presented here.
The draft captures the salient points, which the various stakeholders have alluded to,
and those salient points or areas will then come under consideration, as points that
will then constituted a Social Compact.
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If one looks at what has been said here today and what is going on in our country, it
has become more urgent than ever before for us to look at the issue of preserving our
sovereignty. Looking at issues that preserve our constitutional democracy with respect
to quite a number of forces both internally and externally that we have experienced in
the last 20 to 30 years of our democracy.
In keeping up with the pace of global shifts and interruptions, which are both positive
of course as well as negative, we have experienced the following issues:
 globalisation, which we are to some extent still grappling with
 international market crashes, a very strong one in 2008
 downgrades that are going on in our country
 technological advances that we find ourselves in
 virus strains that are visiting our shores now
 the world at large
All these are cases of adapt or die for us as a country. We just need to, by our
bootstraps, find implementable and measurable solutions to come out of the problems
that are facing us.
Now why is change needed? Change is needed because it has been made very clear
that social inequality in our country has been growing. Just to look to some of the
references that one could relate to in understanding the dire consequences of social
inequalities; if one reads a very popular novel in the 18th century by Charles Dickens,
The Tale of Two Cities, which basically captures the essence and the perilous nature
of not addressing the issues of inequality. If you look at the French Revolution, the
Russian Revolution, as well as the Arab Spring just across the continent.
Also, because of desperate levels of poverty, that are causing a disturbing increase of
social ills, you will see in our rural areas as well as in our townships, where it has
become an abnormality which has been accepted as a normality to live under these
social ills.
If one takes just a casual drive or walk during the day in the townships, one would see
the level of poverty that is prevalent in these areas.
There is also an exponential acceleration of educationally qualified and semi-qualified
youth; yet they are unemployed. Statistics are climbing daily, monthly and yearly,
instead of coming down. Some form of Marshall Plan intervention is certainly needed
to address these challenges.
The loss of employment and livelihood by those who are employed: we have seen this
atrocious work loss across the work spectrum, in every sector and industry. Workers
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– both public and private – are losing their jobs, and that is why change is imperative
now. We cannot delay any further.
What needs to change? These disrupting social forces, which relate to science,
technology, diseases, and others, we must protect our sovereignty: our social, political,
economic terrain against these and how do we try to do this?
What came out very clearly today, and what seemed to establish an agreement across
the social partners is the question of worker-focused education and training, which
would increase the pace of disrupting the trend and impact of job loss and livelihood
through commitment to the promotion of worker education, training and
entrepreneurship.
Some of the interventions here relate to the mandatory training of workers in the
workplace in one area or another: reskilling or upskilling, which have been dominant
expressions here. A relook at the Workplace Skills Plan as well as the sector’s skills
plans collectively to be purposefully directed in collaboration with other government
departments and organised business to avail self-sustaining small business
opportunities to retrenched workers.
Some of the social partners targeted are SETAs, organised labour, organised
business, workers and other related stated departments under which this Social
Compact can be pursued.
Moving to the PSET system now, the first priority there that seems to have emanated
of this conversation today is the question of reloading the skills matrix for Economic
Recovery and Reconstruction by way of a differentiated skills mapping that reflects
easy-to-enter-jobs skills, intermediate skills and long-term skills within the framework
of job roles regarded as stable and growing.
Some of the presenters have spoken about the World Economic Forum, which has
mapped these skills and categorised them accordingly. Now some of the interventions
that are proposed are a map skills-demand matrix directly related to consolidated
government infrastructure expenditure. In other words, another area, which has
massive potential to link, jobs to training. It is within the public expenditure
infrastructure environment. That really needs to be pursued especially within the
Department of Public Works and Infrastructure. In addition, a map skills demand matrix
for growing roles related to business/industry sectors. Then, massify the indenture or
contracting of new job entrants as workplace trainees for a sustainable employment
into these skill matrix spaces.
Then the next PSET area that stakeholders indicated needs attention is the structural
re-adjustment of curriculum and programmes at universities, technical & vocational
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education and training institutions, community education & training institutions, SETAs
to supply corporate demand to remain competitive in the prevailing 4IR milieu.
The last speaker indicated that corporate demand is not simply for them (corporates)
to adapt their business models into 4IR, yet when they look at the supply side there is
not enough supply for them to get a competitive advantage within their corporate
environment.
Interventions that may be considered are a commitment to a resource consolidation
culture, which allocates responsibilities based on jurisdiction and expertise, business
and industry for innovation, academics for curriculum development, education and
training programmes, state and its institutions for support and provisioning.
The second intervention that should or may be considered is to accelerate the
unbundling of all archaic programmes with diminishing roles in the economic sector.
That has been mentioned from both the university and TVET college representatives
and others of course. Then also, accelerate the acquisition and institutionalisation of
programmes reflecting 4IR, green economy migration, innovation and
entrepreneurship. For that to be achieved, those partners there (All PSET system
constituents including student bodies, academic experts & researchers, organised
business, organised labour, DBE etc.) certainly need to collaborate and come up with
a strong compact.
The third possible priority is on scaling up the delivery of occupationally directed
programmes and workplace based learning to address youth joblessness as a
temporary relief measure. In other words, grant pay cheques that are linked to jobs
rather than just grant pay, which in essence means imparting skills.
The interventions are:
 SETAs to recommit to occupational and workplace based learning programmes
and experiential acquisition
 Organised business to avail more workplaces for training and experiential learning
 Higher Education and Occupational Quality Councils to streamline assessment
regimes, quality assurance and certification systems and processes – to make the
system more accessible, agile, and easy to interact with rather than creating
barriers that discourage progress.
The social partners targeted are SETAs and their sectors, skills development
providers, organised business, quality councils, DHET, etc.
Other PSET priorities worthy of mentioning, but which cannot be narrated broadly
here, are the continued improvement of the PSET infrastructure, which has stared
through quite a number of programmes from the department, some of them supported
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by the National Skills Fund. Programmes that build an infrastructure base for
curriculum and programme readjustment that we are talking about must align to these
news spaces of learning and training.
Lecturer development is another critical aspect. Learning and support material and
equipment regulation is another area that needs possible consideration, as well as the
very critical and sticky matter of governance, management and accountability, which
should be modernised across all the PSET sectors, not only in higher education but in
SETAs and in all the institutions of government that relate to using the public purse.
These proposals are aggregated proposals that can be disaggregated to finer
elements, and additions can be made. They will form a preliminary drafting of the
Social Compact between the partners, which will take a period of a month or so from
now.
Once there is interaction and agreement and these compacts are signed, we certainly
need to put into place some mechanism that will track and trace progress in relation
to agreements that arise out of those compacts. This is so that when we proceed
further with this type of conference, there is no conference fatigue, but there is
conference progress that tells us how far we have moved with the agreements that
were made in the previous session of our interaction,

22. Q&A Session
Questions
Question 1: The question is to the man from DHET who spoke about the research
findings around the correlation between qualifications and actual work that people
were assigned with, and some of the statements made that you need to look at
qualifications to assign particular jobs. I want to ask whether they have looked at a
situation where despite having a qualification, whether that person was delivering.
I will share a personal example (and this is back in 1978). A teacher went on maternity
leave and I was in a special class doing arts in the FET phase and we had a teacher
who had a PhD in Fine Arts and he could not deliver in the classroom, and we have
seen cases where people have wonderful academic qualifications but in the
workspace, they cannot deliver.
Has any research been done to look at that correlation and should Dr Keevy’s point
yesterday about informal work experience and how that is translating with people in
the workspace with people without an academic qualification?
Lastly, more of a comment; the speaker from the youth group spoke about the
disrespect in terms of the TVET College, in terms of recognition of worthiness, and I
think as a society we have a responsibility to change mind-sets; that you don’t only
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have to go to the university and acquire a degree to be a successful, contributing
citizen. Therefore, we have this one responsibility. If we have a resolution around that;
of collective energies to change mind-sets about the TVET College and the new CET
Colleges, and the 3-Stream model that is going to be implemented in schools; so the
occupational and the vocational, then we will be helping the children of the future.
Question 2: I have a few comments and questions based on the presentations made
this morning. The first one is based on the labour market that was spoken about; I
want to check: is there a correlation between quotas that are given to universities
annually, juxta positioning with the demand for supply of skills, whether in the shortterm, in the medium-term or in the long-term?
Different institutions of higher learning have been given quotas for the different
programmes, based on their schools or departments, but what informs these quotas?
Is it responding to the demanded skills by the labour market, or what informs it? Most
of the degrees that are still in the universities are no longer relevant. Tied to that,
somebody spoke about an academic cul-de-sac. When you look at the systems that
are followed to accredit or approve programmes by the Council of Higher Education, I
am told it takes more than a year to get a qualification approved, which is why the
turnaround time is maybe one of the causal factors to the challenges we have in
responding to the skills that are required.
However, then where will the balance come in terms of this demand and supply if there
is no marriage or alignment between the labour market analysis and intelligence that
has been done, what the universities are producing and what TVET colleges are
producing. Further than that, somebody says there are no skills in the country and we
have to go out to other countries, but did the database confirm that all the people who
have graduated, whether from private institutions or public institutions did not fit the
skills that are required?
My other observation is that it is not the skills and competencies that you possess that
will land you in a job that is relevant, but it is whom you know that will actually help you
get a job. Therefore, the chances are that the reason why we say there are no relevant
skills in the country is that the relevant skills are not people necessarily people who
are known to us. They do not have the appetite to inquire because of their personalities
or for some other reason.
Somebody spoke about mass employment, which is failing, but my question is, is mass
employment supposed to be physical or now that we are moving into a virtual space,
cannot we still have skills that are required for virtual platforms, that will help us get to
a point where we still do mass employment?
The last part is, in relation to the SETAs. The SETAs are busy with the skills agenda
in the country but we see most of the people who are asking for accreditation when
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they start asking for jobs. They are not necessarily qualified. Some people who realise
there are no jobs in the market go out and buy accreditation and then start going
around and looking for jobs. Therefore, the question is how do we quality assure the
accreditation processes or systems of SETAs? I am not sure if it is also happening
with the Quality Council for Trades and Occupations.
Question 3: My question is on Mr Mvalo’s presentation this morning wherein the 10
interventions that were spoken about, funding is mentioned most of the time but it
refers mostly to your SETAs and your public institutions. How will this funding be
extended to be inclusive of private providers? This is an all-inclusive and collaborative
initiative from the HRD. On the list in the presentation, there was reference to the
ERRP skills strategy. Once again, the private were not included on that list. Mr Josopu
raised the concern that training providers as well as community must be consulted in
drafting all these strategies. It is very important. In drafting all these strategies, we are
always left behind and we have to be the implementers of what has been decided. We
know what can work and what can sometimes not work, so just a question around that.
Then also a question to Ms Khuluvhe: You presented on the numbers that are inclusive
of all the public institutions. Were those statistics representative of the private
providers, the private colleges and the private higher education institutions as well? If
not, where can we get hold of the stats representing all of those throughput rates and
qualifications and achievements as well?
Then just the last comment; Professor Bhorat referred to the fact that with Covid-19 in
particular, there were tremendous job losses within the private sector and virtually
none within the government, yet private sector and businesses are always called upon
to aid and assist government. My question is what are we also doing to assist the
private sector where there were many job losses as well?

Answers
Answer 1: I have retired from the Department so I will not be able to respond to that
question which was to the Department, so maybe Ms Khuluvhe could assist there.
I am happy to respond in terms of the overarching issues around the skills that people
have that might not have been recognised, and I think I just touched very briefly on
that in my presentation. There certainly are mechanisms and in fact empirical research
or empirical findings from research to show that people who have gone through a
recognition of prior learning process for comparable skills are able to be shortlisted for
promotion.
You find that they do very well in the instances where the people might have come
through and actually got the job, they performed very well, and we have to have a
relook at how we allocated jobs and allocate qualification types to certain job types;
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also recognising that we have to re-look the qualifications. We can easily put into an
advert, a qualification request, not realising that for example, there might be 30 or 40
marketing manager qualifications on the NQF. The one you want is not in the job
description; those mismatches happen.
This is a far bigger discussion and question to be addressed and I believe that we
need to look at that and we need to relook at what are the sorts of skills we are looking
for. What are the capabilities; what is the capacity of that person, and therefore are we
looking for a fit of the right person in the right job, not only a degree sometimes, but
also somebody with a different kind of qualification. That is my personal feeling around
it, and I think Ms Khuluvhe would be well placed to respond.
Answer 2: With regard to whether there is a correct relation between the qualification
that people have and the jobs that they do; I think in the beginning of my presentation,
I highlighted the fact that there are two ways of measuring skills supply and demand:
one directly and the other through the use of proxies. I think that is the greatest
challenge that we have in the country.
The issue of data availability and in some instances, where the mechanism that can
be applied, such as the mechanism testing that is currently implemented in European
countries. We do not have the necessary resources to implement those because in
order to determine whether a person is actually able to do a job, we need to have
some sort of assessment test of surveys that are implemented – I have made an
example of teams and so forth. However, the cost of doing such surveys is quite
exorbitant, and in South Africa, we are nowhere near beginning to implement those.
Hence, our analysis relies on the information we get through the Quarterly Labour
Force Survey and we know that there are limitations regarding that. Hence, the
relationship between the jobs that people do and the qualifications they have is mainly
based on quantitative information that we get from Stats SA.
I think I noted the point about the recognition of prior learning as Dr Lloyd was
presenting. Within the broader market intelligence partnership project, we need to
pursue and research this. It will assist if there is data. The limitation we have is the
availability of data to allow us to do some of the analysis that we would like to do.
In terms of the statistics that I have presented earlier today, they are more focused on
the public TVET colleges, as well as public universities. We do collect information from
private colleges as well as private universities but it is not in the form we required to
begin to do some of the analysis.
Therefore, for areas where there is data availability in our publications, we do present
analysis on that and we publish what we call a ‘statistical publication’ for the PSET
system. We do cover the private colleges there, but the information is still limited
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because data required for us to understand and analyse the trends within that
particular sector, we need sufficient data to do that.
This is also the case with regard to programme offerings because the throughput rate
for the TVET colleges is based on the NCV programmes. Are your private colleges
offering such programmes so that we can begin to analyse and understand if there are
any efficiencies with regard to the throughputs rate?
Answer 3: I can respond on behalf of Mr Mvalo on the question on funding. Certainly,
the funding is meant for both public and private. He might have overemphasised public
because more numbers come from public but even if you look at the White Paper,
there is a role for private service providers and there are targets that are even
mentioned in the White Paper. However, in terms of consultation, it is ongoing. Yes,
now the process is at NEDLAC but that does not mean the processes at NEDLAC are
conclusive because even the grant regulations that are proposed are yet to be
gazetted, and the input from both public and private is going to be solicited. There is
no way that public institutions and do the training on their own, without private, nor
private without public. Both institutions are required, and it will be reflected as such in
the draft grant regulations.

23. Closing remarks - Dr Charles Nwaila - NSA Chairperson,
The knowledge gathered today will surely steer us in the direction of building the skills
for a transformed and inclusive economy. Furthermore, our speakers have significantly
contributed to this important theme, which is, "Building the Skills for a Transformed
Economy and Society."
Different speakers have provided various perspectives, both local and global, on the
theme for this session and here are some brief highlights.
We have noted among others, skills strategy interventions, which respond to the
Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan. We hope that these interventions will
create additional jobs.
We also noted how Covid-19 impacted the labour market and a need for innovative
policy shifts and response.
We have also received the situational analysis presentation, highlighting very high
skills mismatches, ranging from over qualified, under-qualified employees to
employees who have qualifications that do not match their jobs. This obviously shows
a disconnect between the supply and demand value chain.
We have further noted the need to address gender equity in addressing the impact of
technology on female entrepreneurs in South Africa.
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It was further emphasised that women's needs and barriers have to be addressed to
ensure that they have equal access to opportunities.
Furthermore, we have noted the TVET colleges perspective on how the sector
continues to deal with the impact of Covid-19 and how these colleges are adapting to
the skills required in the 21st century in terms of technology and empowerment of the
teaching staff.
Most importantly, we have also noted the social partners’ perspectives and
commitment to Building the Skills for a Transformed Economy and Society.
The following are some of the issues raised by the social partners:
Labour highlighted that certain jobs are being automated and fading and that there are
emerging jobs, requiring new set of skills. The aspect of reskilling and upskilling
workers to save jobs was emphasised. The issue of data cost was raised as a barrier
to equal access to emerging opportunities and the importance of creating conducive
environment for SMMEs.
Business perspective highlighted the issue of complex and bureaucratic systems to
be addressed. The need for seamless transition throughout the skills development
system and workplace and business committed to work with all partners
Youth raised the issue of youth not in employment, education, or in training and that it
needs to be addressed. That there is no central coordinating mechanism for youth
issues.
A concern was raised sharply that the same issues raised in previous summits,
continue to be rehashed - resolutions end up as mere wish lists. The point here is that
Summits on their own, cannot resolve the challenges confronting us, it is when all
social partners ensure that they implement the resolutions and to account for them in
future Summits. Before we continue with future Summits, we have to take stock of
what we have committed ourselves to.
Private providers emphasised the need for collaboration between the public and
private providers, a need for inclusive technology and mindset and a need for digital
ecosystems. Private providers committed to partner with trade unions and TVET
colleges and emphasised the need for collaboration with all stakeholders.
From Day 1 of the Summit, and today, we have received global perspectives as well.
It is always important to consider both local and international best practices that will
further enrich our business models and practices.
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The presentations and inputs received today will be combined with Day 1 and Day 3
outcomes. Ultimately, one assumes that the inputs and outcomes from this Summit
will be consolidated into a Conference Report, which will remind us of our
commitments and pledges to this Summit and further inform our business processes
and models.
The next practical step we need to take is implementing the outcomes and resolutions
from this Summit, is to ensure that we improve the skills development system and
make it a key driver in economic development.
Lastly, and most importantly, we have received the draft Social Compact. When this
Compact is signed, it has to be implemented. In order for us to make a desired impact,
we have to projectise the Social Compact. This means that every social partner has a
responsibility to translate these statements of intent into action, and to walk the talk.

24. Day 3 – Building a Capable Developmental State
Welcome
The delegates were welcomed back by Mr Stephen Miti, from the Office of the Premier
of the Western Cape, who gave a brief overview of Day 2’s proceedings.

25. Ms Faith Nyaka - NSG - Professionalisation of the Public
Sector
In terms of strengthening the state capacity, the State President indicated that when
he was elected to his position his priority was, “An efficient, capable and ethical state
which is going to be free from any corruption. Only a capable, efficient and
developmental-oriented state can deliver on the commitment to improve the lives of
the people of our country. This means that the public service must be staffed by men
and women who are professional, skilled, and selfless.” This is in line with the Medium
Term Strategic Framework Priority One.
Why we want to professionalise public service? Currently we are experiencing a
problem of lack of skills, professional ethics, and commitment to the public service. It
is the desire that public servants will be skilled and have developed professional skills
to be able to serve the public ethically, commit to the constitution of South Africa and
the Charter.
There is also rapid promotion of staff to senior positions without requisite skills and
experience and we have a shortage of professionals and specialist skills and
knowledge in government that is experienced most particularly in the local
government. The government also requires certified engineers to build, operate and
maintain infrastructure. Though currently we outsource those functions, however the
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need remains that technical expertise is required to commission and to oversee the
work that we have outsourced to the contractors.
The diagnostic overview outlines the need to improve skills of the public service. We
see an erosion of the role of state in producing skilled professionals. Past practises of
engaging professional institutes in the training, selection and development of senior
managers has diminished. In addition, there is a reduction in the number of
professionals that are available for the state due to the aging cohorts that are leaving
the system. One would argue to say that after 26 years there have not been decisive
interventions to professionalise the public service. The problem would be that focus
was on fixation and looking at compliance issues instead of improving
professionalisation and performance management. There has been significant work
that has been undertaken in our country to problematised capacity challenges. The
National Development Plan outlines those issues, there were Round Table discussion
and other reports, all of which were taken into consideration to take this process
forward.
In terms of the gaps that we have identified in the system, we realised that we need to
put some interventions into place and that is going to be done by parallel executive,
legislative, and regulatory interventions. There are current reforms in terms of
legislation where the Public Service Act and the Public Administration Management
Act are being reviewed and this process is driven by the Department of Public Service
and Administration.
Moreover, we understand that there is a need to assess a number of public service
regulations and directives so that we are certain they are fit for purpose in terms of the
professionalisation.
What does professionalisation mean? When we want to conceptualise the term
“Professionalisation” in the public service, it will mean changing the attitudes and
behaviour of the public servants to ensure that they observe, according to constitution
of our country, comply with the Batho Pele Principles, and with the Public Service
Charter. The public service also needs to be equipped with qualified people to be able
to perform their jobs with diligence.
Professionalisation will also mean creation of professional categories in the public
service acknowledging that some professions are already professionalised; however,
there are gaps in the system where other professions are not professionalised. We
also look at professionalisation ensuring that the public service in non-partisan and is
depoliticised from the political bearers. Public servants need to ensure that they serve
with diligence and devolve themselves from politics. There are decisive reforms that
we are looking at in terms of the framework.
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We are looking at creating the Head of the Public Service and extending the tenure of
Heads of Departments (HoD); and we are looking at improving the occupation specific
competency assessments, and the rotation of HoD, and involving the Public Service
Commission (PSC) or their nominated experts in the interviews of DGs and DDGs.
In terms of the international comparability, we looked at various countries. We have
sampled some of the work, if you need more you can refer to the framework itself.
In countries like Australia, Botswana, Rwanda, SA, UK and US, you find that in terms
of recruitment, we do not have exams unlike in China, India and South Korea. In
France, they use a number of activities to ensure that in processes to make sure that
they do their recruitment. They look at competitive exams, qualification, professional
experience, their age and apply internal exams for specific positions.
In South Africa, we put post requirements, and currently for senior managers we have
introduced the “Pre-entry course” which is “Nyukela” that is managed by the National
School of Government. There are competency test and interviews that are conducted,
however, we have realised that no competency tests for posts that that are below
senior management are in the system.
Various countries apply different approaches including interviews and competency
tests for their recruitment processes and other countries use in-service capacity
building training, which is linked to probationary periods and overall performance
management.
Professionalism looks at the individual, which is the public servant, and it looks at the
profession where it is the discipline itself, and professionalisation, which is the sector,
the employer. In terms of the individual, the framework outlines that individuals need
to be prepared before the join the public service. In addition, it also proposes
interventions that the pre-entry to employment in terms of tertiary institutions, they
need to make sure that the curriculum covers issues of professionalisation, ethical
standards and issues of the constitution of our country.
Looking at the interventions of professionalising the public service and the role of the
state as an employer, we identified five pillars for professionalising across the value
chain.
The first one is the Pre-entry, Recruitment and Selection, followed by Induction and
Onboarding, Planning & Performance Management, Continuing Learning and
Professional Development, the last one is Career Progression and Career Incidents.
In terms of Pillar One, we are looking at collaboration with Pre-Service Education and
Training to ensure that we influence their curriculum to deal with the gaps that are
identified in the system.
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The NSG Nyukela Pre-entry into Senior Management Service (SMS), that programme,
will also serve as part of the professionalisation of the SMS.
We are also looking at creating minimum competency requirements across all levels
of employment in the system and implementing the DPSA directive of 2011 for
competency assessment for senior management level.
We need to review our recruitment and selection policies and procedures and have a
clear policy on succession planning in the public service.
Also, to look at the graduation recruitment programme and the internship programme
and ensure that that programme is revamped to harness the skills and create a link
for employment because these interns after two years they leave the system.
In Pillar Two, Induction and Onboarding, we believe that induction into the public
service must take place at the same time with workplace orientation. Currently the
National School of Government has introduced compulsory induction programme and
the executive induction programme, which remain the key programmes toward
professionalisation.
We need to address the time lag between appointment, registration and completion of
these key programmes, because it takes longer that employees remain in the system
without being inducted properly.
We are ensuring that the induction curriculum would be covered as part of preappointment and promotion and looking at occupational knowledge sharing where we
encourage expert practitioners to form associations where they share knowledge and
expertise.
Pillar Three focusses on performance and management. We need to entrench
professionalisation within the performance standards and assessment instruments for
different categories of employees. Performance management also we are looking at
aligning it with professional bodies and associations for registration. In addition, it
must, the performance management system must create space for innovation and risk
taking so that employees can improve their performance.
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Pillar Four looks at Continuing Professional Development (CPD). We have linked this
to service delivery. In terms of the research that they have conducted, the framework
proposes that employees who have been properly inducted will be able to deliver their
duties appropriately and will be ready to perform, because during the induction they
will be exposed to the constitution, prescripts, and the tasks that are required from
them to deliver in their workplace.
Moreover, in terms of CPD, if management skills are developed and harnessed,
employees will be able to be functional and ensure that they deliver good service. A
properly inducted, functional employee will perform with excellence and deliver with
diligence. In relevance, we look at CPD that an employee should be continuously
developed to ensure that they continue to be relevant to their jobs.
Finally, we look at performance to say if the four points are implemented correctly; the
performance of employees will be improved.
Pillar Five looks at Career Progression and Career Incidents. In terms of the MediumTerm Strategic Framework (MTSF), it determines a professional, meritocratic and
ethical public administration that has to develop professional capabilities. We focussed
on the key areas that are listed there. In addition, we look at the revolving door policy
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of 2008. It provides for movement of SMS across the system. In addition, there are
enablers of revolving door policies where sabbatical leaves will be given to employees
to ensure that they improve their skills.
In terms of looking at the profession, the discipline itself, we looked at the various
characteristics of professional communities in our country. There are voluntary
networks and forums, which are formed by a group of voluntary members who share
knowledge and expertise in certain fields and these groups help in supporting
professionalism in our country.
There are also formal bodies, which are regulated and they take the form of registered
associations and professional bodies. These bodies have a code of conduct, ethics,
they require a membership and affiliation fees. In terms of the NQF Act, these formal
bodies are given a task or responsibility to conduct quality assurance of qualifications
and ensure development in their field of expertise.
They provide Board Examinations and issue professional licenses and professional
designations to their members. They also manage CPD and issue scores and credits
to their members. They also make sanctions and decisions to members who do not
comply with the code of ethics. They host annual conferences, they publish in
recognised journals and they are governed by their Boards.
Because there are some professions within the public service that are not regulated,
we looked at some of the interventions. Therefore, this will also assist the state to
ensure that we can adopt some of the work that has already been done in our country.
The professionalisation journey where we are in terms of this framework for
professionalisation is as follows. Between April and June 2020, a mandate from MPSA
was given to the National School of Government to run this project. We also outlined
the professionalisation concept, we engaged former DGs and this framework was
presented to the GSCID Cluster, and we established task teams to work on the draft
framework.
There was further refinement to the framework, the presentation was updated taking
into consideration the inputs from the Cluster, and it was presented to Cabinet
Committee, and updated. In December 2020, the framework was approved by the
Cabinet for publication and it was gazetted.
In January to July 2021, the Minister of Public Service and Administration issued a
media statement indicating that he had gazetted the framework and he invited the
public for public consultation.
We conducted a number of visual public consultations with various stakeholders. We
also consulted with provincial governments, training institutions and academies, HRD
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managers, and the Minister appointed his ministerial task team, which is currently
working on the draft framework to make recommendations and make sure that they
analyse and use the inputs that we received from the public.
In addition, they also conducted a number of meetings up to date from June, they
conducted three meetings and the draft framework is almost at its final stage. We are
waiting to present it to the new Minister of the PSA.

26. Ms Yoliswa Makhasi – DPSA – Revised Public Sector HRD
Strategic framework
Ms Makhasi reviewed briefly some of the work being done as the Department of Public
Service and Administration, highlighting the fact that the Department does the work
that it does because it is concerned about promoting competence, adaptability and
agility within the Public Service.
We also want to institutionalise constitutional values. We want to advance professional
development and we want to increase productivity in the Public Service. You would
have heard, especially during the periods of engagement on wage negotiations, the
issue of productivity keeps on coming back in the Public Service. We also want to
provide quality human resources that are needed for the transformation agenda in the
Public Service.
In the concept of a capable state, there are a few things to highlight:
Firstly, it has to practice good governance informed by the quality of decisions and of
course, this must be evidence based.
A capable state has capacity and capacity can be understood at two levels:

One is about capability, which is about systems and instruments available to
deliver services that include technology, regulations, etc.

Secondly, capacity is about the expertise. Having a workforce that knows how
to apply and implement public policy. The workforce must be skilled, competent
and diligent.
The capable state must be is informed by continuous institutional development of the
state to deliver. Therefore, we have to focus on institution building in order to improve
state capacity so that co-ordinate policy, integrate planning, implement, monitor
performance and make interventions where there are weaknesses identified. A
capable state is developmental in nature and responsive to the needs of society and
promotes active citizenry, sustainable development, partnerships and integrated coordination for development. Lastly, we cannot over-emphasise the fact that a capable
state provides leadership to society. It has strong leadership centred on corporate
governance, collaborative leadership, thought leadership and values.
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The NDP instructs us on what needs to be done and the NDP has further been
translated into the five-year program, which is the Medium-Term Strategic Framework
(MTSF), which covers 2019 to 2020.

Priority One is about building a capable and ethical developmental state. Much has
been spoken about a capable state but here is a little about the ethical state. It is driven
by the constitutional values and principles of public administration and the rule of law,
focused on the progressive realisation of socio-economic rights and social justice as
outline in the Bill of Rights.
We are trying to bring the issue of an ethics and an ethical state to the forefront in
terms of our development of human resources because of the need to ensure there is
an alignment of values. You can do this at different levels, the alignment of individual
values, because people are brought in the public service as individuals who apply for
jobs and there is no real test you have to do to test people about their values are they
in alignment or not. You rely on instruments we have currently and those instruments
are not going to tell you fully how a person looks like and what a person subscribes to.
Therefore, it is important that we continuously engage in interventions around building
an ethical state and strengthening our ethics as public servants, now as individuals
but also looking at the culture in the public service and creating a culture that is friendly
to ethics. Some of the outcomes in terms of performance measurement: We want
improved leadership, governance and accountability. We want professional,
meritocratic and ethical public administration. We want to enhance confidence and
trust on the state.
The strategic framework is really a blueprint for planning, implementation and reporting
on HRD interventions. It is meant to contribute toward achieving this capable, ethical,
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and developmental state through policy structures and operational processes. Its
anchor and focus is on the various interventions by government to develop capacity
of public servants to deliver effectively and efficiently.

This is to show our contribution mainly we are working within Goal Five (the green
bar), “building and developing a capable state.” This is the key goals of the National
HRD Strategy and our focus is on Goal Five.

This slide shows the legislative framework.
Obviously, the constitution requires us to set a high standard of professional ethics,
which must be promoted and maintained. We need good human resource
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management and career practices to maximise human potential in public service.
Public administration must be developmental-oriented.

We have the Public Service Act of 1994 and the Public Service Regulations of 2016,
which is a mechanism that we have put in place to really ensure sure that we
implement public-service wide, the instructions of the constitution.
We have the National Development Plan (NDP), it makes the public service a career
of choice, there are a number of other things that the NDP instructs, and some of them
within the professionalisation context has been covered earlier.
We have the National HRD Strategy, which has the goals within the strategy and which
goal we are working around as DPSA and our colleagues that are working within the
public service.
Then there is the National Skills Development Plan by the Department of Higher
Education and Training.
Some of the key challenges the NDP diagnostic report of 2011 made a number of
observations. It highlighted severe shortage of specialised skills, especially in health,
policing, infrastructure planning, engineering, finance and information technology; and
these are adversely affecting front-line service delivery as well as long-term planning
and co-ordination functions.
The fourth industrial revolution largely presents numerous challenges to public
administration based on the lack of capacity of a well-equipped workforce, which
caters for the digital world. The public service is very far behind in terms of 4IR and
this has to do with how our ICT space is organised in the public service, it is quite
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disintegrated all over show. From a capacity point of view in terms of building ICT
literacy in the public service, we have not made many strides.
Interestingly enough we have institutions that run these ICT literacy programmes, like
NEMISA under DCDT, and a number of other institutions but we have utilised them
very well and partnered with them very well to ensure that we upgrade the skills of the
public servants in relation to IT functionality. We need to prioritise this.
Another issue is that of increased salaries and benefits for public service, for public
servants without recognisable return on investment nor productivity. We have
generally had a culture where the salaries of public servants is not linked to
performance of public servants and therefore it just continues to increase until you run
out of money to increase the salaries.
There is a need to professionalise the Public Service and improve on ethical practices:
Improvement of result-driven management and value-based and accountable
leadership capacity.
There is a need for the Public Service, as an employer of significance size in the
economy, associated with the government of the day and with considerable
infrastructure and systems to play a key role in tackling the developmental challenges
and one of these is really the issue of unemployment, poverty and inequality.
Just in terms of unemployment, we want to make public service a career of choice.
How we do certain things in the public service will have to change so that we are able
to attract the younger people who may not be committed to being a public servant for
life, but who may be committed to bring in the skill as and when required, and as when
they want to bring the skill.
Long-Term Training and Management: Coordinated approach to building capacity of
the State underpinned by a clear long-term planning providing for the current skills
needs while anticipating medium-term and long-term needs. Working with the NSG
and other institutions that provide training it is very important that as we professionalise
that we really look at the issue of long-term training. In addition, the latest challenge
that we have picked up also relates to the managing pandemics such as Covid-19.
There could be another pandemic in future not necessarily Covid-19.
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This is a four-pillar strategy for HRD.
The first pillar looks at organisational strengthening, so here we talk about issue
around top management support, mobilisation, adequate human, financial, physical
and systems resources, HRD policies and guidelines, supply and demand research
and HRD planning management, skills pipeline, HRD and performance management
alignment, integrated career planning and talent.
The second pillar we look at capacity building and development: Workplace Based
Learning systems, mentoring, coaching, recognition of prior learning and continuous
professional development (CPD), e-learning and other learning delivery systems,
graduate recruitment schemes, management and leadership pipeline development
programme, mandatory training including compulsory induction programmes,
integrated and vocational adult education and training promotion, internship,
learnership and apprenticeships. That will be the focus of pillar two.
In terms of Pillar Three, we look at HRD governance and institutional development:
here some of the areas we are highlighting relate to change management
implementation, HRD coordination bodies strengthening – we look at bodies in
government like DPSA, NSG, Offices of the Premiers (OTPs), the SETAs as well as
you National Sector Departments, National & Provincial Public Service Academy
System Alignment.
Many academies and training institutions are aligned to the different government
departments. We think that they need to be aligned and we need more public servants
to have access to these particular institutions. Therefore, for instance, you will have
the police having their own school or their own academy where they train law
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enforcement officers; you will have justice having their justice college where they train
people in the legal profession on a number of issues. Home Affairs wanted an
academy to train officials who are in immigration, so there are all of these pockets of
uncoordinated training academies. Therefore, imagine if we could access all these
academies in the public service and utilise them for some of the training that is needed
for all of the public servants.
The fourth one looks at HRD support for economic growth and development goals.
Therefore, again, aligning to service delivery, so we don’t do HRD for the sake of HRD,
we are doing it because we want to ensure that we build capacity as well as we do
improve on service delivery.
This is just a feel of how the strategy looks like and some of the key interventions in
relation to this strategy. When we took this strategy to Cabinet, they sent us back to
work on it, as there were highlighted issues that we needed to do. In addition, to align
it we need to deal with some of the broader human resource management issues
because they are part of the value chain.
Therefore, you may ask what recruitment has to do with HRD but as part of the value
chain recruitment is very important because if you recruit people that are not ready for
the jobs that you are recruiting for then you are not going to be able to build this
capacity that you are talking to. Some of the key interventions are strengthening
recruitment through meritocracy and professionalisation. There is a lot of work that
has been done by NSG, there is a lot of work that has been done by DPSA in respect
to this matter but continuously we need to improve and find innovative ways around
how we strengthen our recruitment through meritocracy and professionalisation.
During the time in which the President appeared in the Zondo Commission, there were
many discussions and questions around the issue of deployments in the public
service. The Department of Public Service and Administration are involved in the
process appointing DGs and DDGs. What happens is that a department recruits,
follows the process up until they have recommendations, they have done interviews,
because those nominations must go to Cabinet, so they come, they go to Cabinet
through DPSA, and we at DPSA have the responsibility to do quality assurance.
We check everything that relates to that particular appointment, that there is
compliance with regulations, that the person meets the qualification requirements and
all those sort of things, and then out of that we prepare our own submissions internally
to advise our Minister who further takes the member to Cabinet.
Therefore, we can know that the appointments of DGs and DDGs in public service go
through a serious scrutiny on the people who get those positions. The DPSA does its
work in this manner, but we never communicate that out there to the people that we
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work with. The man who drives this process internally at the DPSA is right here, Mr
Marcel Wilson.
The second intervention around strengthening the National School of Government,
here we want to:
 Expedite the finalisation of legislative amendments to position the NSG as an apex
training provider of the State;
 Finalise the issue of the legislative policy frameworks and directives on the suite of
mandatory training programmes for offer by the NSG (Draft Directive on
Compulsory Training Programmes already in place) we are engaging with treasury
further on these matters and NSG;
 Resuscitate the Forum for State Academies to improve the quality and relevance
of the curriculum, training delivery provision – and we do thing NSG that this is
something you should put high on your agenda in terms of your co-ordination as
well.
Acquisition of full qualifications, part-qualifications, immediate /on-demand skills and
access to skills is one of the areas we are looking to strengthening of leadership and
management development pipeline. The issue of leadership roles and capabilities of
public servants in their day-to-day delivery of their responsibilities is important. In the
past, we have focused much on senior management service (SMS) at the expense of
the lower levels. It is important that when we roll out our leadership programmes that
we really focus on the lower levels because these are the front-line people.
The highest number of SMS members are in management positions, they don’t do
front-line on a day-to-day basis, but those that are in the front-line they need to be able
to exercise leadership on a day-to-day basis. Again, informed by a view that leadership
should not only be positional, leadership should be entrenched in people, in the
processes in how we do our work in the public service.
Promote Improved Ethics and Integrity through:
 Compulsory training programmes on anti-corruption for all employees, especially
Responsibility Managers and SCM Officials
 Increase capacity for discipline management by training presiding officers for
disciplinary cases in the public service
 Increase capacity for detecting and combating fraud and corruption using
technology including cyber security training
We need to move beyond only a compliance approach to ethics, build into capacity,
to build an ethical awareness so that people can learn to self-correct without being
watched. It is just the concept of building integrity, being able to do the right thing
whether somebody is watching you or not. We cannot give up on people and especially
on public servants in relation to this particular area. Some of the data coming up out
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of the public service still shows that we have a serious challenge of unethical
behaviour.
Data coming out of the Zondo Commission just shows you that we are really in a bad
space in terms of unethical conduct. We are looking forward to the ethics survey, we
are talking to the survey ethics institute, and we are trying to get the Ethics 2021 survey
going. In 2018, when we reviewed regulations in 2016, we had an ethics framework
and we ensured that most of the issues in that ethics framework were built into the
regulations, the reviewed regulations in 2016. Moreover, in 2018 an ethics survey was
done. It would be useful to check how far we have moved from 2018 to 2021 in terms
of our agenda around ethics and with the interventions that we have put in place.
Promoting culture change – we need to look at the culture in the public service
 Implement “I am a Public Servant” Campaign
 Revitalising Batho Pele Programmes
 Use of Khaedu programme to train senior managers on problem solving and
technical skills to improve service delivery
Improve capacity for technical skills and specialist professions
 Rollout skills audit projects and organisational competency framework
development guidelines
 Occupation Specific Competency Development Programmes
 Graduate recruitment scheme (technical and specialist professions)
 Implementation of a Continuous Professional Development
 Developmental programmes for focusing on candidacy support programmes for
technical and specialist professions
Building capacity for digital skills in the public service
 Facilitate the contextualisation of the National Digital and Future Skills Strategy
South Africa in the public service;
 Facilitate and promote the accelerated implementation of latest ICT skills
development programmes in the public service, to improve innovation and
modernisation of the public service
One of the Department’s priorities we are working on is to ensure that we build the
digital capability and skills of public servants. There is talk about bringing back the
integrated financial management systems (IFMS), which is a government-togovernment capability in terms of our systems and talks about a full rollout of eservices for the public service, so we need public servants who are ready to take over
these responsibilities.
Long-term planning
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HRD planning informed by the data-backed evidence and responding to the
identified need from credible skills planning and human resource planning
mechanisms
Alignment of HRD Planning with the recruitment processes of the department and
the public service
Promote inter-sectoral partnership in training and development projects to leverage
economies of scale and improved absorption of skills as well as improved value for
money.
Improved Monitoring and Evaluation System to enhance quality of data
Enhanced use of technology to create efficiency, improved capacity for knowledge
management and data storage and protection

In conclusion, there is work that has been done to update certain areas, in fact build
the pillar that relates to the HRM aspects because Cabinet wanted an integrated
human resources strategy for the public service, so not just focusing on development,
human resource development but also focusing on a number of other critical areas.
That work is unfolding and some of the inputs we get today will help us to make an
input on that work.
However, an engagement at this HRD summit should also assist us to answer some
of the questions that we have and work on:
 What is the future of government and what skills will government need in the
future?
 What kind of services would we need to offer and how will these be delivered?
 What technologies do we need to prepare for and to take advantage of?
 What type of capacity do we require to respond to pandemics; continued
globalisation and to be responsive to new entrants into the working environment;
 How do we make serving in the public service the career of choice and how do we
redefine the rigidity of the bureaucracy to respond to millennials that prefer a work
portfolio and cannot stomach an 8 to 4 desk job? , with the hybrid working, the
remote working, has imposed that you don’t have people waking up and going to
the office every day but people are able to do their work but those people must be
able to self-manage but also must be able to have the relevant technology tools to
allow and technology capabilities to allow them.
 How do we set norms and standards that improve attraction and retention of scarce
skills in government? Currently we struggle with scare skills because they want
more money and sometimes, we cannot afford what they want. Is there any other
way to deal with the issue of scarce skills in government?
This engagement should assist us to come out with a "future of public service and
administration" especially from an outlook of a human resources development that will
show us where government will be in 2030 and the next 10-15 years. Therefore, we
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see it as broader than HRD and we will welcome the ideas that will come out of this
conference.

27. Professor Tshilidzi Marwala - UJ - Cyber security: Emerging
threats and risks with the increased use of virtual platforms
to conduct work, and potential vulnerabilities of the entire
world
As Zoom and Microsoft Teams began to trigger a form of online fatigue last year, those
of us in senior management at the University of Johannesburg (UJ) witnessed quite a
remarkable phenomenon.
Confined to their homes and confronted with social distancing to curb the spread of
the coronavirus disease, some of our students and some external elements began
gate crashing online lectures to cause disturbances in an unusual form of disruption.
Protests have become an increasingly frequent phenomenon in the South African
higher education landscape, triggered by the #FeesMustFall movement aimed at
stopping annual increases in student fees while increasing government funding of
universities. These online protests were characterised by rowdiness and even singing
as Zoom crashing and Blackboard bombing became somewhat of a trend. In
response, the University had to strengthen online security to ensure that the intruders
were kept at bay.
Though it was an intriguing sign of our times, it also served as a stark reminder that
as this ‘new normal’ continues to permeate our lives, cyber security has to be of utmost
concern. Put simply, cyber security comprises technologies, processes, and practices
designed to protect digital platforms from attack, damage, or unauthorised access.
The Covid-19 pandemic has been a great definer for digital transformation. As it
quickly became apparent that the national lockdowns across the world would not be a
reality for just a few weeks, swift shifts to online systems across the board ensued,
bringing with it new and exciting ways of learning, working and living.
Yet, as our lives have become infused with technology, we have had to contend with
the grim reality of cyber security breaches. Though many institutions have comfortably
found ways to operate remotely, there has been a discernible absence of
accompanying cyber security measures. The continued increase in remote processes
leaves individuals and institutions vulnerable to cyber risk. We are now well into our
second year and approaching our third year of remote processes yet little has been
done to curb this risk. Though student protests during online lectures are an interesting
anecdote, it represents just how easy it is to breach systems in our current times and
alludes to acts that are far more sinister.
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Dan Coats, Former Director of National Intelligence of the United States, warned
against the danger of cyber security threats. As he put it, “A major attack on our cyber
systems could shut down our critical infrastructure - financial systems,
communications systems, electric grids, power plants, water treatment centres,
transportation systems and refineries - that allows us to run our economy.” This is of
particular concern in South Africa as our country’s cybersecurity is poorly ranked.
According to Accenture, South Africa is the third-highest cybercrime-hit country in the
world after Russia and China. The Global Cyber Exposure Index ranks SA sixth on the
list of most-targeted countries for cyber-attacks, with the highest concentration of
exposed businesses.
This is perhaps unsurprising when you consider the magnitude of attacks we have
seen in recent years. In the first 100 days of the lockdown alone, Mimecast
researchers detected huge increases in spam attacks, which were up 46%,
impersonation attacks, which were up 75%, and malware, which spiked by 385%.
Last year August, South Africa experienced its largest-ever data leak, which exposed
the personal information of about 24 million South Africans and nearly 800 000
businesses. According to the South African Banking Risk Information Centre
(SABRIC), the country loses over R2.2-billion year-on-year to cybercrime. Given the
profound shifts to online modes in the last year, it is safe to assume that this has been
compounded.
Just last week, it emerged that a cyberattack on Transnet’s IT infrastructure stalled
activity at South Africa’s ports. As Denys Reva, the Research Officer for the Peace
Operations and Peacebuilding Programme at the Institute for Security Studies put it,
“Attacks on critical infrastructure, including maritime ports, are likely to increase in
severity and quantity. The economic toll for African states will inevitably be high, which
means that measures to boost cyber security and protect infrastructure are vital.”
Globally, we have certainly seen cyber security breaches increase.
Based on data from the WEF, CGI, Interpol and Data, there has been 50.1% increase
in cyber-attacks and an associated 30,000 cyber-attacks, a 600% increase in phishing
attacks, a 300,000% increase in cyber threats and 18 million malware and phishing
emails blocked. These numbers are likely conservative estimates. In April this year, a
Norton report found that in the past year, nearly 330 million people across 10 countries
were victims of cybercrime and more than 55 million people were victims of identity
theft while cybercrime victims collectively spent nearly 2.7 billion hours trying to
resolve their issues.
In an academic paper last year on cyber security in the age of Covid-19, Singh Lallie
et al found, “The Covid-19 pandemic, and the increased rate of cyber-attacks it has
invoked have wider implications, which stretch beyond the targets of such attacks.
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Changes to working practises and socialisation, mean people are now spending
increased periods online. In addition to this, rates of unemployment have also
increased, meaning more people are sitting at home online- it is likely that some of
these people will turn to cyber-crime to support themselves.” Given this context and
the likelihood of remote working and living being a reality for us for quite some time,
what is to be done?
Already, South Africa has established a Cybercrimes Act to mitigate digital attacks and
intrusions. While the Act identifies the South African Police Service (SAPS) as the
leading agency to coordinate investigations, there is currently little capacity to carry
this out. The Act defines cybercrime as including, but not limited to, acts such as, the
unlawful access to a computer or device such as a USB drive or an external hard drive;
the illegal interception of data; the unlawful acquisition, possession, receipt or use of
a password; and forgery, fraud and extortion online. The Cybercrimes Act and the
recently implemented Protection of Personal Information (POPI) Act are closely
connected, with the latter underscoring data privacy.
The next year will be crucial to determine just how effective these acts and what
support we may need from external stakeholders. Last year, the Presidential
Commission on the Fourth Industrial Revolution (PC4IR), presented a set of
recommendations to parliament. The recommendations we have made include
investing in human capital, establishing an AI institute, creating a platform for
advanced manufacturing, securing and availing data to enable innovation, as well as
incentivising 4IR industries and platforms. The other recommendations are building
4IR infrastructure, reviewing and amending legislation, and, finally, establishing a 4IR
strategy implementation coordination council.
Of critical importance to our discussion today is the recommendation to secure and
avail data to enable innovation. As we outlined in our report, the principal opportunity
in the 4IR is the storage of large sums of data, which will be critical for building egovernment services across sectors such as health, transport and justice. This could
be achieved through the creation of the National Data Centre, which will consolidate
the available computational power and create a national data repository for all of our
data. However, our cybersecurity systems need to be bolstered in order to safeguard
the public. The pandemic has certainly demonstrated how crucial this is. The report
calls for the establishment of a National Cybersecurity Institute.
Without this, South Africa could face a number of digitisation risks. To quote the PC4IR
report, “The security or trust dimension is an important element required to build citizen
confidence when using digital technologies.” This is crucial to implement and
understand from a legislative perspective as well as from a consumer perspective,
which may require enhanced artificial intelligence capabilities. The government has a
cybersecurity company called Comsec, linked to the National Intelligence Agency,
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established in 2003, which secures government’s communications against any
unauthorised access and from technical, electronic or any other related threats.
To be competitive in the 4IR, the government would need to strengthen Comsec’s
mandate to include cybersecurity. Already, the Department of Public Service and
Administration has established a Standing Committee on Information Systems
Security (SCISS), which is where all government departments are represented to
discuss matters related to information security and cyber-security. This, however,
should be seen as just an initial step in a much larger strategy. Of course,
cybersecurity is not a concern confined to government, its affiliated agencies or public
institutions; it is a serious consideration all companies and individuals have to take into
account.
Accenture found that South African were generally less aware of cyber threats
compared to people from other countries. Around 50% of South African respondents
were not aware of multi-factor authentication or its benefits, for instance. Addressing
public knowledge around cyber threats and cybersecurity is an important initial step.
This, however, must be accompanied by active and deliberate investment. This is
imperative to ensure that organisations have the processes in place to respond to
threats immediately and effectively.
According to McKinsey, two of the greatest challenges brought about by the pandemic
are how to increase the security of working at-home tools and processes and how to
secure confidentiality, integrity and availability of consumer-facing network traffic. Just
as we have physical security on our premises, we have to see this as simply an
extension of this. The last year has certainly demonstrated how precarious and fragile
our systems are without it. Not only are we as institutions and individuals vulnerable
to attack but also by proxy, so are our networks.
As Bruce Schneier appropriately wrote in a 1997 essay, “History has taught us: never
underestimate the amount of money, time, and effort someone will expend to thwart a
security system. It is always better to assume the worst. Assume your adversaries are
better than they are. Assume science and technology will soon be able to do things
they cannot yet. Give yourself a margin for error. Give yourself more security than you
need today. When the unexpected happens, you'll be glad you did.”

28. Social Partners’ inputs
Dr Olwethu Sipuka - Civil Society Perspective
Dr Sipuka discussed the Developmental State, a capable one, from the prism primarily
of social partners, namely Disabled Persons in South Africa (SA).
The Developmental State greatest minds and architects at least known to date are
one Meredith Luke Cummings whose work is seminal and respected across the world.
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Here at home we have colleagues like recently appointed Minister Enoch
Godongwana and Mr Zwelinzima Vavi who also wrote on the part of Labour
Movement.
There are overriding concerns on the role of social partners with regard to assisting
the State in ensuring that we build a capable Developmental State.
One of the biggest problems that Jay Naidoo in his book, ‘Fighting for Justice’ identifies
is that post 1994 one of our biggest mistakes when we transitioned into being
government was to take some of the brightest minds in civil society and infuse them
into government and in that way we are failing therefore as civil society to take
government to task whenever there is a need to and to or when they are moving away
from the Social Compact that we had pre 1994.
He firstly makes an example of the former Directors General (DGs) in the Presidency,
Rev Frank Chikane, who was one of the great minds within civil society however,
when the ANC became government they took him and many others and therefore
weakened civil society, and, as members of civil society today, we could attest to that
great weakening.
Secondly, civil society, in South Africa at least, purely relies on government for
resource mobilisation, programming, etc. That further weakened the voice of civil
society because you would know for instance that ourselves in the Youth Movement,
when it is time to appoint a certain board or a certain commission, what kind of rhetoric
must we use to ensure we get into those boards.
Therefore, the voices of the people that legitimately we should be advocating for, we
throw it aside so that we get into the State as well.
Noted from previous speakers’ points is that you must not only be building a naked
capable Developmental State, but it must have the ethos, it must have ethics.
At some point in South Africa, we were saying we are building a caring society. How
far did we get with that? A few weeks ago when there was some unrest in some parts
of the country, we received a call from One House of Disabled Persons in KZN, it is a
home for about 100 disabled persons to say that the people were looting the food and
the guys had nothing the following day.
When President Mandela foregrounded the Integrated National Disability Strategy
1997, he argues that the only way for you to measure a caring society is through how
they handle persons with disability amongst the most vulnerable. It is the clearest to
me that the part that President Mandela was talking about then somehow has dwindled
away and therefore our people are no longer a caring society.
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As we are building this Developmental State DG, we must first talk to what it is that
binds us together as South Africans, is it still there? Is UBUNTU still our over-riding
and guiding ethos as a people? Therefore, it is fine to create this capable
Developmental State that is going to focus on numbers and this and that but if it does
not have an ethos that guides all of us, and ethics, it is useless, at least in our view.
The other thing we wanted to raise with regard to how we think we could arrive at a
Developmental State is that within the education sector, at least the sector that sent
me, that of “disabled persons” tells me that they have less than 1% of their population
with degrees, and less than 10% of them with Grade 12.
Now this therefore means to us that there is no way that this sector can play a
meaningful role in that Developmental State. Therefore, we are saying that if you want
the sector to play a meaningful role in this capable Developmental State, lets
implement to the “T” and to the core the “White Paper on Inclusive Education” which
at this point as far as we are concerned, we have failed to do so. This was put in place
as early as 2005.
It is also important to note that we started talking about a Developmental State in 2007,
and today it’s 2021, and instead of us getting a report on how far we has progressed,
we are still here to talk and talk.
Mr Josopu, speaking on behalf of the youth sector said this is the fourth HRDC Summit
and, according to him and many other stakeholders, it is clear that such will become
a talk shop until and unless we are able to trace and track progress made against
some of these noble ideals that we talk about.
Lastly, the unemployment statistics of our country versus the protests that Professor
spoke about. It is clearest to us that we are a nation that is in a crisis. Purely because
when you talk about unemployment rate across the world, South Africa features
amongst the most affected.
We have a huge poor of young people across the country who have nothing else to
do and therefore any other person comes and convinces them that if you go to Shoprite
for instance and take, we will have something to eat today, they will definitely do so.
Now, we must reflect as government, civil society and the private sector what it is we
are going to do concretely about the great unemployment particularly of our young
people. University students have an interesting way of pointing toward deficiencies.
They come and say, we are saying, all of us here need 400 000 students’ laptops and
we say but we do not have that money, go to government. They say “In the previous
years’ Auditor General’s report government failed to spend x amount of billions now
why are they telling us there is no money?”
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In agreement with our DGs, we must have a pact with all our civil servants to say that
if we have budgeted for a certain project, how do we ensure that it is done, and if it
does not happen that way, what stick do we have to ensure that it will not happen
again.
As a civil society, we continue to wish to partner with you in ensuring that we create
this capable Developmental State.

Ms Azola Mayekiso - Business Perspective
Ms Mayekiso stated that as a practitioner in the private sector, she has had a glimpse
of this ecosystem that is the human resources development system in our country.
We are quite fortunate as a country in that the problem that is at the core of why we
need a capable state and why our state is not presently capable, has been correctly
diagnosed. Ms Faith Nyaka properly diagnosed what the issues are, with respect to
the solutions and interventions that are completely on the right track.
As a perspective from the private sector, it is going to be crucially important for us as
South Africa to take collaboration very seriously because in order for us as a society
to resolve our problems, it is going to take all of us.
Therefore, government, on your part, you are going to have to be embracing best
practice from the private sector, and by the way, there is best practice here in South
Africa, it is not outside our borders. It is here, it exists, it is a question of tapping into
it, and us working collaboratively to come up with solutions for the country.
With respect to what was proposed in terms of the interventions, you want to see in
the public sector; firstly, in my profession, in asset management, we also have exams
that we need to sit for, so key individual exams for people who are responsible for
running financial service entities. You have to write that exam; you have to pass that
exam, and then you can continue in your capacity as a key individual. There are also
exams that need to be written by representatives of these financial services
institutions. Again, the same principle applies.
When you say you want to professionalise the public sector, the question in my mind
is; because you currently have people in the system, what happens when you come
up with these professional exams that they have to pass? What happens when they
do not pass them? What is going to happen to those people? Something that just
needs to be reflected upon and solutions devised for those people, because one can
get rid of them.
The second issue is around continuous professional development. It is again part and
parcel of what we have to do as professionals in financial services, wherein we attend
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international conferences, we learn international best practice, and then we embed
those in the running of our own business and in the processes that representatives in
our businesses have to abide by.
The DG said around technological competencies that they would like to inculcate and
develop the people in the private sector, which could be embedded as part of the CPD
requirements. However, this has to happen quickly because there is an ageing civil
service and to be an employer of choice, you want to attract young people into the
system. Young people are digital natives and they are going to be very shocked if the
arrive in the public service only to find that the entire system is not ready for them.
The DG put emphasis on ethics and conducting these surveys because it helps to
have an understanding of where the public service is, but it certainly should not stop
there. Training is needed across the board to teach people what ethical conduct is,
what it entails, what it is all about. However, importantly in order to get the culture
embedded in the system you are going to have to reward ethical conduct. Ultimately,
incentives work and they are quite effective.
With respect to attitudes, it was mentioned by Faith in her presentation around the
attitudes of public servants, that the reason we are we are, is because people just do
not have it in them to do the right thing, to conduct themselves in a professional
manner, etc the kind of work that needs to happen at an individual level.
Neurolinguistic programming (NLP) is something that the government needs to look
at and hopefully adopt because it is really going to help to unlock human potential in
the public service; it is a psychological approach that gives people practical ways to
change the way they think, view past events and approach their life. Obviously, life is
all encompassing; it also means work life. It will really help and hope that you can take
that on.
The principle of learning from best practice from the private sector is critical because
what is missing in the public service is a culture of efficiency. It is desperately needed
and you can develop that sort of culture. You can bring in leaders from the private
sector to come and drive it from the top because if it is not modelled and if you don’t
have someone with authority actually demanding it, it is going to take a lot longer for
it to actually come to pass.
There are many vacancies in the public sector and you could look to the private sector
to fill them. You spoke DG about the issue of affordability; in instances where you are
looking for scarce skills that are quite expensive; the private sector is very good and
wanting to assist, wanting to help government. Therefore, lean on them; specialised
skills can be seconded to the public sector at subsidised rates for skills transference.
Companies would be willing to second those skills at minimal, subsidised amounts
that government can afford. Obviously, there will be a cut-off point because they can
only do without them for a certain period.
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Another issue is indecision or active inertia a term picked up from international
conferences. This actually does happen, this active inertia, whereby people know what
needs to be done and it is correctly diagnosed, but nothing happens. It is possible that
it has to do with the competency issue that was raised; that people simply do not do
anything because they don’t know what to do or how to go about tackling these issues.
That is one thing needs to be really addressed and at the DPSA, in particular. There
is a very famous management thinker, Peter Drucker, who says you cannot manage
what you do not measure, and what that simply means is that you need to as the
DPSA, and for the entire public service, define what success looks.
You cannot manage what you do not measure. Need to define what success look like
and more importantly, you need to track it. You need to track that people are walking
the road to get to those outcomes.

Dr Christopher Phiri - Labour Perspective
While we engage in terms of building a Capable State, on behalf of the Public Service
Bargaining Council as a social partner, our input to that debate is that transformation
and administrative reforms are understood to be dynamic and focused on processes
designed to reshape the public service fundamentally for its appointed role in the
democratic South Africa.
Nevertheless, while some changes may occur in the short-term as we think around
building a Capable State, other administrative reforms are complex, long-term,
negotiated and ongoing owing to the dynamic nature and the way in which
domestically and internationally things are formed. However, throughout the process
of change, what remains an important goal is for the government to improve the lives
of its people continually. This can be achieved by a capable and development-oriented
public service.
The role that the State plays in development is currently high on the public agenda. If
you look into 2030 public agenda, and even going further into 2060, the government
has made a conscious choice that South Africa must become a Capable and
Developmental State. This has been echoed by our first presenter from NSG as well
as the DG within the DBSA and this is clear within the National Development Plan
(NDP).
For South Africa to become a Developmental State we need a public service that can
design, implement, evaluate development programmes in collaboration with all sectors
of society.
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This requires skills of financial modelling, policy analysis, evaluation, strategic
planning, organisational development, and process design.
Actualisation of a vision for proactive and planned state intervention in driving
professional and technical skills development would necessitate entirely re-envisaged
and re-configured working relationships between Trade Unions (Labour), and
government as an employer as well as the Institutes of Higher learning but also
including any other sectors that need to take place in the process.
This should lead to the formulation of short, medium, and long-term strategies
underpinned by clear co-operative protocols and sustainable funding arrangements.
In-service training programmes must not be generic but based on a thorough needs
analysis.
The training offered should be a hybrid of practical and theoretical with any follow-up
support or on-the-job coaching and mentorship.
Constitutional and even legislative intergovernmental arrangements should be made
that create broad principles and a broadly designed framework in which the different
spheres operate.
An active and mutual spirit and culture of co-operation and problem solving is needed.
The labour policies in South Africa have strengthened the freedom of association for
public service employees but developing a Capable State will mean also creating a
conducive environment for labour relations where all parties feel appreciated and
engaged.
A national long-term perspective on public service training and capacity building is
also, what is needed.
Develop a consistent framework and efforts to capacitate and upgrade the public
service failure of which the whole process will remain isolated, episodic and ineffective.
The inception of a “Graduate Recruitment and Training Programme” is also something
we need to think around, strengthening the State’s role in developing technical skills,
as well as ensuring clear career paths within the public sector.
Trade unions and the government as employer play an integral role in employment
relations. As Thomas Sankara says, “You cannot carry out fundamental change
without a certain amount of madness. In this case, it comes from nonconformity, the
courage to turn your back on the old formulas, the courage to invent the future.”
Building a capable state also needs the South African government to provide a
regulatory and institutional environment that not only ensures decent working
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conditions but also enables freedom of association and the effective recognition of the
right to collective bargaining for all those who work.
The ILO Global Commission on the “Future of Work” forcefully advocated the
enshrining of such rights in a renewed social contract that should ideally be achieved
through dialogue at all levels between and among the social partners.
The enablers of creating social dialogue are building a Capable State will also need
trust, high confidence that can lead to implementation of programmes built on a
foundation of:
 Adequate knowledge and understanding of labour Issues and business
environment
 Stakeholders try to find each other and avoid defeating each other
 Positive give and take attitude
 Presence of a win-win situation
In conclusion, strong social consensus on the goal and pathways to sustainability is
fundamental. Social dialogue has to be an integral part of the HRD institutional
framework for policymaking and implementation at all levels. Facilitating this vision
into action needs a transition to a more functional and integral government, but a
government that is capacitated with professional and responsive public servants.
These public servants need motivation, skills development as it has been added by
other speakers, determination, support, mentorship, coaching to strengthen relations
and efficiency. Intergovernmental and citizen engagements are also key enablers of
this priority to ensure the joint pursuit of a Capable State.”

29. Q&A
Questions
Question 1: What happened to the one public service concept? Are our engagements
here only limited to provincial and national government? What about the local sphere
where actual service delivery happens?
Question 2: Would more be done in training & development if the public sector also
contributed to the skills levy?
Question 3: One of the major challenges has been investment in training and
development by the public service. How does one propose to increase this
investment?
Question 4: What future roles do you see labour unions playing towards the
professionalisation of public servants?
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Question 5: Is the reason why different department still use paper applications
because they are worried about security?
Question 6: Computers at public service points are always down; how do we change
how ICT is used in service provision?
Question 7: It is very difficult to comment on (the topic of) a developmental and
capable state because it seems to me that government officials know what is wrong,
but you cannot get an answer it cannot be fixed. It cannot be them saying there are
limits because of the laws. Who carved these laws? They are indecisive but people do
not resign and say, I am failing to do what I know needs to be done.
We are losing very capable skills in the state to the private sector. We are losing them
from unions because they cannot retain them. The government is losing skills to other
countries; in Australia, there is a village that is just South Africans. Our nurses, our
teachers; we are losing them. We are failing to retain the best that we have, and the
private sector is poaching them in a big way.
The second one is about the ageing of the infrastructure. If you go to Home Affairs,
any Home Affairs, you can just see the queue. You wait hours and hours and when
your time comes, you are told that the infrastructure is down, come the following day.
In addition, nobody here is raising the issue of corruption that we all know because the
cadre deployment is everywhere but nobody talks about it.
Question 8: I want to start with the issue of the levy. DPSA and Treasury are the ones
who are creating a problem for us at the provincial level. The 1% story has never been
realised by government, and we know that. Policies are beautiful, are there, but in
terms of validation and making them work, something is wrong. Initially it was 0.5%
and then it was moved to 1% but up to today, government departments are not
managing to put 1% aside. If the policies are not working, they are not good for us.
They become disablers.
Secondly, the strategy presenting here today has never taken off the ground and the
question of speed does not seem to exist. Why are strategies revised without even a
single part of it being implemented? The speed at which we do things leaves much to
be desired.
We have skilled people in all departments but when new people come in, they
disregard the skills that are there. The private sector will not give us the solutions; the
solutions are inside the public service.
Question 9: The skills levy started with the SETA system. As at March 2019, the
SETA system was estimated to cost about R16 billion. On the other hand, the spending
by the public service on training and development was at R5.9 billion. Now, the
question of whether we should increase investment, I think we need to measure it in
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relation to what we are setting aside for training and development nationally. You will
also recall that the SETA system until recently has only been training up to NQF Level
4, which is equivalent to a matric, whereas government departments function with high
end professional skills. If I may take an example, SASSETA does not train the police
and all the specialists that are within the police system, because they have been
investing up to NQF Level 4. Therefore, if you take the entire budget of the SAPS and
give it to SASSETA, you would then not be able to deal with the critical core functions
of the department. The same thing applies with the Health and Welfare SETA because
they are not training medical doctors or nurses; they are training only auxiliary
functions up to NQF Level 4. However, that does not mean that government
departments are not paying the levy. They were paying it according to the law that
they set aside 1% of payroll and contribute 10% of that to the SETA. However, in 2013,
it was changed and increased to 30% to accommodate the discretionary funding pool
in the SETA system. Departments do not necessarily go and claw back but it is
available as a contribution to the SETA.
Question 10: With regard to professionalisation and de-politicisation of the public
sector, how is this going to be tackled? The entire public sector is unionised. How will
this be implemented?
Comment 1: I think for me, around the professionalisation of the public service, one
of the things we may need to consider seriously is the whole issue of rotation, not just
at the higher level. There are people that you feel have overstayed their welcome and
have learnt the ropes and the tricks to be able to manipulate the system. Some are
even reluctant to go on leave, for that matter, and that is mostly in the procurement
section. It should be compulsory to move at a particular time.
Secondly, I think in pre-entry training, we really do need to engender a culture of
patriotism and positive values. There is conduct that needs to be instilled.
Lastly, around security, the presentation was really quite alarming and I think the
question is whether we have interventions to strengthen that part, especially the
intelligence part because unless we do that, we are always going to be found wanting
and always going to be reacting.
Comment 2: I want to respond the question of the levy. I think it is important for us
as the public sector to discuss the issue of the levy because currently PSETA is the
only SETA that does not received levies and yet on an annual basis, as PSETA we
conduct research where we identify priority skills and skills gaps. However, because
of the limited budget we have, we are not able to make a difference. We are sitting
with the data but our interventions are not able to make a difference in our sector.
Currently there is insufficient coordination when it comes to how the 1% or the training
budget is spent. We do not know how the 1% is spent. We need to ensure that the 1%
is used to address the priority skills or gaps that have been identified.
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Answers
Answer 1: The NSG has authority to work across governments at national, provincial
and local government level. The NSG is enabled by the Public Administration and
Management Act (PAMA), which is taking forward this concept of a single public
administration, which then takes forward the concept of one public sector. Therefore,
from the perspective of the agenda for today, that is how I would like to answer that
question. However, from the broader perspective, public service in terms of the Public
Service Act and is still defined in terms of the national and provincial government. In
addition, we have the PAMA, which is currently undergoing amendments, and we are
planning to take it to parliament later this year. It looks at how we reinforce the concept
of a single public administration and issues the relevant regulations, which will
operationalise certain aspects of the idea of a single public administration.
I know that NSG does lots of work with local government and is planning to rollout
training in partnership with local government, so the professionalisation of the public
service has also brought in local government in terms of consultations and proposals
that have come through.
Answer 2: I do not know if more would be done in training and development if the
public sector were also a contributor to the skills levy. My own take is that the public
service has set aside resources to ensure training of employees; 1% of the salary bill
of each department must be channelled to training. The challenge is what people
study, because they choose to study the things that they want to study and we are not
guiding the process very well. The cabinet has said, we want you to guide the process
of what we invest in, in terms of training in the public service. One per cent of the
salary bill must go to employee training but what are they training on and is what they
are training in, in response to the skills requirements in the public service? I have
received feedback that there is a mismatch. Therefore, part of the work that we are
doing now in updating the HRD strategy is exactly to get that alignment.
There must be a guide that says these are the particular skills we require in this
department and the investment in training and development. It might be that you
require skills in ICT; it might be that you require skills in planning and other areas, so
how do you prioritise. You may even think about doing a 60/40 or 70/30 split in terms
of funding for the areas that you require new skills in and the general things that people
want to study.
The other issue is that the chase for certification and degrees has encouraged people
to use this 1% for training to study forever from on degree to the next. From a skills
type of training what do you require in order to contribute and improve in terms of your
service delivery and other responsibilities? If you are not clear in your planning about
the type of skills you require, people will study for themselves, not for government,
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because higher education yields high private returns for an individual; so they will
study for themselves, not necessarily for improving their jobs unless alignment is
ensured.
I am not convinced that further investment is needed at this stage but I could be wrong.
I think the most important thing is how we utilise this investment that government has
already secured to ensure that we respond to the skills that we require as the public
service.
We could analyse how we are spending in terms of education and training of public
servants, looking at the amounts that we have set aside. Is money being taken back
to the fiscus because training is not taking place? What are the major issues?
Answer 3: On the question about the role of labour unions in professionalisation of
public servants, the consultation process with regard to the professionalisation
framework has not yet been finalised. The last lap that the National School of
Government is embarking, with the assistance of the Minister of Public Service and
Administration, was to deal with the involvement and engagement of the labour unions.
We did one presentation in the bargaining chamber and were requested to question
certain aspects, so there will be further engagements to make sure they make their
own written contributions in terms of how to shape the framework with regard to their
role.
Answer 4: We are at different levels of development in terms of technology. You might
find that in some areas, you require of people to apply online, but not everyone has
the facility and it might be an exclusionary step. Paper applications may still be
necessary because the country is at different developmental levels.
Answer 5: This question about paper applications; I think it is a matter of active inertia.
We should have long moved into an e-recruitment system as government. We do not
have any decent reason or excuse. I spoke about the disintegrated approach to ICT
rollout in the public service, as area where we are failing.
Answer 6: As the DG has said, I think As the DG has said, I think it is to do with
governance across the public service, not just in one department. We have different
ministries and coordination across ministries is sometimes difficult. There are
numerous programmes taking place across the public service. Thinking is there;
capability is there but interdepartmental coordination is a serious shortfall.
Answer 7: (computers at public service points are always down). This is the big
elephant in the room. The ICT landscape in the public service is saying, Thou shall be
an institution that you go into to procure and manage ICT services. This means that
your ability to leverage and harness technology will always be directly proportional to
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the capability of that institution at a particular level. Therefore, there are issues that
are sitting with the department and issues that are sitting with the State Information
and Technology Agency. Because of the way the legislation is structured, it is saying
that you are going to procure through a SETA. In risk management, there is a risk
called business continuity, so departments sometimes find it difficult to go to a SETA
and procure or to go to a third party. However, the law is saying go back to the same
person. However, if this same person because of their own internal issues thinks that
there is an opportunity for revenue to be lost, they tend to forego the thinking of how
should these things be done? The way the law and regulations are crafted is a problem
and there are problems internally. Risk taking is an issue.

Dr Dumisani Tembe - Building a capable/developmental state in South
Africa
The National School of Government, and the Public Service Commission, have done
extensive work on the issues of capacity and organisation of the State.
However, the serious gap, when we talk about a developmental state and the capacity
of the State is that in most cases we decontextualise this thing. There is this
assumption that when we are talking about the developmental State, you are simply
talking about a bureaucracy, or you are simply saying things that have nothing to do
with the rest of society. Therefore, we need to contextualise what a developmental
state is and how it works out.
The first thing is that we have this crisis called Covid-19, and yet we are not necessarily
saying what is a developmental state or a capable state within the context of Covid19. In addition, in most cases at these types of summits, it becomes some frustrating
simply because in certain instances we do not talk in the context of the issues that we
are dealing with.
We are talking a State, but what is this thing we are talking about, in which context?
Here’s one of the few contexts is the fact that because of Covid-19, the role of political
leadership in leading the State to protect and advance the interests of the most
vulnerable has been brought to the fore of public attention. It has actually raised the
question of trust between the political leadership, the government and its people.
Therefore, if you look at my people for example, the Eswatini, they are fighting the
monarchy big time because suddenly it has come closer to them that this monster that
we call a government, this is what it does to us or does not do to us, constrain us, it
does not help us in any form. Some of the recent looting that took place, and they also
milk this issue, suddenly there is an acute failed relationship between the State and
the citizen. Therefore, that is what Covid-19 has done. It has brought to the fore the
utility or otherwise of the State and its leadership, both politically and in terms of
administration. It has also brought to the fore the limitations of the State performance.
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Most of you would have seen in December how packed that Beitbridge border gate is
if you go to Zimbabwe. The same thing happened if you go to Oshoek, if you go to
Swaziland. It suddenly highlights, becomes very vivid whether this State can perform
or not. These are not textbook issues, these are daily issues that people face in their
interaction with the State, and then they begin to question the utility of the State.
Therefore, what is the South African State, if we are going to talk about the capacity
and the developmental state, we probably have to look at the capacity of the South
African State itself.
The South African State by in large is not a developmental state, it is a contested
institution. People, different groupings, interest groups, they contest over the direction
of the State.
In terms of the rhetoric, we do say it is a developmental stage. Maybe it is not the
rhetoric but it is the expressed intention of what is this thing that it should be. Therefore,
it is a contested state, it is a contested institution, it is contested by different class of
interests and all of that, but here’s the horrible part, only those that are highly capable
technically in terms of resource they get to get their way in terms of where the State
should be going.
If you look at predominantly minorities, you find that they are resourced; they have the
necessary money and technical capacities so they are able to participate on policy
development of the State and therefore they can shape the direction of the State.
This is why if you work in construction for example, you get frustrated because you will
be asked about CIDB issues when all you want is to paint a road and you do not
qualify. Therefore, the policy orientation will favour the have’s instead of the have not’s
but they are able to do this because they are well capacitated to interact with the State.
In addition, how do the masses participate, instead they go to the street.
Therefore, the South African State for now has all the hallmarks of a contested state
but it would not be a bad idea if South Africa were evenly developed in terms of the
capacity to interact with the State. However, society is not in that sense.
Therefore, by in large, the South African State is more of an economic administrative
State when it comes to the rich and maybe even a “Welfarism” when it comes to the
poor. It is a dual State in one. That is what it looks like now but in terms of performance
issues, there are some serious challenges when it comes to issues of governance.
This is why every day some of us sit up to see what is happening at the State Capture
Commission because of the weakness of governance issues, because in the
contestation of the State and its direction some people have been able to disturb the
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functionality of the State. In other words that is the weakness of the State, it a
governance weakness of the State.
It is also marked the South African State by some serious tensions between the
political executive and senior managers within the State, and this one needs to be
spoken of quite frequently because many people have said this morning that this
bureaucracy, this State must be de-politicised. Trust me you will never find anything
like that in the world. There is no state that is de-politicised, there is no bureaucracy
that is de-politicised. On that issue of cadre deployment, it is a universal issue. Cadre
deployment is not bad; it is only bad if the quality of the cadre is bad. However, if the
cadre, ideologically, institutionally, his mindset, ethically, morality is in the right place;
there is nothing wrong with cadre deployment.
When the DA took over in Tshwane, they imported their own people from the Western
Cape; that is cadre deployment. There is nothing wrong with cadre deployment; it is
the quality that matters. Everyone in the Chinese government is cadre deployment.
The UN says there is no longer poverty in there, in China. That is cadre deployment.
In China if you want to be a member of the communist party of China it will take you
five years, dealing with you until you are a real person and they decide after four years
now this one qualifies. In this country, you might need R12 to become a member of
the ruling party. Therefore, the issue is not cadre deployment; it is the quality of the
cadre, and the ethical standards of the cadre who is being deployed. Therefore, we
should not have serious questions on that one.
Now here is the part that many of you do not like to talk about when you talk about the
capacity of the State. You do not want to talk about the politics of the country but you
cannot talk about the capacity and the developmental state without talking about the
politics of the country.
The very nature of a developmental state is a political issue. It is the decision of the
ruling parties, the policies of the ruling parties, the conference resolutions of the ruling
parties that say we are going to follow this particular mode of government. After an
election, what most of you as a senior bureaucracy do is to translate the electoral
promises of the party that wins into programmes of the State. Therefore, you cannot
talk about the developmental state and not talk about the politics of the country,
particularly the politics of the ruling party. In addition, trust me, universally; the quality
of the ruling party determines the quality of government. It is a simple as that, whether
you want to sugar coat it or chocolate-coat it or Savanna-coat it, it is simple, that is it.
That is how it works out. It is in the nature of the politics of governments we have
chosen.
For example, the leadership revolving door in the ruling party. Every time a new
political executive comes into a department, there are very strong possibilities that
even the most performing DG might leave. That is a political issue, not an
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administrative issue. There are very strong possibilities the very good policies and
strategies that were implemented by the previous Minster might be dumped in favour
of new ones. That is the impact of a revolving door of leadership at the ruling party
level.
In short, the strength of a government in a multi-party society is strategically linked to
the quality of the ruling party at an organisational level.
However, also the quality of the opposition determines the quality of the ruling party,
of governance, of all of that because if you look in this country frankly there is no
diversity of ideology. This is just a liberal democratic State. The ANC implementing
liberal policies and so is the DA; the quality of the politics also determines the
government as well.
These things have an impact on whether you are a developmental state or not. The
public participation has already been discussed. However, also the racial nature of
knowledge generation in this country: Who interacts with the State at a technical level,
at a knowledge level, at an insight level, determines the direction of the State.
Therefore, this is why for an example when the Covid-19 started the message was
simple, you must wash your hands, you must sanitise, you must isolate but one cannot
tell that to someone at Diepsloot, one could say that to someone in Sandton because
they have running water, they have four bedrooms, each one has a bedroom.
It is the nature of who interacts with the State at a technical level. In addition, also you
have universities that are very conservative in what they teach or do not teach. If we
have a very good university system in this country that is interested in transformation,
it is developmental; there could be very little reason to establish the National School
of Government. However, if the universities are not producing developmental public
servants, then the State has to stand up and do what it needs to do.
We cannot ignore the context of where we are when we talk about a Developmental
State and a Capable State.
Therefore, what is a Developmental State?
It is a State, which ideologically and conceptually is rooted on the quest progressively
to advance the socio-economic conditions of its citizens. In other words, the mentality
and the value system of the government must be geared towards progressively
empowering. This is not about social grants and food parcels during elections. That is
not developmental; it is a poor version of “Welfarism.”
With a Developmental State, you empower so that the people that you are developing
can proceed on their own to empower themselves. That is what the Development State
does. In addition, in the case of ideology, this is not simply about communism,
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socialism, liberals; but the institutional mindset of the State that says this is how we
are going to deal with issue of socio-economic empowerment progressively over time.
In addition, welfare is not one of those like a social grant that over time the system is
going to drain the States resources and we will have no money to grant anyone.
A Developmental State is progressively productive in itself. It is rooted in these pillars:
 Ideological (socio-economic conceptual foundations)
 Governance arrangements, systems, and processes
 Leadership, ethics, morality
 Transparent, accountable, and responsible
 Productive state
 Interventionist at the plight of the most vulnerable
One of the things noted in interactions with the State in this country, we do not like to
talk about a productive State, but we have to. People associate productive with profits,
but in the State parameters, there is productivity. If citizens go to hospital and spend
two hours without seeing a doctor, that hospital is not productive. That is not a profit
issue. If they wait for a public transport, a bus, which is run by the State for 30 minutes,
the transport department is not productive. If they go to Home Affairs and wait for three
months for an ID, then Home Affairs is not productive.
Therefore, the State can be productive but it does not have to be measured in terms
of profit making, it is measured with the quality of the service it delivers to the citizen.
That is the mark of a productive State. Sometimes we confuse the “Intervention State”
with a Developmental State.
Intervention State means you target areas of abject poverty and then we deal with that
issue as a project. However, a Developmental State is more holistic that a mere
project.
We also talk about a Capable State without defining what a Capable State is. Here are
some of the characteristics of a Capable State, though not all of them.






It’s a State, which is efficient, which means it carries out its duties appropriately
much like an editor who will deal with your paper with a red pen because they want
efficiency.
It has to be effective, in other words, what the State does for the citizen it must
realise it must be impactful and must realise its outcomes. If you have been trying
to grow the economy, trying to create jobs, those are intended outcomes. However,
if we are moving in a different direction then the State is not effective.
It has to be timeous.
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It has to be responsive. If there is a serious problem or challenge, the State must
respond to the needs of the citizen.
It has to be flexible, which is the ability to adjust to emerging situations.

How different in the wake of Covid-19 is the bureaucracy operating in South Africa, or
are we joining the rest and working from home? Because we are flexible, if we are
responsive, it means by now we should have built more classes so that the learners
in school can have a bigger space. It means we could have established more water
and sanitation stations so that more people can wash their hands. It means that we
should have built more homes so that people can isolate in their homes. That would
have been a responsive bureaucracy towards an emerging situation. That is the State,
which is responsive and productive.
How do we get it right? First, we must improve the quality politics of our politics, as
shown by the development of a strategy for Gauteng to be a city region. One of the
things we found out throughout the world; we asked what is that makes cities perform
and the countries perform?
Number 1 – Political leadership, a solid grounded political leadership: Do you know
that political leadership is the only leadership in the country that has the authority and
legitimately to bring various interests of society together? It could be economic issues,
it could be political issues, and it could be cultural issues or education issues. The
person with that authority and legitimacy, especially in an elected democracy, is the
political leadership. Therefore, it cannot be any other type of leadership.
The quality of the opposition, but also let me add that the quality of the oversight
institutions. However, also the quality of the oversight institutions depends on the
quality of political parties where such members of the legislature or National Assembly
come from.
When you leave here, it is hoped that you will never talk about Capacity and
Developmental State without reference to political environment because you cannot
talk about this thing in the absence of that.
You know we are not a society that likes to invest in knowledge generation. We go to
varsities to get certificates, even if someone wishes to become a chief director today
and they go through certain courses, one of the things they will ask is, will this lead
into my promotion. We then value knowledge for knowledge sake. One can
sympathise with the National School of Government representative, because that
school is improving its game but we are in an environment where we do not value
knowledge, wisdom, for the sake of acquiring knowledge.
Some of us will read extra books when we get a new job but trust me when you read
simply two paragraphs you are acquiring extra knowledge. Therefore, we need a
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society, if you go to China for example each corner has a think tank because they
value knowledge. Now a Developmental State, a Capable State requires a society that
values knowledge.
There are many things that DGs that may not be able to control it but this one is within
their terrain as senior managers. One of the things we are good at is going to Zebula
or Magaliesburg for three days and developing a strategy, and we come back and we
put it on a shelf until we have to account to some quarterly report and we pull it out.
However, what we do not talk about in this country especially in government is what
is called a strategy execution. Therefore, if you are at least going to double your current
performance and capability, you need to be able to develop a strategy execution. It is
important to develop a strategy, but it is even more important to develop the means of
executing the strategy, which is slightly different from project and project
implementation. You are just saying here is this animal we said we want to achieve,
how are we going to execute this strategy and these are the key things that you need
to do.
In a study of many departments, it is noticeable that managers do not want to manage
people, and that is the primary responsibility of a manager, to manage a person. In a
department in Gauteng, where we did a performance assessment in terms of the
organisational performance, we found out that of about thirty senior managers, only
two had signed performance contracts with the HOD and because the others had not
signed with the HOD, they cannot sign with those that report to them. In addition, when
asked, but why are you not performing maximally, they reply, “the system, you know,”
all of them complain about the system until asked for the performance contract, zero,
it was not there. Therefore, DGs you must get your people to manage people. That is
what they are paid for, to manage people.
In addition, then there is this new phenomenon, in modern organisations: it is not
enough to be a manager; in modern organisations, you need to have the qualities of
leading and the qualities of managing in one. The other issues we can deal with but
this one you must have it. You must be able to draw a vision to strategise; there are
many managers in the public sector that think highly cannot operationalise the
strategy.
You need to be able to have that leadership quality but also a managerial quality to
motivate and build a learning organisation but mainly undertake a benchmarking and
related institution.

Professor Puleng LenkaBula - International Perspective
Professor LenkaBula shared some insights on the international perspectives on a
capable and developmental state, a topical issue of our time, particularly in the context
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of the shifts that are happening in the world. The discussion will foreground around
these shifts, particularly in our reflexivity.
These include:
 The current context of Covid-19, which continues to wreak havoc in the projects,
processes and full functionality of the state and its agencies in trying to ensure that
services are provided to citizens;
 The shifts in the industrialisation and digital systems, which largely challenge the
sovereignty, and sometimes provincial and national imperatives, especially social
policies, economic and financial systems, whether ideation, practice or praxis;
 The contextual South African and African continental challenges of poverty,
inequality, unemployment, underemployment, but also neo-colonialism in varied
forms, which we ought not to deny;
 The onslaught of the neo-liberal ideologies, which to a large extent make it difficult
to differentiate between countries whose political or political-economic systems are
of the left or of the right precisely because precisely because the liberal ideologies
which include: privatisation; de-regulation; attempts to reduce government funding
or government voice; fiscal austerity, which continues to shape political-economic
landscapes;
 The tendency to endanger democracy, workers’ rights, sovereign nations’ right to
self-determination through prescribing a minimal amount of government
intervention into economic issues of individuals and of society;
 The emergence of the new global, high-networked individuals, with financial,
economic wealth, which surpasses the wealth of nations and as such creates
dissonance to the idea of a nation in charge of its decisions. This is not only
witnessed by us as South Africans, but multiplicities of countries in the global south
whose economic means or financial reserves do not even compare to those of the
individuals referred to.
The last point that is integral in foregrounding the discussions around a capable
developmental state is the rise and the emergence of the new politics of apolitical
citizenry, who are not interested in participating in structured political party systems
and therefore work within the political economy governed by civil society or individual
participation, or acting beyond party-political polarity or party-political dimensions.
It is important to identify this, but also to place premium on the imperative of higher
education institutions as a constitutive element of a developmental and capable state.
The state as a nation or territory is considered as an organised political community
under one government.
In discussions with the university community, it is imperative that our university must
be a partner to the state in the construction of students as citizens and development
resonant to the developmental needs of South Africa and the continent. This is
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particularly important, having just listened to Mr Tembe who said, “universities in our
country have no paid premium in the role of developing professional participants in the
government, civil service, and hence the institution of the National Government
School.”
It is about time that we reclaimed universities as those partners. For us as a university
this is integral because we are responsible for 35% of the student cohort within the
higher education system. It therefore is an imperative that we cannot avoid to
becoming a high performance university in advancing the aspirations of South Africans
on the African continent as a sustainable developmental state.
As a university we are placed to harness knowledge for the benefit of society. As
universities, we can play a role in the creation and maintenance of a developmental
state and must be left as elitist ivory towers, which do not have relevance to nurturing
national developmental aspects.
In 2011, the Government of South Africa adopted the National Development Plan as
the roadmap guiding documents for development of the country. In the documents of
the country, we focus on human resources development and skills development in our
plan. We focus also on growing the economy for inclusive growth, as well as improving
the lives of the people of South Africa through capacity building, elimination of poverty,
reducing inequality by the year 2030; the developmental state therefore, centred on
our notion of a developmental state, therefore, centred on a government path of
planned intervention.
It works with the private sector to ensure equitable allocation to resources. Professor
Mizukisi Qobo refers to a capable state as “a system of government that functions with
relative autonomy from narrow ideological interests.” In his view, the state must work
efficiently and effectively to deliver services and critical economic infrastructures to its
people. He thus surmises that a capable and developmental state “is a state that can
address the historical inequalities and generate opportunities for citizens. It is peoplecentred. It can thus not be achieved with people who are greedy, self-serving, with no
interest for the welfare of the masses on the ground.” Those are potent words.
In such a state, the government operates in the interests of the people and will protect
the interests of its people from exploitation by both local and international businesses.
It is thus a given that the connection between government capabilities, including
visionary leadership, to advance development and causative change are quite central
to a capable state.
Another important aspect around a capable state is that it shall guarantee that it is best
set to harness opportunities for citizens to ensure effective social justice, strong policy
systems to serve national interests, built on merit with integrity and strong leadership.
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Such a state shall ensure that there is a national agenda and a set agenda. The idea
of a patriotic national agenda that aimed at citizens’ development becomes key to that,
including the establishment of such a bureaucratic leadership that enabled that.
The government therefore works to ensure effectiveness and efficiency in the delivery
of services and the realisation of the said goals.
In view of the history or herstories of marginalisation of women in South Africa,
including the persisting pandemic of GBV, it cannot be far-fetched to argue that a
developmental state is one in which women are safe and free from violence. In such
a state, women have economic opportunities and they participate fully and equally in
the government of their society. In such a state, gender equality is not viewed as a
non-negotiable only to achieve a dream of a more inclusive world. Instead, it is seen
as part of the value system that foregrounds the inclusive decision systems.
Even though the idea and practice of a developmental state is not a new one, there is
a justifiable sense of urgency around the developmental state and the goal of gender
equality.
As with institutions, sustainable development cannot be achieved unless women
participate fully in all the aspects of life. Therefore, one can draw inspiration from the
UN Women’s attempt to try to define gender equality as a key norm for a
developmental state. Dr Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka argues that in achieving the goal
of a developmental state would require that no country prosper without the
engagement of women, that needs women’s representation, that reflects women and
girls in the diversity and abilities across cultural, social, economic and political
situations.
In getting into the international perspectives on building a capable developmental
state, it is very important for us to take note of some of the theorisations but also
observations or studies around international experiences or case studies of capable
developmental states. Fricke and Roche (Some experts) argue that there are two
conditions that could lead to the possible achievement of a developmental state, both
nationally and internationally.
First is the idea of strong governance systems that have buy in through the Social
Compact.
The second is the facilitation of the realisation of the socio-economic and political
progress for society, and some degree of social stability that some degree of social
stability that necessarily ensure that developmental processes can succeed.
Another perspective from Korea is that a developmental state is not just an imperious
entity lauding over society, but a partner with the business sector, with civil society in
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an historical compact of industrial transformation and social and economic
transformation. The concept therefore means that each side uses its other benefits, or
their mutually beneficial relationship to achieve the developmental goals and
enterprise ability for society. The state becomes a catalytic agent in the incentives and
disincentives that the state establishes. It is not lorded over by the corporate sector or
the unyielding civil society sector, but negotiates to harness the multiplicity of
opportunities of mutually beneficial environments.
However, in the context of the neo-liberal globalisation, sometimes the ability of states
to becoming capable are hamstrung precisely because of these global dynamics
referred to.
The other example that we can lean on from the German experience is the
conceptualisation as state science as a political theory of state. In this idea or notion,
the idea is that the bureaucracy, the economic systems policy, the ideas around
yielding leadership in the European context, as well as ensuring the flourishing of
society, including the political theory of state, are quite integral, is something that we
in South Africa could seek to develop. What is our science of the state that is attentive
to transforming the dynamic of the Gini Coefficient that exists in South Africa in the
current conjuncture?
The other notion that is quite important is important in the thinking around a capable
developmental state is the idea of democratic representation and the public/private
partnership and civil society, which is quite used in many instances, including in Korea.
Some countries define a developmental state from a prism of bureaucratic cultures, or
the forces that the state elicits to risks with the business sector through the
financialization of industry or industrialisation.
Some of the scholars on the idea of a capable developmental state argue that the
development becomes top priority and uses and effective instrument to advance that
effort. This might include capable financial institutions, advancing collaborations to the
formal and informal networks, seizing opportunities for trade and profit production and
collaboration and partnerships, which are critical in streamlining the operations.
Debates continue on whether South Africa could or is regarded as a developmental
state and capable state when one considers the enormous challenges that face our
country.
According to Blair and Qubela, South Africa is facing enormous deficiencies in local,
provincial and national government capabilities. In historically disadvantaged
countries, witnesses in capacity and performance are key areas to foreground in
building a developmental and capable state. It is here that the role of the state; the
centrality of the improvement of the quality of life of the people, the poor political
choices, the defective political management can impair or improve the building of a
developmental, capable state.
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Even in its documents, the OECD states that fixing political controls and building
capacity should be the starting point. In addition, the state has to mobilise resources
to meet its developmental changes and manage social and economic challenges for
the long term.
How do we do that in a context where the dynamics of the global north and the global
south are quite prohibitive to sovereignty in many instances?
How do we also do that in the context of digitalisation systems where individuals or
corporations or private sector do not need the permission of states to engage in their
own transfer of resources into other states?
These are critical questions that we have to ask for they impact the notion of a
developmental and capable state. South African could draw on the experiences of
countries such as Singapore by strengthening the public service, appointing people
with critical skills; some use the idea of merit, but also around potential and talent, as
well as having strong state institutions and governance. Qobo underscores the
preceding point by adopting a phrase from a former minister of Singapore, where he
said, “It is important to build a prosperous state through the motto, if you will, to get
good government; you must have good people in charge of the government.”
This is a possibility, including the very discussion that we have heard around cadre
development. However, what type of cadres or what critical skills do we have from
such cadres.
South Africa has high levels of poverty that warrants interventions of the state through
the provision of grants. In this context, it could have been constructive that instead of
grants, we could draw from Germany, which in its reconstruction of the country after
the Second World War, created opportunities by incentivising people to work in a
multiplicity of projects, including the building of roads, dams, as well as infrastructure,
which the government paid for but the talent and critical knowledge skills were
harnessed.
The other thing is that South Africa could adopt the position of countries like Hong
Kong, Singapore, South Korea and Taiwan, which are often referred to as ‘the Asian
tigers.” Countries other than countries like China, which took radical social, economic
transformation, mostly by building strong, capable and ethical state institutions,
sometimes focusing on transforming from producer-oriented economies to highgrowth economies, and sometimes to heterodox economic policies, instead of the neoliberal systems which characterise developmental trajectories.
For rapid economic growth and economic development, the Asian tigers also ensured
that there was strong and extensive regulation and planning in the affairs of the
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countries. It is my contention that South Africa faces similar challenges, particularly in
the privatisation linked to the 4IR are important.
The other ideas that are quite important, thinking around the industrialisation drive,
especially of the Asian countries, is not only that these were determined or elicited by
their developmental aspirations, but it was also because of the context of fighting for
dignity and wrestling for self-determination that these countries contended with. For
instance, the idea of a developmental state by Japan was spawned by the colonial
experience, and so was of China. China became strong in eliciting its developmental
trajectory, primarily because of the colonialism of China by Japan by China in the north
and the peasant revolution around contesting and defining their dignity. There is the
same experience of South Korea in the contestation of the colonial throttling of selfdetermination ideas around revolutions that enshrine this notion of patriotism whilst at
the same time understanding the centrality of participating in the global arena.
These tigers have public/private corporations and have ensured that the interest rates
give positive returns. They kept inflation under control and allowed taxes enough
flexibility in income to encourage economic activity in the public sector.
South Africa’s plan to align public servants like DGs and HoDs with the Presidency
and the Office of the Premier is a positive structural configuration that can help drive
the creation of a capable and developmental state whose ideas, whose processes,
policy systems, and whose drive of an idea of South Africa can have a semblance of
acceptability by all because of the possibility of positive rapid capital growth, that is
critical for the state to respond swiftly and proactively to the developmental needs.
The challenges that we face though, are the challenges of corruption, which
colleagues have already spoken about, and which the Zondo Commission has
highlighted for us. These challenges may make the attainment of a capable and
developmental state appear elusive. However, this could just as well be an impetus
that is necessary to drive South Africa towards a developmental state.
Like China, we could create huge factories; we could create new knowledge systems
or expert-oriented and import-oriented economies, in order to achieve our goal of a
country that will achieve economic transformation.
It will be important to overcome the dearth of good leadership and of inefficient and
incompetent civil servants sometimes, where in many instances, we outsourced the
critical roles of the state instead of ensuring that the state leads in these matters.
Quick examples which come to mind are the recent political climate and uprisings in
our country but also in Eswatini, where the looting and violence have on unabated in
spite of strong political police and military systems; something that could be used in
protecting society.
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In addition, political management must invest in capacity building in strategic areas
such as education, research development, human capital, innovation, infrastructure,
health and poverty.
The recent report from the Department of Higher Education, which was authored by
Professor Msoma and others, has stated that, “We in South Africa have not invested
in the training of South Africans to ensuring that they lead universities, but also that
they lead knowledge areas. This one aspect is imperative in the development of a
capable state.
In education, there are competing international skills. We must put renewed focus on
critical skills in 4IR: agriculture, veterinary sciences, advancing black professionals,
geology, soil sciences, data analytics, engineering, construction, pharmacy,
biotechnologies and nanotechnologies. These are important because they shape and
frame the locus of South Africa’s interdependency or relationship with others.
International views indicate that moving towards a developmental and capable state
is not an overnight business but it is something that a transformative state, efficient
use of allocation, resource and training, as well as capacitating the public service,
including a strengthening of development service systems and policies will become
imperative. It is the responsibility of not only the bureaucracy but also universities and
a multiplicity of agencies within the country to ensure that the idea of a developmental
state is accomplished.

30. Q & A
The Programme Director, Mr Busani Ngcaweni invited delegates to address questions
and comments to the morning’s speakers

Questions & Comments
Question 1: Dr Tembe - Where should a nodal agency be that disciplines bad
bureaucratic behaviour and ensures bureaucratic compliance?
Question 2: How do the mandarins in a developmental state suppress their egos and
put the state first? Does it mean they no longer have different views from the dominant
discourse?
Question 3: Dr Tembe, now that we are here as a system, how do we rectify the
situation? Do we fire those cadres who are not fit for the positions (which they occupy
even though they do not have skills and the capacity) because they are causing a lot
of damage to the system?
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Question 4: Looking at what has been said by Professor Tembe and the input from
the university, with regard to corporate citizenship, what is the landscape for the higher
education system in terms of relevant programmes? Will Professor LenkaBula be in a
position to take the discussions to the Council for Higher Education and look at all the
programmes that are on offer and consider including critical elements that have been
left out? Currently the different degrees do not speak to the public or the private sector.
Question 5: Dr Tembe, seeing as cadre deployment is a fact of life, what are you
doing to assist government with recruitment, especially at competency level?
Comment 1: It is not entirely about the skills deficit in the public sector that we have
challenges. I still think it is about our ethical conduct leading to non-compliance to the
rule of law, lack of transparency in recruitment processes, political interference. It is a
myriad of problems.

Answers
Answer from Professor Tembe: I am not a great fan of the multiplicity of agencies
because this is a managerial issue. You hire someone; you set up performance
agreements; you monitor performance; if he person does not perform, you put systems
in place do improve but if it does not happen, you take proper disciplinary action. So
this whole thing of setting up an additional institution if a person is not performing
doesn’t work for me because ultimately it leads into what is called a ‘bloated
bureaucracy’, where there is duplication of responsibilities, but also an unnecessary
expenditure of scare resources. So rather than establishing an additional agency let
the manager who is responsible take appropriate action.
On the comment on ego, I think one thing we do not deal with in public service is
emotional intelligence. I think it should be one of the requirements for senior managers
to develop some kind of emotional intelligence. I think managers who simply control
lack emotional intelligence. In any organisation people want to be treated as human
beings before they are functionaries.
Managers should show empathy, but you cannot show empathy if you are an egoistic
person. By the way, I do not think ego is a problem. We all have egos. The challenge
is how to manage it. It is only when you are emotional intelligent that you can handle
your ego.
On the question of firing cadres who are not fit, my view is that the responsibility lies
with the manager of that department. I know that in the conflating of political
relationships that line sometimes is blurred. When I was DDG at Transport, there was
a chief director who spent a lot of time telling me about his role in the struggle but he
was the least performing person. In addition, we had a chief director who was in the
Provincial Executive Council but the MEC was not in the PEC, so this created a serious
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problem in management meetings. The chief director knew where he would catch out
the MEC. We do not talk about this but they are problems in our public service. What
matters is that proper processes to manage performance are followed. I also
understand informal power can be very dangerous. We need emotional intelligence to
manage these things, but the primary base is the rules and regulations.
Answer from Professor Tembe: My profession is, I am a researcher; I am a writer.
From time to time, I am invited to do analysis for various political parties, but these are
things we write about as someone who is interested in the growth of society. I have no
direct power over those that deploy. I write about and publish these things and if I am
invited to a session like this, I put them on the table and keep them in the
consciousness and awareness of society and the decision-maker. Beyond that, I have
no influence.
Answer from Professor LenkaBula: I think it is imperative for universities to have
programmes that are entwined with the developmental trajectory of our country and
the continent and therefore not to use this as optional.
The second part that I think is integral to the discussions that we are having around
the developmental and capable state is that there is somewhat a dissonance between
the professionalisation of civil servants and the roles of the university, because on the
one hand universities are just seen as levers or platforms for students to acquire
technical, academic competencies, and sometimes these are dissonant to the
contextual exigencies that society encounters, including in curriculum development,
the types of government and responsibilities that are entwined with that, as well as the
qualifications framework.
Therefore I am of the view that the discussion around how do we leverage discussions
that we have had and ensure that qualifications framework within the country, SAQA,
Council for Higher Education, but also the other accreditation systems both locally and
internationally, are pertinent to this.
I often hear people contesting this notion of cadre development. Perhaps it becomes
vulgar if there is no training and development that is entwined with the different
individuals that become players in the state and in its systems. What may be
imperative is to ensure – in similar ways as Germany, China and others do – that all
civil servants are expected to go through some degree of training in universities
(national universities but also in the global arena), where there are particular norms
and standards of values and principles in the macro-economic policies and they are
non-negotiable because they are integral to the development of the country, without
necessarily undermining the imperative for science diplomacy.
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Finally, I am of the view that we inherited an education system from Apartheid, whose
interest in Africa’s knowledge systems; its civilisations; the aspirations stated in the
National Development Plan, as well as Agenda 2063, were never integral.
Part of the investment that society makes in universities must be to request or require
that work undertaken, research, publications, innovation, intellectual property systems
the solutions to the grand challenges of our society.
Many of our universities are not at all entailed in the national innovation system. Their
outputs are often publications and not necessarily inventive processes, systems,
products and ideas that project the best that South Africa could offer.
It is about time that the curriculum systems, the financing systems, the resourcing
systems and the recruitment of professional staff in universities, but also in
government take cognisance of those and create a scholarship of a developmental
around South Africa, looking at the prospects, opportunities, and fault lines, in order
to re-imagine and reinvent a developmental state that is not captured by the neo-liberal
hold, but which ensures that there are heterodox and multi-disciplinary implications of
state systems in our country so that the economic and social benefits will accrue in
concert, not in divergence, as indicated by our Gini Coefficient in our country.

31. Mr Marcel Wilson - Draft Social Contract
This Social Compact focuses on today’s capable and developmental state and how
important it is that social partners work on this together with government. Government
alone cannot do it.
The development of this Social Compact is a consultative process with organised
labour, business and community constituencies, setting out commitments to contribute
towards achieving a capable and developmental state.
The theme of “A Capable and Developmental State” comes from the South African
Human Resource Development Strategy towards 2030. DG Makhasi also added the
ethical side to it when she was doing her presentation, which I think was very
important. Professor Tembe – and many of the other speakers – alluded to what
‘capable’ means, but what stood out there was that we need an agile and productive
civil service or public service.
Key to this outcome is the identification of interventions aimed at building a
professional public service, that the state is able to play a transformative and
developmental role towards the realisation of the country’s vision 2030 in the National
Development Plan, and that the MTSF is linked to that.
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The aim of the Social Compact is not to duplicate efforts, but rather to encourage the
involvement of all social partners in identifying priority areas and defining the
implementable actions and collaborating on initiatives to ensure that the skills required
to enable the delivery of services are realised.
This draft input being presented is expected to lay a foundation for areas where the
various constituencies can collaborate and commit to in respect of skills development
agenda required to build a capable and developmental state.
Now the Social Compact is a consultative process, so what is presented today is a
very first draft. This is something that we developed upfront and we still need to talk a
lot about it with the social partners as we go along, not only here at the summit but
post summit to make sure that we come to agreement on what role needs to be played
by each one of the social partners.
So this draft input is being presented to lay the foundation for the areas of the various
constituencies and how they can collaborate together to commit in respect of the skills
development agenda required to build a capable and developmental state.
Now we can ask, why the Social Compact? Through the previous two days and
specifically today as well, it came to the fore through the theme of the summit that the
public service needs to dedicate its focus on initiatives for the development of skills
required firstly to contribute towards making South Africa competitive, and then
secondly to respond to the new reality of post Covid-19.
After the discussions today around the 4IR, it asks that we develop skills to address it.
Therefore, the skills required are those that will enable participation in the new world
of work, and that is inclusive then of the 4IR, and those that will support the economic
recovery efforts, and much has been said about that during the day as well.
We can take home that we need to appreciate that mutual understanding, respect and
cooperation between social partners is crucial for developing the country’s human
resources towards a better South Africa, and government cannot do that alone.
We have mentioned a lot that South Africa is one of the most unequal societies; a very
poor country as well, and this then is culminating into a national crisis. We need to
ensure that the public service are adequately delivering, using the relevant skills and
competencies in order to respond to this double challenge of poverty and inequality.
By implication then, the public service needs skills and competencies to execute the
mandate of government in order to achieve a better life for all through the delivery of
expected services.
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Therefore, the relationship needs to be grounded with the social partners to facilitate
the achievement of the objectives.
Furthermore, the building of a Capable and Developmental State requires that the
nation as a whole have a Social Compact. This is what we are looking at today, the
first draft compact and the involvement of social partners in the design, planning,
implementation, monitoring and evaluation, and governance of skills policies and
systems; we need to be in partnership with the social partners for almost the full
spectrum of skills development.
In achieving a capable and developmental state, there needs to be a dedicated focus
on ensuring that there is a professional cadre of public service delivering the
government’s mandate to achieve the needs of the citizens
The impact of change boils down to, with the support of the social partners that will
assist in the achievement of objectives through the utilisation of relevant skills that are
required in the 21st century to meet the imperatives of a capable and developmental
state. The commitment then is to commit to the delivery of anticipated services, while
at the same time the employer commits to provide an enabling environment for such.
The compact has a couple of proposed areas of commitment with the various
stakeholders and social partners.
The first is organised labour. Dr Phiri talked of a “culture of cooperation. Organised
labour, through their representation in the respective Skills and Development Training
Committees, is to advocate for government to provide relevant skills and development
programmes to public servants. Furthermore, organised labour to communicate to
their member’s available skills development and development opportunities offered,
and encourage members to take up these opportunities to improve their proficiency.
Dr Phiri also touched on reconfiguring or looking at reconfigured working relationships
between organised labour and the public service. That is something that maybe we
can include in the Social Compact in further discussions.
Then with regard to business, Azola Mayekiso said we need to share best practice
with business, which is very important; it can actually be a mutual sharing of best
practices between government and business. Then also, it was suggested that we
look into the sharing of partnerships through secondments from the private sector to
the public sector.
We actively use public-private partnerships, with government, as a platform for
contributing to the development of skills in the public service.
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Business could also consider providing bursaries and scholarships to train public
servants in the priority areas such as financial management; governance and
accountability; infrastructure or facilities and equipment; operational (business
process and practice); and information and communication technology (ICT).
Business can support government’s skills development initiatives where there is a
possibility to do so.
Then concerning civil society, Dr Sipuka mentioned that we need to strengthen the
voice of civil society. There are two points to that because we think the role of civil
society is to continue to monitor service delivery in the communities and to report areas
of concerns and engage government on how to resolve challenges experienced.
Government itself also needs to look at the role-players: NSG, DPSA, Offices of the
Premiers, the SETAs, the universities, the Public Service Commission; all those things
the institutions that have been mentioned; that we also coordinate within government
itself to see how we can pull together our efforts.
Lastly, Government cannot do it alone, we actually do need to work together with the
social partners, and we hope that as we further develop his compact post the HRDC
summit, we will get the agreements and be able to report back on this at the next
summit as was stated.

32. Closing remarks Minister Dr Blade Nzimande
Let me take this opportunity to thank all stakeholders and partners of the Human
Resource Development Council who participated in this 4th HRDC Summit.
This Summit is taking place exactly 65 years when 20,000 South African women from
all walks of life and various parts of the country marched to the Union Buildings to
demand an end to the dehumanising pass laws.
Despite the dangers of challenging apartheid authorities, they asserted their worth as
human beings and refused to be relegated to the margins of history in their own
country. As we celebrate Women’s Month, this Summit must also commit to support
the skilling of women including women-led business enterprises.
Like these women, we too today, united in our effort, diversity and sectors, we
gathered here for the past three days to reflect on skills and employment creation as
well as our advances or failure in this challenging task of building more, competent,
enabled, absorbed, active, and skilled human resources in our country.
It is also important to briefly outline how the HRDC works and the importance of its
summits. The HRDC is a multi-stakeholder body primarily made up of the main social
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partners - government, labour, bigness and civil society, as well as individuals who are
playing a prominent role in the broad area of Human Resources development. Whilst
the HRDC in itself is no an implementing agency, it is neither a talk-shop either, as its
deliberations are carried over for implementation by the various stakeholders. The
Summit is also a very important platform for various stakeholders to share
experiences, reflect on both achievements and outstanding challenges. That is why
the major deliberations and recommendations from this Summit will be summarised
and tabled before the next ordinary meeting of the HRDC and be circulated to all the
stakeholders.
No single one of us, including government, can succeed in the task of building skills
required for the 21st century alone. We therefore require working together between
government, organised labour, organised business and civil society.
What is also important is to ensure that we have inclusive outcomes, which consider
the needs of the youth, women and people living with disabilities. These will be the
outcomes that will indeed make this a watershed Summit.
Deliberations and engagements at this Summit have concluded successfully and in
the next few weeks, the HRDC will be able to announce all agreements that have been
successfully entered into by social partners to work with government and ensure that
the skills required to grow the economy and deliver on the Economic Reconstruction
and Recovery Plan (ERRP) are produced, as also envisaged in our skills strategy.
With regard to the Skills Strategy to support the ERRP, an implementation plan is
being developed to assist in monitoring and reporting progress on its implementation
by the various stakeholders. Proposals and reflections made at this Summit will be
firmly considered in the development of the implementation plan of the Skills Strategy
in support of the ERRP.
Since the new term of the Council started in December 2020, there has been a lot of
work done to refine the HRD Strategy Towards 2030 and to ensure that the goals set
in the strategy are aligned with the national vision.
After this Summit, more work must be done to ensure that outcomes of deliberations
are not just aligned with the strategic goals of the Strategy but are aligned with the
new priorities to be decided by the Council soon.
The purpose of the deliberations during the Summit has been to tap into the collective
wisdom of social partners from organised labour, organised business and civil society
in order to find solutions to an endemic problem of production of skills required by the
economy during this difficult time of the Covid-19 pandemic.
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As we may know, South Africa has experienced a significant economic shock due to
Covid-19 with about 7% contraction in GDP, although there is a bounce-back projected
for 2021.
We have lost approximately 1.4 million jobs with majority of these in the informal sector
and household domestic services, with less jobs lost in the public sector. Critical to
recognise is the heterogeneity in these job losses.
What must be emphasised is that President Ramaphosa announced Covid-19 Support
Package is largest of its kind since the advent of our democracy in 1994.
The theme of this Summit ‘Skills for the 21st Century’, was carefully chosen to highlight
the current challenges and the task that must be undertaken if we are to successfully
confront the triple challenges of unemployment, poverty and inequality plaguing our
country.
While considering the outcomes of this Summit, and the advice and commitments from
our social partners, we want to ensure that the skills produced currently and in the
future are those that will not only grow and develop our economy, but will give young
people the capacity to meaningfully contribute and build a better future for themselves.
On day 1, we heard of the work being done by social partners, led by the National
Education Collaboration Trust (NECT) to ensure the quality of schooling and achieve
excellence in STEM subjects aligned with the HRD Strategy Outcome 1.
We welcome progress made in foundational programmes that lay a strong basis for
skills development. Since the last Summit, two important initiatives have taken place
at basic education level. Firstly, the announcement by government that Early
Childhood Development will now shift from the Department of Social Development to
the Department of Basic Education (DBE) is a welcome and important development
that will strengthen foundational education. Secondly, the announcement and plans
by the DBE to introduce subjects like coding and robotics at foundational level will go
a long way in preparing pupils for a future education system in line with new
technological developments, an emphasis that was a running theme in this Summit.
These are very important building blocks for Human Resources development in our
country, in line with earlier HRDC summits’ calls.
We also focused on ensuring that schools give learners the education and
competencies they need to cope with the fast changing and unfamiliar world. We look
forward to continued collaboration in this area.
Day 2 focused on building skills for a transformed society and economy and ensuring
alignment with key HRD Strategy Outcomes. Of critical importance in this deliberation
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and central to the outcome was the Skills Strategy developed by the Department of
Higher Education and Training to response to the ERRP.
The Skills strategy as developed by the DHET was presented at this Summit, and we
will definitely incorporate the many useful comments made during deliberations. We
urge all stakeholders to take this strategy for further discussion and enrichment in their
respective sectors.
Again, the Summit correctly focused on the importance of skills for the Fourth Industrial
Revolution and the future of work in our response to the ERRP.
The work of the Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) colleges
and universities will be critical in this area. Since our last Summit, President
Ramaphosa has signed a cooperation agreement with the German Chancellor, Angela
Merkel, to restructure our TVET college system and artesian training, such that we
build an apprenticeship based rather than an academically gassed system.
This means we must work towards ensuring that ideally TVET college students must
already be apprenticed in companies, rather than doing theoretical training that is
divorced from the workplace.
Again, this must be at the centre of the Social Compact between government, labour
and business in order to modernise and make vocational education and training
relevant to skills required in the workplace.
The report of the Ministerial Task Team on the impact and implications of the 4IR on
post school education and training has already been handed over and we are planning
to release this publicly and to place it before the HRDC for discussion.
Today’s (Day 3) deliberations focused on building a developmental and capable state.
The discussions centred on work being done by the Department of Public Service and
Administration ( DPSA) and its agencies, the National School of Government (NSG)
and the Public Service Commission (PSC) to ensure a professionalised public service.
Deliberations included interrogation of the policies that are developed and on how to
work digitally and smart within the current very uncertain environment. Cyber security
was considered, and current research looked at ensuring policies are well crafted to
include security and guard against the risk of cyber insecurity.
Our President, Cyril Ramaphosa, over the last two days in his appearance at the
Zondo Commission, has correctly conceded that our democratic state has been
severely weakened by state capture and corruption. What this means is that whilst
skills development by government is critical in building a capable state, at the same
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time we must intensify the fight against state capture and corruption, as it also cuts
across and often involves collaboration in both the public and private sectors.
Other important parts of deliberations at this Summit included, though not limited to
the following:














That Covid-19 accelerates change, which presents massive challenges for the
present and future workforce. Therefore agility, adaptability, innovation and
collaboration are called for in these unprecedented times;
The National Youth Policy 4IR should be seen as a crosscutting pillar across
sectors and institutions;
The readiness to work in new technological environments using new technologies
is foundational and we need to recognise the fact that human adaptability is being
outstripped by technology;
A shift to technology could result in benefits but could also deepen inequality. As a
result, an inclusive approach is required;
Both Basic and Higher Education and Training Departments have to prepare
students for jobs that have not yet been created, technologies that have not yet
been invented and problems that we don’t yet know will arise;
There should be focus on developing a future Teacher Education agenda;
There should be strategies developed to align TVET colleges to the 21st Century
skills;
The approach to implement occupational qualifications through the Centres of
Specialisation (CoS) approach in the TVET system should be expanded;
There should be a creation of a conducive environment for SME’s to grow the job
market; and
The business sector must intensify training and development.

The Secretariat will ensure that all the inputs Summit resolutions are taken forward,
as outlined earlier.
The HRDC has for the past few years, since 2010 committed to finding solutions and
removing barriers that obstruct the production of required skills.
The biennial Summits have been an effective tool that the Council has used to continue
this work and ensure its impact in skills development. Perhaps one way to improve the
relevance of these Summits is for the Secretariat to compile a report on progress
made, and achievements and challenges since the previous summits, to use such
Summits as platforms to reflect on progress and outstanding challenges. This must
also include tabling of some of the work done under the auspices of the HRDC itself.
The Social compacts that will be signed after the Summit are a continuation of the
commitment to ensuring that this work is continued and strengthened going forward,
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and that the HRDC continues to work progressively with implementing agencies to
remove blockages in the human resource development pipeline.
The biggest problem facing our HRD system is ensuring that about 3.3 million young
people between the ages of 15-24 as reported in the first quarter of 2021 by the
StatsSA who are Not in Education, Employment or Training(NEETs) are supported to
obtain skills that will assist them to re-enter the job market.
Currently there are many initiatives going on to achieve this, both by the business
sector and by government. Effective coordination is required to ensure impact and
better results. This coordination of effort will also ensure sustainability of solutions.
In the deliberations, there has been consensus that sustainable solutions for
acquisition of skills and development of human capital for our country’s growth must
be found.
There is also broad agreement that the challenges we face are a societal problem,
and the responsibility cannot be shouldered by the government alone. A collective
responsibility includes all sectors of society.
I would like to conclude by thanking our local and international guests who participated
to enrich the discussions, including all our institutions of basic and higher learning and
training.
In addition, all our provincial stakeholders and social partners who tirelessly work
together to find solutions that will enrich this Summit.
I also want to thank the Secretariat for the good work done in preparing for this Summit
and ensuring that it is a success.
Finally, my gratitude goes to the Deputy President of our country, His Excellency David
Mabuza who is the chairperson of the HRDC, the Deputy Chairpersons of the HRD
Council, all my cabinet Ministers, Deputy Ministers, Premiers the Mayors who
participated in this Summit. I thank you all.

33. HRDC exhibitors & sponsors
Exhibitors
Automotive Industry Development Centre (AIDC)
Chemical Industries Education and Training Authority (CHIETA)
Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET)
Department of Science and Innovation (DSI)
Digital Work Accelerator (DWA)
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Education, Training and Development Practices - Sector Education and Training
Authority (ETDP-SETA)
Ekurhuleni East TVET College
Energy and Water Sector Education and Training Authority (EWSETA)
Human Resource Development Council (HRDC)
Human Resource Development Council of Botswana
Institute of People Management (IPM)
Insurance Sector Education and Training Authority’s (INSETA)
merSETA
National School of Government (NSG)
SA Youth
Transport Education Training Authority (TETA)
Wholesale and Retail SETA

Sponsors
Department of Science and Innovation Profile (DSI)
Education, Training and Development Practices - Sector Education and Training
Authority (ETDP-SETA)
Wholesale and Retail SETA (W&RSETA)

34. Event App Report
The app opened prior to the conference and the following statistics reflect the
engagement across various categories during the event.





Total Engagement –The total number of actions across all users for the event
Users – The total number of unique app users across IOS, Android and Web
User Contributions – The total number of social shares, attendee messages
and more across this event
Minutes Open – The total number of minutes all attendees have spent using
the app

Total Engagement –The total number of actions across all users for the event:
Total Engagement
5 520

Users
403
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User Contributions
781

Minutes Open
4 780
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Users – The total number of unique app users across IOS, Android and Web:

Devices

Logged in Users

Organisation Views

Session Views

402

132

696

Navigation
Taps
4 350

Icon

Engagement Statistics
User Contributions – The total number of social shares, attendee messages and
more across this event:
Attendees Engagement
User Contributions
491

Contact Shares
16

Minutes Open
4 780

Users
403

Top Social Platforms

Speaker Engagement
Speaker
Engagement
156
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Speaker Views
143

Bookmarked
Speakers
12

Users
403
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Top Speakers by engagement

Session Engagement
Session
Session Views
Engagement
549
492

Session Attendance Users
57

403

Top Sessions by engagement
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Sponsor views
Banner impression
5 530

Banner taps
33

Users
403

Top Banner taps
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Top Banner Impressions

Organisation views
Organisation
Engagement
174

Organisation Views

Bookmarked

Users

132

5

403

Top organisations by engagement:
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35. Survey Summary
Please indicate which sector you represent:
Question Type:
Multichoice
Question #
1
Allowed
1
Responses:
Participants:
24
Choice:
Description
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

School Student
TVET/Community College
University
Academic
Labour
National Government
Provincial Government
Local Government
Public Entity
Social Partner
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Respons
es
1
2
1
0
2
6
1
0
4
6

%
4,17
8,33
4,17
0,00
8,33
25,00
4,17
0,00
16,67
25,00
237

11
12

Other (Specify)
Question Type:
Question #
Participants:
Correct answer:

Private Company
Approved Skills
provider
Total

0
Service

1

0,00
4,17

24

Text
2
10
N/A

Will you be interested to participate in a Skills Development Hub for
digital skills:
Question Type:
Multichoice
Question #
3
Allowed
1
Responses:
Participants:
26
Choice:
Description
Respons
%
es
1
No, not interested
6
23,08
2
Yes, as a Student
6
23,08
3
Yes, as a Skills Service
30,77
8
provider
4
Yes, as a Partner and
23,08
6
Investor
Total
26

If Yes, please leave your contact email address
Question Type:
Question #
Participants:
Correct answer:

Text
4
20
N/A

Do you think the current Education and Training System and
institutions are adequate to address future skills needs?
Question Type:
Multichoice
Question #
5
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Allowed
Responses:
Participants:
Choice:
1
2

Comment
Question Type:
Question #
Participants:
Correct answer:

1
25
Description
Yes
No
Total

Respons
es
5
20
25

%
20,00
80,00

Text
6
17
N/A

THEME 3: Building Skills for a Transformed Economy & Society
No. of Participants 18
Survey Started
13 Aug 2021 06:36:22 SAST
Survey Ended

Please indicate which sector you represent:
Question Type:
Multichoice
Question #
1
Allowed
1
Responses:
Participants:
17
Choice:
Description
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

School Student
TVET/Community College
University
Academic
Labour
National Government
Provincial Government
Local Government
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Respons
es
1
1
1
0
3
6
1
0

%
5,88
5,88
5,88
0,00
17,65
35,29
5,88
0,00
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9
10
11
12

Other (Specify)
Question Type:
Question #
Participants:
Correct answer:

Public Entity
Social Partner
Private Company
Approved Skills
provider
Total

0
2
1
Service

1

0,00
11,76
5,88
5,88

17

Text
2
7
N/A

How can technology be used to increase productivity of government
Question Type:
Text
Question #
3
Participants:
15
Correct answer:
N/A

Online use, offers an opportunity for e-inclusion but also risks a new
digital divide, owing to insufficient access in less affluent areas, either
because of a lack of devices or of bandwidth and speed. What 3
important interventions are needed to prevent this
Question Type:
Text
Question #
4
Participants:
14
Correct answer:
N/A

Do you think the current Education and Training System and
institutions are adequate to address future skills needed by
government?
Question Type:
Text
Question #
5
Participants:
15
Correct answer:
N/A

Select 3 domains of government activity that are most likely to be
affected by technology most:
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Question Type:
Question #
Allowed
Responses:
Participants:
Choice:
1
2
3
4
5

Multichoice
6
3
17
Description
Service delivery
Operations
Policy and decision-making
Talent/workforce
Regulation and enforcement
Total

Respons
es
13
14
4
10
8
49

%
76,47
82,35
23,53
58,82
47,06

Event
Feedback
Survey 1
No. of Participants 2
Survey Started
23 Jul 2021 12:53:39 SAST
Survey Ended
10 Aug 2021 11:53:09 SAST

Please rate Day 1 Session - Building the Foundation for a Transformed
Economy and Society (11th August 2021)
Question Type:
Multichoice
Question #
1
Allowed
1
Responses:
Participants:
2
Choice:
Description
Respons
%
es
1
Excellent
2
100,00
2
Good
0
0,00
3
Poor
0
0,00
Total
2

Please rate the overall event
Question Type:
Multichoice
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Question #
Allowed
Responses:
Participants:
Choice:
1
2
3
4
5

Please rate the
venue
Question Type:
Question #
Allowed
Responses:
Participants:
Choice:
1
2
3
4
5

Please rate the
catering
Question Type:
Question #
Allowed
Responses:
Participants:
Choice:
1
2
3

2
1
2
Description
Very Poor
Poor
Average
Good
Very Good
Total

Respons
es
0
1
0
1
0
2

%
0,00
50,00
0,00
50,00
0,00

Multichoice
3
1
2
Description
Very Poor
Poor
Average
Good
Very Good
Total

Respons
es
0
0
0
1
1
2

%
0,00
0,00
0,00
50,00
50,00

Multichoice
4
1
1
Description
Very Poor
Poor
Average
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Respons
es
0
0
0

%
0,00
0,00
0,00
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4
5

Good
Very Good
Total

1
0
1

Please rate the quality of the presenters
Question Type:
Multichoice
Question #
5
Allowed
1
Responses:
Participants:
2
Choice:
Description
1
2
3
4
5

Very Poor
Poor
Average
Good
Very Good
Total

Please rate the quality of the content
Question Type:
Multichoice
Question #
6
Allowed
1
Responses:
Participants:
2
Choice:
Description
1
2
3
4
5

Respons
es
0
0
0
1
1
2

Very Poor
Poor
Average
Good
Very Good
Total

Please
select
the
session
useful/interesting
Question Type:
Multichoice
Question #
7
Allowed
1
Responses:
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Respons
es
1
0
1
0
0
2

you

found

100,00
0,00

%
50,00
0,00
50,00
0,00
0,00

%
0,00
0,00
0,00
50,00
50,00

most
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Participants:
Choice:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Please select the
presentations for
Question Type:
Question #
Allowed
Responses:
Participants:
Choice:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
Description
Session 1
Session 2
Session 3
Session 4
Session 5
Session 6
Session 7
Session 8
Session 9
Session 10
Total

Respons
es
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

%
0,00
0,00
0,00
100,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00

session(s) that you would like to receive the
Multichoice
8
10
1
Description
Session 1
Session 2
Session 3
Session 4
Session 5
Session 6
Session 7
Session 8
Session 9
Session 10
Total

Respons
es
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1

%
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
100,00
0,00
0,00

Please enter the email address where you would like your selected
presentations to be sent
Question Type:
Text
Question #
9
Participants:
1
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Correct answer:

N/A

Would you attend this event again next year?
Question Type:
Multichoice
Question #
10
Allowed
1
Responses:
Participants:
1
Choice:
Description
1
2
3

Yes
No
Not sure
Total

Respons
es
1
0
0
1

Would you recommend this event to a friend of colleague?
Question Type:
Multichoice
Question #
11
Allowed
1
Responses:
Participants:
1
Choice:
Description
Respons
es
1
Yes
1
2
No
0
3
Not sure
0
Total
1

Please submit any
event
Question Type:
Question #
Participants:
Correct answer:

%
100,00
0,00
0,00

%
100,00
0,00
0,00

other feedback about the
Text
12
1
N/A

Event
Feedback
Survey 2
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No. of Participants 0
Survey Started
Survey Ended

Please specify the main reason for attending this conference:
Question Type:
Multichoice
Question #
1
Allowed
1
Responses:
Participants:
0
Choice:
Description
Respons
es
1
Content
0
2
Networking
0
3
Personal
growth
&
0
development
4
Speakers
0
5
Other
0
Total
0

How would you rate the presenter's expertise on the topic?
Question Type:
Rating
Question #
2
Participants:
0
Choice:
Description
Respons
es
1
1 star
0
2
2 stars
0
3
3 stars
0
4
4 stars
0
5
5 stars
0
Total
0
Average
0,00

%
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00

%
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00

How would you rate the effective response to questions during the
presentations?
Question Type:
Rating
Question #
3
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Participants:
Choice:
1
2
3
4
5

0
Description
1 star
2 stars
3 stars
4 stars
5 stars
Total
Average

Respons
es
0
0
0
0
0
0
0,00

%
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00

How would you rate the ability to participate as an audience member
during the presentations?
Question Type:
Rating
Question #
4
Participants:
0
Choice:
Description
Respons
%
es
1
1 star
0
0,00
2
2 stars
0
0,00
3
3 stars
0
0,00
4
4 stars
0
0,00
5
5 stars
0
0,00
Total
0
Average
0,00

Please rate: the registration process
Question Type:
Rating
Question #
5
Participants:
0
Choice:
Description
1
2
3
4
5

1 star
2 stars
3 stars
4 stars
5 stars
Total
Average
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Respons
es
0
0
0
0
0
0
0,00

%
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
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Please rate: the scheduling and timing
Question Type:
Rating
Question #
6
Participants:
0
Choice:
Description
1
2
3
4
5

1 star
2 stars
3 stars
4 stars
5 stars
Total
Average

Please rate: the choice of venue
Question Type:
Rating
Question #
7
Participants:
0
Choice:
Description
1
2
3
4
5

1 star
2 stars
3 stars
4 stars
5 stars
Total
Average

Please rate: the lunch/refreshments
Question Type:
Rating
Question #
8
Participants:
0
Choice:
Description
1
2
3
4
5

1 star
2 stars
3 stars
4 stars
5 stars
Total
Average
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Respons
es
0
0
0
0
0
0
0,00

Respons
es
0
0
0
0
0
0
0,00

Respons
es
0
0
0
0
0
0
0,00

%
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00

%
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00

%
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
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Did the cost of this event represent good value for you?
Question Type:
Multichoice
Question #
9
Allowed
1
Responses:
Participants:
0
Choice:
Description
Respons
es
1
No
0
2
Somewhat
0
3
Yes
0
Total
0

%
0,00
0,00
0,00

What other topics or themes are of interest to you for a conference?
Question Type:
Text
Question #
10
Participants:
0
Correct answer:
N/A

If you know of any colleagues who might be interested in any of these
conferences, please provide your colleague's name and company.
Question Type:
Text
Question #
11
Participants:
0
Correct answer:
N/A

Please enter your name and email address
Question Type:
Text
Question #
12
Participants:
0
Correct answer:
N/A
36. Event App Q&A:
Time
First Name
24 Mar 2021 22:22:40 Host
SAST
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Message
Welcome to today's session, please send
in your questions and 'like' those sent in
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by others. We will do our best to answer
as many as we can.
24 Mar 2021 22:23:56
SAST
26 Jul 2021 10:19:37
SAST
26 Jul 2021 10:20:44
SAST
10 Aug 2021 16:10:45
SAST
11 Aug 2021 08:46:03
SAST
11 Aug 2021 09:21:04
SAST

Anonymous

Anonymous

My question is about having free
refreshments at schools.
Please share your thoughts on the
Summit.
Can we access the presentations after the
summit?
Where is the HRDC located?

Anonymous

Good morning

Anonymous

Does a formal qualification REALLY put you
on equal footing with peers taking into
consideration that practical opportunities has
been identifies?
Is industry ready to look at skills differently or
moving away from traditional qualifications
What skills will teachers need in the 21st
century
How will technology reduce inequality in
education?
How is DBE introducing digital skills when
not all schools are connected and
communities are not connected?
How are disabled learners supported by
using technology?
Dear attendees you may send through
your questions and comments for the
Q&A session. Thank You!!
How is Business represented

11 Aug 2021 10:43:06
SAST
11 Aug 2021 11:02:34
SAST
11 Aug 2021 11:03:40
SAST
11 Aug 2021 11:24:57
SAST

Anonymous

Host
Anonymous

Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous

11 Aug 2021 11:29:19 Anonymous
SAST
11 Aug 2021 11:41:40 Host
SAST
11 Aug 2021 12:18:23 Anonymous
SAST
11 Aug 2021 12:22:34 Anonymous
SAST
11 Aug 2021 12:36:10 Anonymous
SAST
11 Aug 2021 12:38:24 Anonymous
SAST
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Please include DTPS and DTI to ensure you
deal with costs of data
I don’t want my eye to be operated by a DR
who was never assessed that they know
what they are doing
On examinations and assessment: to rethink
teaching to know and do rather than exam
and assess only. Suggestion: practical
continuous assessment.
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11 Aug 2021 12:40:34 Anonymous
SAST

11 Aug 2021 12:48:44 Anonymous
SAST

11 Aug 2021 12:55:08 Anonymous
SAST

11 Aug 2021 13:05:50 Anonymous
SAST
12 Aug 2021 13:12:30 Anonymous
SAST

12 Aug 2021 14:05:22 Anonymous
SAST

12 Aug 2021 14:09:26 Anonymous
SAST

12 Aug 2021 14:26:08 Anonymous
SAST
12 Aug 2021 14:28:19 Anonymous
SAST
12 Aug 2021 14:29:51 Anonymous
SAST
12 Aug 2021 16:25:52 Anonymous
SAST
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I believe the signed compact will have details
of what needs to be done by when and
HRDC will have to track progress in between
the summit
How do we take all that we are discussing
here and simplifying it for implementation
beyond this summit - Jerry Kale (Northern
Cape -Office of the Premier)?
'@ Mr Padayachee, how is the Department's
plan to resource rural schools to meet digital
requirements when there is no connectivity
in most of these areas?
How do we prevent technology from
deproffesionalising teachers?
Do you think the QCTO is well equipped to
drive development of short skills programme
for quick response to the requirements of
ERRP.
Is there a Regional (SADC) coordinated
effort for Human Resource Specialized skills
export and import? This is in response to
LMIP Unit's work with Home Affairs to
determine which areas requires skills Import,
what about export?
Is it time to rethink Workplace Based
Education and have the quality councils
recognize the simulation areas-based
experience where the industry trains the
students at the institutions??
What interventions are needed to bring the
informal economy into formal economy
through using skills
What incentives or policy are needed to get
private sector to reskill and retrain current
labour to transition into digital economy
If TVET college throughputs are so low, how
are they ready to provide 4IR economy
Why is the teacher education not provided in
teacher training institutions as it was before?
Universities do not have that capacity as they
are more on theoretical knowledge and
research?
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13 Aug 2021 06:37:35 Host
SAST

13 Aug 2021 09:10:56 Anonymous
SAST
13 Aug 2021 09:20:31 Anonymous
SAST
13 Aug 2021 09:24:26 Anonymous
SAST
13 Aug 2021 09:37:27 Anonymous
SAST

13 Aug 2021 09:38:47 Anonymous
SAST
13 Aug 2021 09:50:46 Anonymous
SAST

13 Aug 2021 09:53:53 Anonymous
SAST
13 Aug 2021 09:56:33 Anonymous
SAST
13 Aug 2021 10:01:19 Anonymous
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Welcome to today's session, please send
in your questions and 'like' those sent in
by others. We will do our best to answer
as many as we can.
How can the public service compete
successfully to attract talented individuals
who are in the private sector?
How does public service become number
one choice when the message is that it is
bloated?
But how is the strategy invigorating public
service through possibilities provided by ICT
One of the major challenges has been
investment in training and development by
the public service. How does one propose to
increase this vestment?
Would more be done in training and
development if the public sector was also a
contributor of a skills levy?
What happened to the one public service
concept? are our engagements here only
limited
to
Provincial
and
National
Government? what about the local sphere
where actual service delivery happens?
How will government be able to attract cyber
survey ict units in different departments
When will minimum competency be
implemented for positions below SMS?
Future work calls for micro credentials how
ready are we to adjust recruitment
requirements
Is this the reason why different departments
still use paper applications because they are
worried about security?
What future roles do you see labour unions
playing towards professionalisation of Public
Servants
How do we stop or prevent political
interference in Public Service especially in
the procurement and finance management
levels?
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How can technology be used to help
government take advantage of skills located
in the private sector
Public sector has attracted more managers
seeking job security than driving delivery.
They have brilliant CVs but wait for cue or
authority from deployees whose concern is
to please party sponsorship. Challenge any
political leader to deny this. So, come
5thHRDC, we will still be here
How will emerging technologies such as
artificial intelligence transform public sector
decision making and service delivery
For all these brilliant ideas shared with us
since the last two days to materialise, should
there not be performance contracting of their
implementation in the annual performance
management system of all senior managers
in the public sector?
One does not see or hear in this 4th summit
any mention of partnership with trade unions,
in fact one presenter complained of "undue
influence of unions" on the first day; but if we
are serious about a capable developmental
state and professional public service why not
engage unions that already has a stake (like
in PSCBC)? There are professional unions
like Denosa (for Nurses), Sama (doctors),
POPCRU (Police); NEHAWU, do they exert
"undue influence?" Alfred Mafuleka
Computers at public service point are always
down how do we change how ICT is used in
the service provision
What is the role of performance
management system in the public service if
things are not achieved as planned? If issues
that need to be achieved in public service do
not find expression in the performance
management system in place, then it is a
futile exercise to always come up with all
these brilliant ideas and resolutions that are
never enforced through the PMS.
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L&D budgets for graduates or qualified
recruits
should
begin
with
closing
Implementation Gap for roles they were
interviewed for, before govt or companies
sponsor post-grad studies for personal
advancement
The aging workforce who are reluctantly and
passionately holding on to paper based
manual approach of doing things, rejecting or
slowly accepting the digital approach of
doing things, would continue being
problematic in making both the youth and
seconding private sector people to thrive in
the public service.
Labour was very instrumental in shaping this
democracy in the 70s 80s 90s Why?
Active inertia is a directly related to
leadership.
this we must not forget... we still are relevant
and have a role to play in growing the
country. Hema Hariram NAPTOSA
Active inertia is directly related to leadership.
Active inertia is also present in mindsets that
sees unions behaviour as being only
disruptive... in the EDUCATION and the
PSCBC we as labour are working
collaboratively.
Govt at leadership level are experts at giving
excuses. DHA being case in point - faulting
Govt Digital SP and NSG - mere
implementers! They have the power and
authority, but they use it to cry rather than
MAKE performance HAPPEN. No wonder
we'll never make delivery progress
Is it still viable to have 60 and 65 as the
retirement age? Can't we have a think tank
where these people can be moved to and
earn a stipend if they are experts cause long
service doesn't equate expertise.
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What is so difficult with Government
duplicating processes that are working in
other provinces (e.g. GPG – Employee Self
Service) with other provinces? GPG
employees access their payslips online and
also are able to submit leave online, North
West Province and maybe other Provinces
that I may not know still use the hard
copies… why can’t we do things the same,
especially the progressive ones towards 4IR.
Change is upon us, why resist...?
Do we still need provincial governments
when we have nationally appointed ministers
who set policies? Why should we still have
provincial budgets when we are not a federal
structure?
Very valid points raised. cadre deployments
have destroyed many departments within the
Govt sector. That is the reason we have so
much inconsistency
Is it still viable to have 60 and 65 as the
retirement age? Can't we have a think tank
where these people can be moved to and
earn a stipend if they are experts cause long
service doesn't equate expertise.
Perfect govt policies, great strategies that get
updated every so often. ZERO WILL to
implement and deliver. As Azola puts it:
Active Inertia, knowing managers can
always tap dance and get away with things,
esp. if politically useful or connected.
Solutions are INSIDE the public service.
Indeed! Private sector recruitment may not
be the solution
Both private and public sector recruits from
the same graduates, what then changes the
ones who join the public sector to nonperform? Is it the systems, political influence,
bureaucracy?
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What is so difficult with Government
duplicating processes that are working in
other provinces (e.g. GPG – Employee Self
Service) with other provinces? GPG
employees access their payslips online and
also are able to submit leave online, North
West Province and maybe other Provinces
that I may not know still use the hard
copies… why can’t we do things the same,
especially the progressive ones towards 4IR.
Change is upon us, why resist...?
COVID-19 is forcing all processes to go
online. Stop paying hefty fees for online
work. Should you need to convert or develop
any online training please contact us and we
will gladly assist you. You can contact me at
masekovj@swgc.co.za. SWGC is a public
TVET college
It is not entirely about the skills deficit in the
public sector that we have challenges. I still
think it is about our ethical conduct leading to
non-compliance to the rule of law, lack of
transparency in recruitment processes,
political interference. It's a myriad of
problems
I am thoroughly enjoying listening to Dr
Dumisane Tempe;
How can TVET practitioners be directly
involved in TVET research? I am available to
participate fully in any TVET research. my
contact is masekovj@swgc.co.za
Exactly, rotating people is an international
best practice. In China and Indonesia, for
example, people move through various
sectors before assuming high echelon of
responsibility. This measure is good for
robust exposure, skills development and
better leadership outcomes. Here in SA
people stay in one place for more than 20yrs
which scenario is severely limiting the
maximization of talent in government
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It sounds the developmental state has
unlimited resources and can operate without
limitation.
Would the absence of funding for policy
implementation be a reason for us not being
fully ‘attuned’ to being a capable and
developmental state?
Has the obsession with being within the
"elite" circles substituted the responsibility to
serve the ordinary people with excellence?
How does the developmental state prioritize
if those who have the means of production
oppose the direction of the state?
In recent days so many UNISA students
have expressed significant challenges with
the apparent inability of UNISA to give them
their certificates.
'@dumisani how does the developmental
state interacts with the marginalized to
ensure their issues are prioritized.
Is
technology cementing their silenced voice
Is it still viable to have 60 and 65 as the
retirement age? Can't we have a think tank
where these people can be moved to and
earn a stipend if they are experts cause long
service doesn't equate expertise.
What is so difficult with Government
duplicating processes that are working in
other provinces (e.g., GPG – Employee Self
Service) with other provinces? GPG
employees access their payslips online and
also are able to submit leave online, North
West Province and maybe other Provinces
that I may not know still use the hard
copies… why can’t we do things the same,
especially the progressive ones towards 4IR.
Change is upon us, why resist...?
Very valid points raised. cadre deployments
have destroyed many departments within the
Govt sector. That is the reason we have so
much inconsistency
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Do we still need provincial governments
when we have nationally appointed ministers
who set policies? Why should we still have
provincial budgets when we are not a federal
structure?
Perfect govt policies, great strategies that get
updated every so often. ZERO WILL to
implement and deliver. As Azola puts it:
Active Inertia, knowing managers can
always tap dance and get away with things,
esp. if politically useful or connected.
Will there be a situation where after every ten
years, employees get rotated to allow for
transference of skills and avoid the
continuous breeding of corrupt culture?
Because people feel like they own
organisations. People staying in one position
for more than 10 years should not be allowed
(supply chain for example)
It is not entirely about the skills deficit in the
public sector that we have challenges. I still
think it is about our ethical conduct leading to
non-compliance to the rule of law, lack of
transparency in recruitment processes,
political interference. It's a myriad of
problems
Dr Tembe, now that we're here as a system,
how do we rectify the situation? Do we fire
those cadres who are not fit for the positions
(which they occupy even though they don't
have the skills and the capacity) because
they are causing a lot of damage to the
system?
The mandarins in a developmental state how
do they suppress their egos to put the state
first. Does it mean they no longer have
different views from the dominant discourse?
Dr Tembe - that was very insightful Thank
you very much
@tembe Where should a nodal agency be
that disciplines bad bureaucratic behaviour
and ensures bureaucratic compliance
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How is the public service ethics inculcated
into the personnel? How do you explain for
instance Post-office Manager charging
Covid-19 R350 Grant recipients R100 to get
preferential service or not queue? Is that
greed?
At last - apprenticeships mean money in the
hands of our youth, to provide them with on
hand skills and food on the table... Well done
& thanks
Why are
private
higher
education
institutions/universities still ignored in all your
‘conversations’? Even now, the comment
made by the programme director only
referred to the public universities. This is sad
and cute out a significant sector in HEI
delivery
I have learnt today that cadre deployment is
not unique to South Africa which then says
there is an opportunity to learn from those
countries that are successfully doing it with
results that probably speak for themselves.
Why is it then that the ruling party does not
learn from those countries because it keeps
deploying incompetent cadres as if there are
no capable people in the country? Is the
ruling party serious about service delivery to
the multitude of its taxpaying citizens? What
is the role of the NSG is identifying
incompetence more particularly amongst the
senior management level where cadre
deployment is most rife?
Dr Tembe touched on some of the most
important qualities that leaders should
possess for them to be able to lead and
manage. It would be interesting to see if
those qualities are part of the curriculum of
the Certificate for Entry into Senior
Management offered by the NSG.
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'Cadre deployment' concept is abused by
Opposition political parties in SA, it's an
international practice as Dr Tembe
explained, that a new Administration comes
with its own people, who must be qualified to
do the job, but be loyal to the big picture,
political objective of the principal! Just in SA
its examples are only found in ANC... some
years ago, when DA took over City of Cape
Town, the MM who had been appointed by
the previous ANC council was dismissed in
favour of someone from DA!
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